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Foreword 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has a mandated responsibility 
for the improvement and maintenance of traffic safety on our country's highways. In 
carrying out this responsibility, NHTSA sponsors a wide range of research and develop
ment activities, each of which in some way relates to highway traffic safety. 

The evaluation system described in this Manual was developed under NHTSA 
sponsorship and has a direct relationship to highway safety through law enforcement 
agencies that provide police traffic services. The use of this system will help such agen
cies determine if the quantity and quality of the Police Traffic Services (PTS) that tp.~y 
provide are at acceptable levels. Obviously, when a sufficient amount of appropriate 
services are applied, we can anticipate that traffic law compliance and, thus, safety will 
increase. 

This system has been designed to provide a reasonably precise measure of a patrol
man's actual performance of police traffic services. This is an important characteristic. 
The measures are of specific, defined parts of the patrolman's job and they are quantita
tive. The measures are not subjective. In addition, the system provides for the evalua
tion of the quality of performance by means of a systematic assessment of all of the 
tasks the patrolman must perform in carrying out each major part of traffic services. 
Basically, this system produces information about the performance of an individual 
patrolman. However, by aggregating such individual data, it is possible to measure and 
evaluate the performance of a group, such as a platoon or shift or even an entire depart
ment. Similarly, the effectiveness of a particular safety or enforcement program can be 
assessed. In terms of the police management function, this system is the means by which 
the quality and productivity of traffic operations can be determined. The manager can 
then compare this information to his own PTS needs or expectations and from that 
comparison plan his future management activities. The police supervisor at his level of 
operations is able to use this system in essentially the same way relative to the group of 
patrolmen who are his responsibility. 

This volume of the Manual (Volume I: Management and Implementation) describes 
the background and concept of the system; it also includes a description of its manage
ment uses as well as such speCific itlstructions as are· applicable to these management 
uses. In addition, the police manager is expected to read Volume II: SuperJIisor's Guide. 
This will provide him complete knowledge of the wor!dng of the system so that he may, 
first, make an informed decision about implementing this system in his agency and, 
second, (if implemented) manage his supervisors more effectively with regard to the sys
tem. 

It is suggested that the manager read this volume in the usual way from Page 1 
through the entire document as written. The reason for this advice (which may seem un
necessary) is that this volume of the Manual is arranged in a logical (and chronological) 
sequence beginning with defroitions of PTS and performance evaluation and proceeding 
through the concept of this system to the actual management uses. It is felt that, if the 
reader begins with the description of the system or its uses, some misunderstanding may 
develop, which can be avoided by reading and understanding each part of the Manual in 
order. 

The police manager is advised also to read and understand Volume II: Supervisor's 
Guide. The manager will frod some repetition between these two volumes. Obviously, all 
descriptions of this system, even though intended for different readers, will contain 
some common material. The manager is urged to tolerate such repetition in order to 
follow the logic of Volume II. There is in Volume II the same logical, orderly develop
ment from background information to specific instructions as in this volume. The care
ful reader will avoid incomplete understanding by proceeding through both volumes of 
this. Manual in order. 
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Background 

This section of the Manual presents the essential background 
information required for full understanding of the development 
and application of the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation 
System (or "the system," as it will be referred to throughout 
this Manual). There are two parts to this background discussion: 
police traffic services (PTS) and personnel evaluation. In the dis
cussion of PTS there is a definition of PTS, a discussion of PTS 
relative to highway safety, a review of PTS performance meas
ures and a discussion of PTS as an operational function. In the 
discussion of personnel evaluation there is a defmition, a dis
cussion of the importance of measuring personnel performance 
and a brief description of the application of personnel evalua
tion results. 

A. Police Traffic Services 

It may seem, as a first reaction, that a definition of PTS is 
unnecessary because traffic is such a common phenomenon that 
police traffic services are likewise common and well known,'No 
doubt that reaction is for the most part a valid one. However, in 
this system a precise definition of PTS is necessary, first, be
cause the system is based on quantitative performance measures 
of precisely defined job segments. These measures could only 
have been developed from a complete, defmitive defmition. 
Also, such a defmition of PTS allows the user to more easily re
late the measures to the entire PTS job. Second, not all law 
enforcement agencies perform all traffic services at all times or 
with the same priorities. Again, the detailed defmition is 
needed. From such a defmition any given agency can identify 
those services it does provide and relate its priorities to the 
whole job. Carried on to the evaluation system, this means that 
only those parts of the system that apply will be selected. (As 
will be discussed later in this Manual, the system is an adaptive, 
flexible one that is designed to include all traffic services which 
can be tailored to an individual department's needs.) 

The defmition ofPTS that is used in this system is consistent 
with all authoritative sources. It was developed by means of a 
literature review as well as through direct contacts with police 
agencies. The process of developing this defmition is described 
in Section II of this Manual (page 7). PTS consists of five func
tions, each of which contains a number of related activities. 
These functions can also be thought of as operational segments 
of PTS since each of the functions could be a duty assignment 
for an officer on a day-by-day basis or even for a longer term. 
The five functions are defined in the paragraphs immediately 
below. Each defmition includes the objective to be met in per
forming the function as well as a summary of the constituent 
activities. 

1. Traffic Law Enforcement 
The objective of this function is to deter and detect traffic 

violations through enforcement. It includes patrol activities as 
well as general and selective enforcement of all traffic laws. This 
function begins with the observation and detection of a viola
tion; it includes apprehension of and interaction with the 
violator, investigation of the violation, and the enforcement 
decision and actions. 

I 

2. Accident Scene Management and Investigation 

The objectives of this function are to provide for control and 
stabilization of an accident scene and to perform an investiga-

• tion of the causative factors. The investigative part of this 
function is performed only in support of the police responsibi
lities for safety and enforcement. Therefore, the results of an 
investigation are used in detcrl'nining enforcement action, 
evaluating countermeasure programs, detecting and appre
hending violators, and identifying problem areas. This function 
includes a planning for and use of emergency procedures and 
vehicles as well as emergency medical services. This function can 
lead to enforcement actions. 

3. Traffic Direction and Control 
The objective of this function is to insure the safe and 

orderly movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The func
tion includes regular duty assignments, such as at school cross
ings as well as traffic control related to emergencies. It encom
passes whatever planning is performed by the patrolman as well 
as the actual manual control ofvehicular and pedestrian traffic. 
Two important applications of this function are the control of 
traffic in an accident situation and the control of traffic for 
special events. Traffic direction and control can lead to enforce
ment actions. 

4. Court System Interaction 
The objective of this function is to provide police input to 

the adjudication process. This function includes the preparation 
and presentation of testimony and physical evidence as well as 
other court-related activities. Only those court activities that 
arise out of traffic law enforcement are included in this descrip
tion. 

5. Highway Service and Assistance 
The objectives of this function are 1) to provide assistance to 

motorists who have encountered a vehicle breakdown, or who 
are sick, lost or otherwise in need of assistance, and 2) to. cope 
with such highway problems as debris blocking the travelleg 
portion of the highway or inoperative traffic control devices. 
This is not a law enforcement function as such but can lead to ;. 
enforcement actions that might arise out of the assistance situa
tion. For example, a motorist in need of assistance may be 
found to be under the influence and some appropriate charge 
could be lodged. The specific activities that make up this func. 
tion are generally concerned with interacting with the pUblic. 
The officer must be prepared to cope with a wide range of 
emergency and unusual situations. A good knowledge of the 
local geography and emergency resources is required. 

It is suggested that the reader does not need a more detailed 
description of the PTS job and its activities in order to proceed 
through the remainder of this Manual. However, to provide for 
the fullest understanding of this evaluation system and how it 
waspeve}oped, a complete PTS job description is presented in Ap-
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pendix A. As is described later, the first step in developing this 
system was to produc~) and validate a description of PTS that 
would encompass the !:ervices provided by any law enforcement 
agency under the heading of traffic; but it is not expected that 
all agencies perform all these services. When the reader has a 
question about the details of PTS as defined here, he should 
refer to Appendix A. ' 

B. Operational Importance of PTS 

It seems fair to say that traffic law enforcement and traffic 
services are viewed in a variety of ways by police personnel at all 
levels. Some personnel contacted in the course of this study ap
peared to' think of traffic, as an unwelcome additiop to their pri
mary police function of law enforcement. Others thought of it 
as a primary and essential function. In part, this difference in 
attitude can be attributed to the type of jurisdiction. Statewide 
agencies and smaller municipal agencies accord traffic a higher 
status than larger municipal agencies. Also, the mission of an 
agency as well as its specific policies determine how traffic is 
vie,wed. In spite of individual attitudes, however, it must be 
recognized that policy traffic services are, overall, important to 
police agencies in terms of highway safety; involvement of 
personnel and public image. 

It is well known that a high rate of traffic law compliance re
sults in improved highway safety. Also it is known that effec
tive,. well-managed PTS produces a high degree of compliance. 
Thus, although the exact relationship is not clearly measurable, 
prs does impact highway safety with savings in life, property 
and dollars. 

In terms of personnel involvement, it would probably not be 
unrealistic to estimate that nearly half of the operational per
sonnel in agencies that provide PTS are involved with traffic. 
Some state police (or patrol) agencies report that three-fourths 
or. more of their activities are traffic-related. Agencies at the 
local, mUnicipal level report in some cases one-third or more 
as traffic-related. 

As to the public image of PTS, the importance of traffic 
should be quite clear. Probably the majority of citizens have 
their only contact with police in a traffic setting-either enforce
ment or assistance. Also, most PTS activities 3l;e highly visible 
and many other citizens not directly involved are aware of and 
observe PTS. 

From each of these viewpoints, the operational importance 
of PTS is quite high. The police manager is, therefore, well 
advised to provide traffic services of the highest quality and to 
make the most effective use of PTS personnel that he can. The 
use of the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation System is one 
means toward those ends. The system provides both a measure 
of the quality of performance and guidance for the improve-

• ment and. maintenance of traffic services. 
One more operational characteristic of PTS should be noted 

in regard to the use of this system. Traffic services for the most 
part are performed by an officer working alone and most 
probably not under direct supervision. Thus, it is practically im
possible for a supervisor to judge PTS performance at fIrsthand. 
This system is designed to accumulate data about actual job per
formance through activity reports and then to generate mea
sures of performance that can be .compared to standards. (The 
~tandards will be developed by the agency and the supervisor 
and can be made specific to each individual evaluation,.) The 
system is, in other words, a tool that allows a supervisory 
function to be performed under job conditions that essentially 
preclude direct supervisory observation. 

C. Management Uses of Personnel Evaluation 

Personnel evaluation is an essential process in the manage
ment of any organization, but it assumes truly major propor
tions in those organ.izations that tely heavily on th~ action, the 
attitude and the appearance of the personnel involved. Police 
agencies are outstanding eXaJDples of organizations that are de
pendent un the quality and productivity of their personnel. Po
lice work is not automated and very few important functions 
are routinized. The quality and the success of a police depart
ment are dependent on the effectiveness of its personnel in both 
mental and physical activities. The human element is critical in 
both the regular day-to-day operations, as well as in the unex-

'pected, emergency situations that arise in traffic and all other 
aspects of the police officer's job. Therefore, police command
ers and supervisors must regularly attempt to assess how well 
their officers are performing. Whether this assessment is made 
intuitively, based on "feelings" about an officer, or it is made in 
a more systematic, more sophisticated way, the objective is the 
same: to determine how well each officer is doing and, taken 
together, how well the squad, platoon or department is doing. 

In making an assessment of how well an individual officer or 
a group of officers is doing, the manager is concerned with the 
"productivity" ~f the officer or the group. This is not to imply 
that the evaluation process equates arrests or citations or any 
kind of quota to quality ofPTS. Productivity simply means that 
in a given police agency under a specified assignment in a 
particular patrol area, a patrolman can be expected to encounter 
a somewhat predictable number of oPPQurtunities to apply 
PTS. A productive officer will find these opportunities and will 
perform. The non-prod1.lctive officer will not. This system is 
designed to help define the expectations (or standards) and then 
to measure and evaluate performance. 

There are many ways in which a manager can measure and 
evaluate performance with the means this system provides. The . 
easiest way to demonstrate the variety Qf possible management 
uses of this system is to refer to a tabulation of the quantitative 
measures that it can produce. Figure 1 is a reproduction of a 
summary form used in this system and it contains the naJDes of 
all the data collected in this system. The data come directly 
from activity reports that are completed by the individual 
officer on a daily or weekly basis. It would be, pres~mptuous to 
attempt to tell the readers of this Manual the possible manage
ment uses of the data contained in this tabulation. The data 
cover the entire range of PTS and obviously include several . 
indicators of successful performance. Police management and 
command personnel will recognize the value of such indicators. 

There are two lines of evaluation to which these data can be . 
applied. They can be the basis for some of the tra'ditional traffic 
effectiveness measures such as the Enforcement Index which 
was developed by the Traffic Institute of Northwestern Univer
sity. These effectiveness measures take many forms but general- . 
ly express some enforcement, investigation or adjudication fre
quency relative to the frequency of a traffic "event." For ex
aJDp!e, the number of Hit-and-Run Arrests per 100 known Hit
and-Run cases would be Iluch an indicator. The Traffic Institute 
of Northwestern University published some indicators, along 
with suggested values for satisfactory performance, and a saJDple 
of these are shown in figure 2 simple to illustrate the possible 
management uses of data collected in this system. (The material 
shown in figure 2 was taken from a Traffic Institute Training 
Publication "Police Traffic Supervision: Evaluation Guides" and 
is reproduced here with permission.) . , 

These indices of traffic effectiveness have been of concern 



TRAFFIC ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

OfficuName __________________________________ __ 
Supe~r ____________________________________ __ 

Shield NO. _______ Evaluation Date_--:./_-,,-I __ Evaluation Period _~!<----:--:-,!,--_ to _........:/-:-:-;-<1 __ 
atart end 

1.0 TIME ALLOCATION 3.3 Written Warnings 

1.1 Total Duty Time __ Ius 3.4 Verbal Warnings 

1.2 Total Traffic Patrol Time __ hrs 3.5 No Actions 

1.2.1 Moving Patrol __ hrs 
4.0 ENFORCEMENTS IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS 

1.2.2 Stationary Surveillance __ hrs 
4,1 Hazardous Violations 

1.2.3 Traffic Road Checks __ hrs 
4,2 Other Violations 

1.2.4 Planned Selective Su[veUiance __ hrs 

4.3 No Enforcements 
1.3 Total Traffic Dircction lmd 

Control (TDC) Time __ hrs 4.4 Investigations Continuing 

1.3,1 Assigned TDC Time __ hrs 
5.0 CHARGES FILED 

1.3.2 As Needed TDC __ hrs 
5.1 Tctal Arrest Charges 

1.4 Total Highway Service/ Assist-
ance Time __ hrs 5.1.1 Alcohol/Drug Traffic Arrests 

1.5 Total Accident Investigation 5.1.2 Other Traffic Related Arrests 
Time ___ hrs 

5.1.3 Non-Traffic Related Arrests 
1.5.1 Fatal Accident Investigation __ hrs 

5.2 Total Citation Charges 
1.5.2 Injury Accident Investigation _hrs 

5.2,1 Moving Violations Citations 
1.5.3 Property Damage Accident 

Investigation __ Ius 5.2.2 Equipment/Regulatory Citations 

5.2.3 Other Citations 
2.0 TRAFFIC STOPS 

5.3 Total Written Warnings Charges 
2.1 Total Stops on Patrol 

5,3.1 Moving Violation Warnings 
2.1.1 Moving Patrol Stops 

5.3.2 Equipment/Regulatory Warnings 
2,1.2 StutioOilTY Surveillance Stops 

5.3.3 Other Written Warnings 
2.1.3 Traffic ROad Check Stops 

2.1,4 Planned Selective Surveillance 6.0 CHARGE D!\SPOS~TIONS 
Slops 

6.1 Total Convictions 
2.2 Highway Service! Assistance 

Stops 6,1.1 Bond Forfeitures 

2.3 Total Accident Investigations 6,1.2 Convictions as Charged, in 
Court 

2.3.1 Fatal Accident Invest4;iitions 
6,1,3 Convictions on Lesser Offense 

2.3.2 Injury Accident Investigations 
6.2 Total Non.convictlont 

j 2.3.3 Property Damage Accident 
Investigations 6.2.1 Not Guilty, in Court 

6.2.2 Nolle Prosequi 
3.0 MAJOR ACTIONS TAKEN IN PATROL STOPS 

6.2.3 Dlsmlf8lll 
3.1 Arrests 

6.3 Total Dlspoaltlonl 
3.2 Citations 

FIGURE 1. TRAFFIC ACTIVITY sUMMARY' FORM 
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Range of Values 

City Rural 
POLICE TRAFFIC SUPERVISION RATES 

Ineffective Satisfactory Ineffecthe Satisfactory 

1. Accident Seli'erity or Reporting Rat~s 
a. Personal injury accident per fatal accident 25 55 7 
b. Damage accidents per fatal accident 80 200 10 

2. Accident Investigation Rate 
Accidents investigated per 100 accidentsreported 55 95 30 

3. Accident Citation and Arrest Rate 
Investigations resulting In citations or arrests per 
100 acciqents investigated 30 55 25 

4. Accident Violator Citation and Arrest Rate 
Persons in accident!! cited or arrested per 100 
accidents investigated 30 60 30 

5. Hit-and-Run Clearance Rate 
Hit-and-Run cases cleared per 100 cases known 50 85 40 

6. Hit-and-Run Citation or Arrest Rate 
Hit-andfoKuP, drivers cited or arrested per 100 cases 
known} 35 80 30 

7. The Enforcement Rate (or Index) 
Convictions with penalty paid for hazardous traffic 
laW violations per motor-vehicle traffic accident 
resulting in injury or death 10 20 5 

For the rates illustrated in this figure, an upper and lower limit or value is better than a single number as a guide to the quality of 
enforcement. The two figures used would represent: 

20 
35 

75 

55 

60 

80 

75 

15 

1. Satisfactory performance or a generally healthy condition. If the 
actual figure in a community is better than this number, im
provement would probably be difficult and costly. It is likely 
that other things could be done to better advantage than trying 
to raise this n.lue. 

2. Ineffective performam:p, or an unhealthy condition. If the actual 
figure in a community is less than this number, inlprovement 
should be fairly easy and defmitely profitable. It is safe to rec
ommend that steps be taken at once to improve this rate. 

Somewhat different figures appear for some of these rates as guides for rural as compared to urban areas. There are several reasons for this, 
but the most important one is that rural figures are compiled only from activities of highway patrols which may be supplemented in many cases 
by county enforcement efforts which are not included. . 

FIGURE 2. SOME EXAMPLES OF RATES AND SUGGESTED 
VALUES FOR ASSERTING PTS EFFECTIVENESS 
(TAKEN FROM A TRAFFIC INSTITUTE TRAINING 
PUBLICATION) 
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to police officials for a long time. Some standards are more than 
20 years old and no doubt some interest was expressed in per
formance indicators when the first police agency assumed 
traffic responsibilities. The reason for the discussion of effec
tiveness indicators in this Manual is twofold: first, the data col-

. lected from the Activity Reports in this system can be used 
directly in many such indices and second, the indices represent a 
proper management concern with effectiveness of operations or 
"productivity" as that concept is used in this Manual. The PTS 
Personnel Performance Evaluation System is concerned basically 
with the amount and quality ofPTS performed by a patrolman. 
The effectiveness indices address these issues in a somewhat dif
ferent way and in the context of an entire department or traffic 
unit, but the concern is the same; quality and quantity of per
formance. 

It should be of interest to the reader to note a further more 
direct connection between effectiveness measures and the per
sonnel evaluation that is the concern of this system. In 1974, 
the International Association of Chiefs of Police passed a resolu
tion concerning effectiveness measures and particularly the need 
for updating and improving them. The text of that resolution is 
reproduced below: 

5 

the broad applications of the system to management deciSions 
and actions. Just for example, the meaSUres of allocaticm of 
time to various kinds of patrol and the number of enforcement 
actions per hour of patrol should be seen as valuable indicators 
of individual or group performance . 

The last section of the Manual (page 13) inclUdes specific 
guidance for management application of this system. However, 
by way of concluding this introduction it should be noted that 
the system used, as designed, by the supervisor to evaluate his 
men provides management with information about areas tradi· 
tionally referred to as "personnel." The most important of these 
is training. The system results in an assessment of how well the 
patrolman has done his job in traffic services. The logical cort
tinuation of this assessment is to infer how well the patrolman 
has been trained and then to determine future training needs for 
the individual or the group. The point does not have to be .pe
labored, but the management deciSion should be clear if job per
formance measures indicate either very high or very low levels 
of achievement. The kind and amount. of tIllining that leads to 
high levels should be pursued while that which leads to low 
levels should be amended. It must be pointed out that in this 
context "training" encompasses counselling or remedial training 

Police naffic Service Performance Measures 
(1974) 

WHEREAS, The only commonly known and accepted measures of performance or rates for Police Traffic Service efforts 
were developed over 20 years ago and may not be valid todaYi and 

WHEREAS, Each jurisdiction, and even each indMduallocation within larger jurisdictions, has its own unique circum
stances which make it impractical and inappropriate to apply measurement rates or $cales developed on the baSis of experience 
in other jurisdictions or locations; and 

WHEREAS, Although factors for consideration in performance evaluation may be developed and recommended, the spe
cific comparative measures should be locally developed for local administrative evaluation fitting the needs of the particular 
jurisdiction; now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police recommends that use of arbitrary or outdated Police 
Traffic Services administrative rates or measures be discontinued; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police urges the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration to sponsor a project that willjdentify factors that are recommended for consideration when evaluating the Police 
Traffic Services performance of a jurisdiction or any component of a jurisdiction, with specific measures to be developed by the 
individual jurisdiction. 

In the resolution, the reference to Hperformance of any 
component of a jurisdictionn should be noted. It was in this re
gard that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
instituted the development of this personnel evlauation system. 
In very simple terms, the intent has been to develop factors for 
evaluations and measures, applicable to the patrolman-the basic 
unit of traffic services. In addition, the system provides the 
means for combining such measures into performance measures 
of traffic units or departments. This approach is perhaps best 
illustrated by reference to the list of measures that this system 
produces. Figure :3 is a tabulation of the measures used for eval
uation. In later sections of tllis Manual, specific instructions for 
how these are used in the system will be presented. For this in· 
troduction, the names of the measures will suffice to illustrate 

for the department. When actual job performance is measured 
and anlayzed as in this system, speCific traini1lg needs will be' 
quite evident to the police manager. 

AsSignment of personnel can likewise be affected by the reo 
suIts of applying this system. These results could, for instanCe, 
identify officers who are particuhuly productive in the aJ;eas 0(0 
PTS as well as some who are not. Again, the management deci
Sion should be clear as regards the assignment of sucll, officers. It 
should not be inferred that PTS evaluation of itseit\vill be the 
only input to decisions about either trl!!ning or asSignp1ent. This 
system will provide an input for management decisions .about 
traffic services. It is intended that managers will use this input 
to the extent that is appropriate to their own department's 
needs and policies. 

o 
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TRAFFIC ACTNITY MEASURES 

OfficeIName ______ ~ ____________________________ ~--

Shield No. _________ Evaluation Date: ___ :...I __ .:..I __ 

SECTION A. PATROL TIME DISTRIBUTION 

Al Percent on Moving Patrol 

A2 Percent on Stationary Surveillance 

A3 Percent on Traffic Road Checks 

A4 Percent on Planned Selective Surveillance 

SECTION B. PATROL STOPS PER HOUR 

Bl Stops Per Hour Total Patrol 

B2 Stops Per Hour Moving Patrol 

B3 Stops Per Hour Stationary Surveillance 

B4 Stops Per Hour Road Checks 

BS Stops Per Hour Planned Selective 
Surveillance 

-----_% 

---% 

------_% 

--_% 

__ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

__ /llr. 

SECTION C. HIGHWAY SERVICEIASSISTANCE STOPS 

CI Service/ Assistance Stops Per Total 
Patrol Hour 

C2 Service/Assistance Stop Per Moving 
Patrol Hour 

C3 Average Time Per Service/Assistance 
Stop 

SECTION D. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

Dl Average Time Per Investigation, Fatals 

D2 Average Time Per Investigation, Injuries 

D3 Average Time Per Investigation, Property 

')4 Percent Investigations: Any Enforcement 
Action 

DS Percent Investigations: Hazardous 
Violation Enforcement 

SECTION E. TDC TIME DISTRIBUTIONS 

E1 Percent Total TDC Time, Total Duty Time 

£2 Percent Assigned TDC Time, Total Duty 
Time 

E3 Percent As Needed TDC Time, Total 
Duty Time 

__ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

__ Min. 

hrs 

hrs 

___ hrs 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

Sup~~r ______________________________________ _ 

Evaluation period __ ...;.I __ ...:../ __ to. ___ ..;.I_-:-..:./ __ 
start end 

SECTION F. PATROL ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

Fl Percent Stops, Major Action Arrest --_% 

F2 Percent Stops, Major Action Citation --_% 

F3 Percent Stops, Major Action Written Warning --_% 

F4 Percent Stops, Major Action Verbal Warning --_% 

F5 Percent Stops, No Enforcement Action --_% 

SECTION G. ENFORCEMENT ACTION CHARGE 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

GI Percent Arrests, Alcohol/Drug Traffic 
Violation --_% 

G2 Percent Arrest, Other Traffic Violation --_% 

G3 Percent Arrests, Non-Traffic Offense --_% 

G4 Percent Citations, Moving Violation --_% 

G5 Percent Citations, Equipment/Regulatory 
Violation --_% 

G6 Percent Citations, Other Violation --_% 

G7 Percent Written Warnings, Moving 
Violation ---% 

G8 Percent Written Warnings, Equip./Reg. 
Violation ---% 

G9 Percent Written Warnings, Other Violation --_% 

SECTION H. DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGE DISPOSITIONS 

HI Percent Charges Convicted, as Written --_% 

H2 Percent Charges Convicted, Lesser Offense --_% 

H3 Percent Charges, All Convictions --_% 

H4 Percent Charges Court-Conviction, 
as Written --_% 

HS Percent Charges Court-Conviction, 
Lesser Offense ---% 

H6 Percent Charges All Court-Convictions --_% 

FIGURE 3. TRAFFIC ACTNITY MEASURES FORM 



Development of the PTS Personnel 
Performance Evaluation System II 

What has been presented so far in this Manual has had to do 
with the general background of the system and its application to 
m It~:'gement decisions and actions illustrated by listings of the 
data and t.lJ.e measures it produces. In this section of the Manual, 
the actual development of the system is traced. The objective of 
this history is to help the police manager understand the practi
cal basis on which the system was built and to help him assess 
its validity and utility for his own needs and the needs of his 
department. In a subsequent section, the specific management 
role in implementing the system is discussed along with some 
more specific applications. 

This Manual and the Evaluation System it presents are the 
end products of a 21-month's effort that proceeded in two 
phases. 

A. First Phase 

One objective of the first phase was to identify and define 
the police traffic services tasks performed by officers assigned to 
PTS duties. The second objective was to determine a set of 
command "factors" among these tasks that could be used in 
personnel evaluation. The final objective was to allow for an in
terim program evaluation that would address the feasibility of 
continuing the evaluation system developmental effort based on 
factual results. 

The study commenced with a literature review of more than 
50 reports and documents that were deemed relevant. These 
documents were classified into four broad categories-traffic 
services, job description, personnel evaluation and training. This 
review provided some information concerning the range ofPTS 
duties and tasks and their commonality among law enforcement 
agencies. A much more detailed data collection effort was con
ducted by the study staff members through personal surveys of 
ix police agencies, representative of jurisdictional responsibility, 
geographical location and missions. Using interview guides and 
structured survey forms, information was acquired from patrol, 
supervisory and command personnel concerning PTS operations, 
training and personnel evaluation. Specific PTS functions, 
duties, and tasks performed by each agency were identified and 
estimates were obtained of the relative importance of these 
functions. Information was also solicited from other agencies, 
either by mail or informally during visits conducted in conjunc
tion with other research projects. In all, information was ob
tained from 18 State and local agencies. 

Although there was basically good agreement among law 
enforcement agencies concerning what functions constitute 
PTS, the specific definitions of these functions varied from 
agency to agency. All of this information was compiled and 
analyzed to distill the common elements, procedures and 
definitions of PTS that apply to all agencies. Through this pro
cess "universally acceptable" definitions for five PTS functions 
were developed in terms of officer performance, .i.e., in terms 
amenable to evaluation. The five PTS functions were previously 
defined on Page 1: 

• Traffic Law Enforcement 
• Accident Management and Investigation 
• Traffic Direction and Control 
• Court System Interaction 
• Motorist Assistance 

A major end product of the first phase was the development 
of a PTS Model Job Description for each of the above PTS 
functions. The Model Job Description may be found in Ap
pendix A. It describes the five basic PTS functions listed above 
and presents and defmes duties, primary tasks, and tasks that 
comprise these functions. The Model Job Description also in
cludes an analysis of each duty, primary task, and task relative 
to five parameters that affect its potential use as a factor for 
evaluation. These parameters are: 

• The products of the duty, primary task, or task-i.e., the 
output of the activity; this may be an action taken by the 
patrolman, the issuance of a document such as a report or 
citation, or an effect on someone or something else such 
as a change in traffic flow. The activity's products rep
resent potential measures or indicators of whether the 
activity was performed and the quality of its performance. 

• The observability of the activity and its products-Le., an 
assessment of ways and means by which the activity and 
its output can be detected and measured. Generally 
speaking, the more readily observable the activity is, the 
more suited it will be for use as an evaluative factor. 

e The universality of the activity-i.e., how common is it to 
the various police agencies and what is its intrinsic im
portance to the overall job of PTS. 

• The degree of focus devoted to the activity during train
ing-i.e., the level of emphasis devoted to the duty, 
primary task, or task ln current basic or in-service training 
programs. 'In general, the more training devoted to the 
activity, the more likely it will be to merit careful evalua
tion. 

• The possibility of establishing gradations of performance 
for the activity-i.e., the likelihood that accurate assess
ment can be made oHhe quantity and quality of perform
ance based upon the observable products. 

As a result of the MJD, it waS concluded that the traffic re
lated task performed by an officer can be defmed and analyzed. 
It appeared, then, that the PTS job performed by an officer can 
also be quantitatively evaluated. 

A second important conclusion was that the description is 
valid. It presents a complete picture of PTS activities; it is seg
mented to correspond to typical duty assignments and it is in 
substantial agreement with deSCriptions prepared by other 
police research or operational organizations. In a critical review 
of the description, the Traffic Institute, Northwestern 
University, acting as a cOD..sultant to the research team agreed to 
the completeness and the s~ructure of the description. 

On the basis of the foregoing research,~ the,recommendation 
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was made and approved to continue the program to develop a 
PTS performance evaluation system. 

'8. Second Phase 

The second phase of the research effort commenced subse
quent to development of the Model Job Description. The ob
jective of this phase was to derive evaluative factors from the 
functions, duties, and tasks of the model job descriptions and to 
develop gradations of performance for each factor. The grada
tions of performance were to reflect both quantitative and qual
itative characertistics. 

The first step in this phase was to analyze the data in the 
Model Job Description to identify those tasks having the greatest 
relevance and utility for evaluation. Based upon the information 
listed under the five parameters discussed above, each task was 
rated on a scale of 1-to-3 relative to the following characteristics: 

• Criticality-Le., is the task of high, intermediate or mar
ginal importance to the duty to which it belongs? 

• Importance to highway safety-Le., does the task have a 
high, intermediate or marginal bearing on the police role 
in reducing the behaviors, circumstances and conditions 
that cause or contribute to crashes? 

• Observability-Le., how easy or diffiwIt would it be for 
the supervisor to determine how well a patrolman per
forms the task? Specifically, is the task directly observable, 
inferable .from records or other data, or not observable? 

e Face validity-Le., would the typical patrolman consider 
the task to be of high, intermediate or marginal validity 
as an indicator of his performance? 

• Utility to the supervisor-Le., would the typical super
visor consider the task to be a strong, moderate or weak 
input to his evaluation of a patrolman's performance. 

These characteristics were assigned equal weight in the assess
ment of tasks as candidate evaluative factors. Thus, a task's 
cumulative rating ranged from 5 (minimum rating on all charac
teristics) to 15 (maximum rating on all). To ensure that practical 
police experience would be applied to this process, the task 
ratings were supplied by 52 students enrolled in the North
western University Traffic Institute's "Long Course" as well as 
by NHTSA personnel with previous law enforcement experience. 
The three members of the project staff also supplied independent 
ratings. The modal value of all 55 ratings was selected as the 
ranking of any given task relative to each of the five character
istics. Tasks that received a cumulative rating of 10 or more 
were selected for inclusion in the evaluation system. Because 
the Model Job Description had been based on the most com
monly accepted (and therefore most important) aspects of 
PTS, more than 90 percent of all tasks received cumulative 
ratings that were high enough to warrant their inclusion. 

Once the tasks were selected, they were grouped into sets of 
related duties. Each such set constituted a single evaluative fac
tor. A total of eight factors was developed. These factors are 
briefly described as follows: 

Factor 1. 

Performs Patrol-This factor aids the supervisor in determining 
how well an officer utilizes his patrol resources in observing 
traffic to detect traffic law violations. The duties and tasks 
selected for this factor were derived from the·MJD (Appen
dix A Function 1.0, Traffic Law Enforcement, Duty 1.1-
Conducts Surveillance qfTraffic, Sheets 1 and 2. 

Factor 2. 

Makes Traffic Violation Stops-This factor allows the super
visor to evaluate the type of "traffic stops" an officer makes. 
The duties and tasks selected for this evolve 1 from the MJD 
Function 1.0, Traffic Law Enforcement, Du.y 1.2-Detects 
Traffic Law Violation, and a part of Duty l.3-Apprehends 
Violator, Sheets 2 through 6. 

Factor 3. 

Evaluates Violation and Selects Enforcement Action
This factor permits the supervisor to evaluate the various 
enforcement actions, resulting from the stop as well as his 
skills as a traffic stop investigator. The duties and tasks 
selected for this factor were derived from the MJD, Function 
1.0, Traffic Law Enforcement, Duty 1.3-Apprehends Vio
lator, Sheets 3 through 6. 

Factor 4. 

Issues Enforcement Action-This factor allows the super
visor to evaluate the type of charges an officer issues and 
his skills in follOWing procedures required to me these 
charges. The duties and tasks selected for this factor 
originated from the MID, Function 1.0, Traffic Law Enforce
ment, Duty 1.4-Takes Enforcement Action, Sheets 7 
and 8. 

Factor 5. 

Manages and Investigates Traffic Accidents-This factor aids 
the supervisor in evaluating an officer's performance of 
activities required to control and investigate traffic accidents. 
The duties and tasks selected for this factor were derived from 
the MJD, Function 2.0, Accident Scene Management and 
Investigation, Sheets 9 through 12. 

Factor 6. 
Prepares and Presents Traffic-Related Testimony and Evi
dence-This factor allows the supervisor to evaluate the 
ultimate outcome of an officer's enforcement actions. The 
duties and tasks selected for this factor were originated from 
the MJD, Function 4.0, Court System Interaction, Sheets 
16 through 18. 

Factor 7. 

Provides Highway Ser,Jice and Assistance-This factor aids 
the supervisor in evaluating an officer's performance of 
activities intended to assist the safety of motorists and other 
persons in the traffic environment. The duties and tasks 
selected for this factor were derived from the MJD, Function 
5.0, Motorist Assistance, Sheet 19. 

Factor 8. 

Directs ane! Controls Traffic-This factor allows the super
visor to evaluate an officer's performance in traffic direction 
and control activities. The duties and tasks selected for this 
factor were taken from the MID, Function 3.0, Traffic 
Direction and Control, Sheetsi 13 through 15. 

As each factor was developed, both objective and subjective 
measures of its performance were :identified. The objective 
measures were derived from the analysis of observability incor
porated in the MJD. The subjective measures were developed 
around small groups of closely related and clearly defmed tasks 



also from the MJD. Finally, the objective and subjective mea
sures were incorporated into the factor rating forms presented 
in Volume II. Those forms implement the actual rating process 
in the PTS Performance Evaluation System. 

Each factor is an element of the evaluation system and is 
defIned and described in detail in Volume II Pages 2 through 6. 
A Manual was prepared to assist the fIrst-line supervisor as a 
general reference source and a day-to-day guide for evaluating 
the prs performance of officers under their supervision. 

C. Pilot Test of the PTS Evaluation System 

The prs Performance Evaluation System was then pilot 
tested by a total of 29 fIrst-line supervisors from ten represent
ative law enforcement agendes. They used the system to evaluate 
all or a representative group of the men under their command. 
In total, 109 officers were rated in this test. The purpose of the 
as well as the system's strength and weaknesses. The ultimate 
pilot test was to validate the format and content of the system 
objective was to insure than the fInal product would be a prac
tical and valuable tool for all law enforcement agencies engaged 
in traffIc services. The pilot test spanned a period of 3 months. 
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During the fIrst 2 months, 8 weeks of officers data was collected 
by each agency utilizing a Weekly Activity Report. At the end 
of the 8 weeks the performance data were summarized for 
each offIcer and the responsible fIrst-line supervisor initiated the 
performance rating using the PTS Evaluation System. At the 
end of the pilot test each supervisor was personally debriefed 
in order to incorporate to the extent possible his comments, 
criticisms, and suggestions in the fInal revision. 

D. Final Revision and Review 

DUring the fInal stage of this development process of the 
evaluation system, some revisions to the· structure and content 
of the system were made as a result of the pilot test experience. 
Although the revision of the system content was relatively 
minor, major revisions were made to improve the format of the 
activity reports and factor evaluation forms. Also, the initial 
supervisor's manual was divide.d into two separate volumes, 
primarily to separate the functions of management level per
sonnel and fIrst-line supervisory personnel in the use of this 
system. 





System Implementation 
and Application 

A. Management's Role and Responsibilities 

The first responsibility of the police manager with regard to 
the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation System is to become 
thoroughly familar with its content and procedure. Since the 
reader will have now been through the background and the 
development of the system it is recommended that he read 
Volume II which describes the system in detail. When this has 
been accomplished, he should return to this section for specific 
guidance about implementation. 

The manager's responsibility after becoming familar with the 
content and procedures of the system is to make a decision as to 
whether or not it will be used in his department. The manner in 
which the system is presented and implemented will impact on 
the overall success of its application and on the evaluation ef
fectiveness of the system. The system should be implemented 
for those officers who normally perform PTS activities or any of 
its constitutent elements. For example, law enforcement agen
cies which employ "general patrol" could implement this 
system for all its patrol functions that include PTS. On the 
other hand some municipal departments can implement the 
system for Traffic Division officers or for specially dedicated 
units such as Accident Investigation. However, to gain as much 
PTS evaluation information as possible the manager must 
implement the system for every officer who is responsible for 
any PTS function. 

Prior to implementation the manager and staff must ac
complish the following: 

e Adapt the system to the jurisdictional PTS requirements 
e. Formalize the implementation as part of the agency's 

policy 
• Conduct briefmg sessions with all levels of participating 

supervisory personnel 
• Establish agency guidelines for standards of prs per

formance 
• Provide PTS Performance Evaluation System Training for 

firstline supervisors and PTS officers. 

B. Initial Adaptation of the System 

Each of the eight evaluative factors concerns a particular seg
ment of traffic services; as a group the factors represent the 
total set of tasks performed by officers in the area of police 
traffic services. Potentially, the factor rating forms provide 40 
quantitative measures and 28 ratings of PTS performance 
quality. Obviously, not all of the measures and ratings are 
applicable to anyone agency. However, to avoid too gross a 
generalization of an officer'sPTS performance, the factors and 
associated measures and. ratings that are applicable to a given 
agency must be applied for a meaningful evaluation. Therefore, 
the manager should begin by reviewing each evaluative factor 
rating form and determine whether or not it does apply to his 
agency. 

The process of adaptation cannot be set forth anymore 
explicitly than has been done in the few brief comments given 
above. What must be done, simply, is to determine which of the 
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eight factors relate and then to examine the measures and 
ratings to determine which of these are important to the agency. 
The following examples may be helpful in the initial adaptation: 

• Some law enforcement agencies perform traffic .~irection 
and control only in truly emergency situations. Therefore, 
such an agency may elect to omit that factor completely 
or to use it only in the occasional situation when an 
officer has been required to perform traffic direction and 
control. The jmportant point is that if the function is not 
a significant one (for that agency) then it should not be 
used. 

• In some agencies the amount of time devoted to moving 
patrol and to stationary surveillance is rigidly prescribed 
in departmental procedures. In this case, it would not be 
useful to include in an officer's evaluation the measures of 
time utilization. It would, however, be useful to rate the 
officer's performance under the factor "Perform Patro1." 
So, in this situation, the measures would not be used, but 
the performance evaluation could be applied. 

• While fmal disposition of traffic cases is an ultimate indi
cator of the effectiveness of traffic law enforcement, some 
agencies fmd it difficult to dQcument because their cases 
go to a number of different courts or because thq: are 
presently no good lines of communication from the courts 
back to the agency. Here the choice may be to omit the 
factor concerning adjudication or, if it's important enough 
to the agency, better communication can be implemented. 
In either event, the system allows for use of the faqior or 
its deletion depending on the agency's needs. 

A complete set of evaluative factor rating forms as well as 
data collection and processing forms are included in the back of 
this Manual to aid the manager in adapting the system. 

C. Adaptation of Specific Evaluative Factors 

Once the manager has decided which factors are representa
tive of the agency's PTS activities, the next step is to review 
carefully each Factor Rating Forms' measures in Section One 
and each quality of performance descriptor in Section Two and 
determine which descriptors are not appropriate or not per
formed by the agency's officers. These should be deleted from 
the Factor Rating Sheets by simply putting a line through them 
or by producing revised forms of the sheets. 

For example, an agency that does not perform Traffic Road 
Checks as part of their PTS activities. would eliminate any re
ference to performing Traffic Road Checks from the Factor 
Rating Forms 1.2. In Factor 1, Performs Patrol, Section One 
line 
A3 would be eliminated. In Factor 2, Makes Traffic Violation 
Stops, Line B4, Section One and Analysis 6 "Conducts Traffic 
Road Checks" would also be eliminated. 

The manager must also adapt the data collection and proces
sing forms, i.e., the Daily/Weely PTS Activity Reports, the 
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Traffic Activity Summary Form and Traffic Activity Measures 
Form. Using the previous example, where an agency has elimina
ted "Traffic Road Check;> as an activity the following changes 
would result; 

• Daily/Weekly Activity Report 
Delete "Traffic Road Checks" from Section One 

• Traffic Activity Summary Form 
Delete "1.2.3 Traffic Road Checks" 

"2.1.3 Traffic Road Check Stops" 
• Traffic Activity Measures 

Delete from: Section A all of line A3 
Section B all of line B4 

With regard to Factor 6-"Prepares and Presents Traffic 
Related Evidence and Testimony" management level personnel 
must establish the necessary liaison with administrative person
nel at the courts and the "violations bureau" in order to access 
the disposition of all traffic charges issed by any of their offi
cers. The officer will only know the disposition of those charges 
that he has had to appear in court. He will most likely not know 
the disposition of charges which were adjudicated by pay by 
mail, bond forfeitures, etc., at a violations bureau or were 
disposed of by the court without his presence. 

If a meaningful evaluation with regard to Factor 6 is to be 
conducted, timely artd accurate charge dispositions must be 
available to the first-line supervisor. Once the liaison has been 
established by management, the first-line supervisor can main
tain close liaison with key individuals at the "violations bureau" 
and the courts which will aid in resolving any problems in 
reported disposition data. 

When all of the amendments to the data collection forms 
have been made, the PTS Performance Evaluation System can 
be said to be adapted to the given agency. Each of the forms can 
be used as amended, or revised forms can be produced. The 
latter approach is recommended especially for agencies that 
will use automatic data processes or clerical assistance to collect 
and process data. 

D. PTS Evaluation Policy 

The promulgation of a policy concerning PTS Personnel. 
Performance Evaluation is the most significant action that the 
police manager takes in the process of implementation. The 
reason for this is that the policy statement is evidence of the 
agency's commitment to evaluation and the statement will also 
make clear what is expected of each person in the agency 
with regard to PTS evaluation. 

In a study completed in June 1975, the IACP, sponsored by 
NHTSA produced a set of model traffic policies as well as a , 
model set of. procedures and a model set of rules and regula. 
tions. The reader is advised to read the manuals l produced by 
that study for further guidance about policy development. The 
I;).CP gives the folowing definition of "policy" which should 
be helpful to the manager responsible for implementing this 
system: 

"Policy consists q.,f principles and values which guide the 
performance of a department in a particular situation. It is a 
statement of guiding principles which should be followed 
in activities which are directed toward the attainment of 

1 •.. 
~hree manuals were produced: Policies, Procedures, Rules and Regula
tions. The study was conducted under Contract Number DOT-HS-036-
3-712. Information about procuring these manuals can be had from 
U.S. Dept, of Transportation, NHTSA, Enforcement and Emergency 
Services Division, Washington, D.C. 20590. . 

department objectives. Policy is formulated by analyzing 
objectives and determining through research those principles 
which will best guide the department in achieving its objec
tives. Policy is based upon police ethics and experience, the 
desires of the community and the mandate of the law. 

"Policy is articulated to inform the public and department 
employees of the prinCiples which will be adhered to in the 
performance of the law enforcement function. Additionally, 
policy establishes operational standards to assist department 
empioyees in the necessary exercise of discretion in discharg
ing their responsibility." 
What all of this suggests for PTS evaluation is that the policy 

statement should include some statement about each of the 
following four topics: 

• The user level of the system (fIrst-line supervisory level) 
and the positional level of officers who will be evaluated. 

• The extent of PTS coverage that will be evaluated, i.e" 
which PTS functions will be evaluated. 

• The applications of the system. 
o Reference'to Volume II: Supervisor's Manual for proce

dural guidance. 

E. Develop Evaluative Standards 

The unique and most important feature of this system is that 
it measures actual job performance (and output) against quanti
tative standards. Evaluation of performance (as "superior," 
"acceptable," or "unacceptable") is based on those measures. 
Obviously, then, standards for measurement are critical to the 
operation of the system. This is not to suggest, however, that 
such standards can be defIned in absolute terms for all agencies. 
In a given agency, the standards or expectations of performance 
are determined by a number of considerations that relate to the 
entire agency or the traffic unit as well as by some that relate to 
each individual evaluation. 

At the agency level, standards are affected by the type of 
jurisdiction (i.e., State, municipal, highway patrol, etc.) which, 
to an extent, establishes what kind and how much PTS will be 
prOVided. Further, each agency has a specific mission (usually 
stated in its policy) as to what specific services it will provide 
under what conditions. Also, at the agency level the priority to 
be given to FrS and the expected or desired levels of enforce
ment will be established. All of these considerations will lead to 
the development by each agency of broad ranges of values for 
each measure used in the system. This development is a manage
ment responsibility that must be carried out when the system is 
fIrst implemented by the agency. 

Each law enforcement agency' will already have certain 
expectations about the performance of all police duties and 
functions and the personnel will be aware of these. This system 
is based on the premise of evaluating an officer's productivity 
only with regard to FrS. Therefore, the officer should be made 
aware of what is expected of him in this area, Of course, it 
would be unrealistic at the management level to establish 
evaluative standards for each individual officer,'.'!!.'!!!.ti~!~l!1i~tic 
is to establish agency standards or expectations for the FrS 
measures that are included in the system after its adaptation. 
These measures are shown on the Traffic Activity Measure Form 
in the back of the Manual. These standards should be based on 
the agency's experience or best judgement and should be 
expressed as a range of values rather than an exact, discreet 
value. It would not be realistic for an officer to meet a standard 
which is expressed as an exact value. On the other hand, a range 
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of values allows for individual variability as well as situational 
variability in the conditions under which traffic services are 
performed. At the managerial level, then, the range should be 
broad enough to cover all jurisdictional expectations. Within 
these ranges, the first-line supervisor can set standards for each 
evaluation. The first-line supervisor adapts the agency-level 
standards to fit each officer's PTS productivity taking into 
consideration the agency's overall requirements and the officets' 
beat assignments with regard to the patrol area, the tour of 
duty and reflect to the extent possible the traffic accident and 
other traffic problems. The first-line supervisor is given guidance 
in establishing evaluative standards on Pages 21, 28, and 290f 
Volume II, Supervisor's Guide, however, the manager does have 
the overall responsibility to assist the first-level supervisor by 
establishing the agency's range of operational standards of 
performance. 

F. Indoctrination and Training 

The first management responsibility during implementation 
is to provide indoctrination and training in the application of 
the system, how it is used and what are the agency's standards 
or expectations. As soon as the system has been adapted and a 
policy has been prepared, supervisory personnel who will 
eventually use the evaluation system should be briefed on the 
PTS Performance Evaluation System. The purpose of these 
sessions will be to completely familiarize each supervisor with 
the system and its applications. Each supervisor should be 
provided with a copy of Volume II, The Supervisor's Guide as 
well as a copy of the agency's policy and other directives with 
regard to the implementation of the system. 

These indoctrination sessions will provide an opportunity for 
management to discuss the system in detail and especially 
the role and responsibilities of the supervisor in successfully 
administrating the system. 

At these briefmg sessions it would certainly be appropriate to 
discuss the guidelines for data collection and data processing. 
Although all of the data processing could be accomplished 
manually, it would certainly enhance the acquisition of these 
data by the first-line supervisor if it were processed by a compu
terized data processing unit. In any event, the first-line super
visor should know prior to using the system all of his adminis
trative requirements in order to be able to conduct PTS evalu
ations using the PTS Performance Evaluation System. 

The experienced police manager will recognize that the 
indoctrination described above will offer an opportunity for 
communication from the supervisors as well as to them. All 
comments and suggestions about PTS evaluation should be given 
a careful hearing by the manager. , 

It is equally important to train the officers whose PTS 
performance will be evaluated as it is to familiarize the first-line 
supervisors on their role and responsibilities in applying the 
system. This training could be a part of in-service training or 
could be conduded through several informal briefmg sessions 
by the officer's first-line supervisor. At these training sessions' 
the officers should be instructed about the system and the 
agency's policy. Officers should be informed of the applications 
of the system and how the officers are to be evaluated. It is at 
these training sessions that each officer is informed of the 
agency's standards, I.e., the expected productivity. These train
ing sessions should also c,over in detail the agency's data collec
tion instrument, i.e., Daily/Weekly Activity Report or the tech
nique employed to access the required data. 

Since any new system wi!! produ?e misunderstandin~ of 
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procedures and consequently incorrect data entries at the 
officer level it is recommended that a trial period be included as . 
part of officer training. Management personnel should assist, 
first-line supervisors in administrating the trial period and 
provide guidance in completing activity report entries and 
resolve any other system questions to assure than when the 
system is fully in operation that the data provided at the officer 
level is in a correct and useful form. The trial period could also 
be useful for both the manager and the first-line supervisor to 
re-evaluate th~ performance standards as well as to test the data 
processing system's capability for handling the evaluation data. 

To summarize this section regarding implementation, man
agement level supervisory personnel must provide the necessary 
planning, directives, training and follow through in order to 
achieve their objectives in implementing the PTS Performance 
Evaluation System. 

G. Specific Applications 

Because this system has been designed for use by any law 
enforcement agency having PTS responsibilities and because the 
needs of these agencies vary widely, it is not possible to specify 
all of the possible applications. It is possible to identify areas 
of application and offer the police manager some guidance 
about how the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation System 
might be applied to his own agency. The areas discussed here 
are: 

• Individual Performance 
• Training 
" Counselling 
" Job Assignments 
• Commendations 
• Traffic Program Evaluation 
• Departmental Evaluation 

1. Individual Performance 

The system was primarily developed for use by nrst-line 
supervisory personnel to assess the traffic service performance 
of their individual officers. The sergeant interacts almost daily 
with his men and provides them with close, active supervision. 
The nrst-line supervisor, then, is in the best position to deter
mine objectively and subjectively the traffic service performance 
of the individuals he supervises. 

All or certain parts of the evaluation system can be applied 
for individual officer PTS performance evaluations. The Weekly 
PTS Activity Report will provide the first-line supervisor with 
quantitative data concerning how a partrohnan devoted his time 
during any given week. It will also provide him with information 
on the types of enforcement action taken relative to traffic 
stops and the adjudication of traffic offenses in court where the 
officer had to appear. 

The activity report provides a first-level indication that the 
quantity of an officer's performance is adequate or less than 
expected. By reviewing each assigned officer's actiVity report, 
the supervisor will gain a better understanding of the allocation 
of his PTS resources. Thus, the activity report itselfrepresents a 
special application of the evaluation system. 

The system can be used to determine whether or not a 
patrolman fulfills the PTS requirements for a specific patrol area 
and shift. Departments routinely rotate patrohnen's shift hOjlrs 
which may also mean a change in patrolllrea, The traffic envi
ronment for each patrol shift will change as a fUllction of the 
traffic flow and volume, time of day, day of week and weather. 
However, for each patrol shift and its traffic environment, 
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accident and violation patterns or locations will emerge which 
impact on the PTS requirements. By conducting a performance 
evaluation of an officer's PTS performance for a given beat and 
shift, the supervisor can determine whether or not the officer is 
meeting the beat's requirement, i.e., the department's standards 
for the patrol area and shift. This type of evaluation is ideally 
conducted for departments which have a change of shift hours 
for officers on a monthly basis. Sufficient data should be 
acquired in a month to conduct a reliable and valid evaluation. 

A flrst·line supervisor may want to conduct a special per
formance evaluation to assess particular problem areas. For 
example, as a supervisor he becomes aware of situations or 
potential problems which may be indicative of an officer's 
behavior/action, i.e., through citizen complaints, errors in 
enforcement records, incomplete reports, problems in adjudi
cating traffic offenses, etc. Consequently, the supervisor may 
want to conduct a special performance evaluation to determine 
specific deficiencies and take appropriate remedial action. 

2. Regular Perfomumce Evaluations 
Usually, the department's policy states the interval that a 

regular performance evaluation should cover, i.e., whether it is 
on a quarterly, semi·annual, or annual basis. The intent is to 
ensure that each officer's prol1uctivity relative to the depart
ment's PTS requirements is reviewed on regular basis so that any 
deficiencies can be quickly corrected and so that superior 
perfOrmance receives proper notice. 

For regular performance evaluations it is suggested that the 
system be employed at least semi·annually, but not more often 
than once a month. Ideally, regular PTS performance evalu
ations should be conducted quarterly. In order for the system to 
be effective, i.e., lead to maximum productivity, a sufficient 
ti:[11e period must elapse in order to acquire the quantitative and 
qualitative data basis which will yield reliable and valid indica
tions of performance. At the same time formal application of 
the evaluation system must provide timely feedback of per
formance in order to effect any remedial actions required to 
improve productivity. 

Each evaluative factor rating sheet is representative of a 
specific area of PTS, Le., Accident Scene Management and 
Investigation or Traffic Direction and Control, etc. All eight of 
the evaluative factors together comprise the major performance 
elements for all of PTS. The regular performance evaluation for 
each patrolman should be comprised of those PTS areas in 
which sufficient data exists to conduct a valid performance 
evaluation. 

For example, a regular PTS performance evaluation for a 
patrolman who performs only Accident Manag~''1ent and 
Investigation activities would employ only Factor Number 5. A 
patrolman who actively performs all of the PTS functions 
would be evaluated against all eight factors. 

3. Training 

The PTS Performance Evaluation System has its most useful 
application in improving officer performance. It has been 
said several times in this Manual that the system produces 
measures of how well the officer performed traffic services. This 
of itself is of interest as a historical record, but more important 
is the supervisory action that follows. That action is to use the 
performance records as a basis· for training-both initial and 
in-service-that will lead to the most effective traffic services 
within the department's resources and policy. We will conside.r 
first formal training at the recruit and in·service levels in this 

section of the Manual. In the next section we will discuss the 
application of the system to what has been termed "counsel· 
ling" which is in effect informal training for the individual 
officer. 

With regard to formal training, it is necessary for supervi· 
sory/command personnel to look at the measures of aU officers 
who have PTS assignments. Basically what is being sought is the 
identification of trends. Simply stated, the supervisor should 
identify consistent strengths or weaknesses as evidenced by the 
measures. It is stating the obvious to say that, if all of the 
patrolmen rated, for example, on traffic direction and control 
are below the department's expectation, there is a need for 
special training in that area. Yet, it is this kind of trend that can 
become apparent by combining and analyzing the measures 
of performance. . 

It is not likely that ail, or even a majority, will score poorly 
in one area. What may be likely is to fmd a lower average in 
one area which must be taken as an indication of the need to 
analyze that area further. What can be reasonably expected 
is to tind that, in the area rated poorly, one or more constitu
enttasks will emerge as "trouble spots." For example, in Traffic 
Surveillance poor overall performance measures might well be 
attributed to the way in which the officers allocate their total 
patrol time between moving and stationary surveillance. It 
would be useful for the department to maintain a composite 
record of the analyses for all officers to help identify areas in 
need of training improvement. 

If the composite is compiled in the form of a tabulation 
showing individual officer's measures for each factor, any 
deficiencies will be readily apparent. These can thus be thought 
of as "training requirements" that must be met by recruit or 
in-service training. How each department meets these require
ments will be determined by its own program of training, the 
resources available and the policy for training. It seems reason
able, however, that any department would undertake first to 
provide "remedial" training on an in·service basis and next to 
consider changes in recruit-level training. 

All of the preceding discussion has been of deficiencies. 
There is equal merit in using the system to identify strengths. 
When .m analysis shows that certain factors or tasks are being 
perform~d beyond expectations on the average then this indi
cates a quality of training that should be examined for possible 
benefit to other areas. If for example, Accident Management 
and Investigation' proves to be performed especially well, then 
the content and format of that training might be applied to 
other areas-traffIc or non·traffic, The identification and collec
tion of evidence at an accident scene could be easily translated 
to criminal investigation training. Also, report preparation and 
presentations could be transferred to enforcement generally. 

4. Counselling 

This application has already been identified as a special kind 
of training, i.e., informal, individual training. The supervisor 
will make use of the performance measures for the individual 
officer as has been described above in the context of training' 
for all patrolmen. The essential difference is that the supervisor 
is looking for a trend in one officer's record, not in the records 
of all patrolmen. It is not necessary to repeat the information 
from the previous section here; each supervisor can easily apply 
that guidance to counselling. However, there is this suggestion: 
the rating forms themselves can be used by the supervisor as a 
check;lst for use in obserlJing performance and in providing 
counselling when the need is indicated. The kind and amount of 



counselling that will be used is a matter for each supervisor to 
select for each situation. As with formal training, the PTS 
Performance Evaluation System is only a tool to help identify 
the need, not to prescribe a remedy. 

5. Job Assignments 
The use of this system as an aid in making personal assign

ments is probably quite obvious. There are, however, a few 
points that bear special emphasis. First the system measures 
performance relative to specific assignments (type of duty, time 
of day and location). Thus, the measures can be used directly as 
an indicator for assignments. This is no doubt merely a formal
ization of what good police supervisors regularly try to do: put 
the best man in each assignment. Second, the system also allows 
the supervisor to place men together so as to complement 
weaknesses with str~ngths, thereby making best use of personnel 
and providing training by example. Third, the selection and 
assignment of men to special enforcement programs can be 
facilitated by the use of this system which will help to identify 
the special skills needed in a particular program. 

6. Commendations 
The discussion of application of the system eo far has been 

oriented toward identifying deficiencies. The supervisor who 
uses this system efficiently will be prepared also to recognize 
superior PTS performance for individual officers. There is great 
value in commending superior performance. This could take the 
form of either written or verbal commendations with potenti
ally great morale benefit. It is equally important to recognize 
good performance as it is to recognize deficiencies. This system 
provides a means by which the supervisor and the managers can 
identify superior performance in both quantitative and qualita
tive terms. 

7. Program and Department Evaluation 
The last application of the PTS Performance Evaluation 

System to be considered in this manual has to do with evalu
ation of traffic programs and groups within a department, such 
as watches, divisions, or platoons. This application is a straight
forward extension of the evaluation of an individual patrolman. 
What is done is to combine the measures of performance by 
each of the personnel involved to develop a measure for the 
group. The measures must be combined with due regard for the 
fact that this system provides a measure of a particular officer 
on a particular assignment, and thus, simply "averaging" the 
measures is not always appropriate. 

Special enforcement programs are probably the simplest 
"group" application of the system. In a special enforcement 
program, the patrolmen are performing the same or quite similar 
duties and will often be concerned with only one or. two of 
the eight factors. In this situation the supervisor can use the 
system to determine overall quantitative perfonnance--using 
the Activity Report completed by each patrolman. This will 
provide an estimate of the program's effectiveness in terms of 
the number of stops, arrests or other pertinent events. This 
answers the question of how well the program met department 
expectations of increased enforcement. Very often this is 
practically the only evaluation of such programs and when a 
program meets or exceeds expectations, it is all that is needed. 
In the event that a program does not meet the quantitative 
expectation, this system allows for ready diagnosis. The super
visor looks at the constituent tasks to determine what weak
nesses led to less-than-expected achievement. If there is evidence 
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of a consistent weakness among the personnel assigned to the 
program, then the remedy lies in the realms of program plan
ning, training or personnel assignment. If the analysis shows no 
clear deficiency (when the quantitative expectation was not 
met), then the supervisor will look at the appropriateness of the 
program at its planning. 

For regular traffic operations, the same evaluation as de
scribed above would be followed, except that the greater diver
sity of assignments requires the special attention tD combining 
measures already noted. In the case of regular operation, the 
quantitative expectation will be assessed first, and further 
analysis or diagnosis will be made as indicated. The chief virtue 
of this system is in this two-step evaluation: first, by quantity 
and second, by analysis of task performance. This enables the 
supervisor (or command personnel) to judge quickly the suit· 
ability and effectiveness of operations relative to the known 
parameters of traffic density, crash probabilities (or experience) 
and environmental conditions. Then, and perhaps more impor. 
tantly, the op(Jrations can be diagnosed for improvement as well 
as for emphasis of good performance. As we have noted with 
regard to training, the identification of good and superior 
performance is useful for morale purposes as well as for further 
application in other situations. 

The use of this system to evaluate groups within a depart· 
ment is identical to that for regular traffic operations: assess· 
ment of quantitative expectations followed by analysis. This 
kind of evaluation that compares two or more platoons, for 
example, can be used to help command personnel assess how 
well the whole department is doing, and it can also be a part of 
the supervisor's evaluation. However, in this latter application in 
particular, the fact that the system measures job performance 
and that the criteria or standards are set by the department 
must be kept clearly in mind. The standards are set in the first 
instance at policy level and are articulated by command and 
supervisory personnel to the patrolman. Thus, the patrolman's 
performance reflects what he is capable of doing as well as his 
perception of what he is expected to do. Therefore, if the 
system is to be used as an indicator of supervisor performance, 
it is essential to analyze how the supervisor interpreted stand· 
ards to his men and then to analyze how he manages the men 
under him to achieve the desired performance. 

For the police manager who wishes to make an evaluation of 
his department or of a program two additional comments 
should be made. First, as to the measures to be used. The 
system generates 40 measures among eight factors. Conceptu. 
ally:. a group of officer~ could be evaluated on anyone or all 
of these measures and factors in just the same way that an 
individual officer can. As with the individua~, the group should 
be evaluated on the basis of the measures that management 
deems appropriate to the objectives that have been set. In other 
words, if management sets objectives relative to coverage 
in patrol areas, allocation of timemeasllres are important. 
Similarly, if an objective is to achieve a good level of convictions 
(i.e., make only "good arests or write only "good" citations) 
then the measures of conviction rate will be of interest. The 
reader should refer \:0 Vol. iI Page 25 for guidance on the selec
tion of measures. What is said there about individual evaluations 
applies directly to group evaluation. 

The second comment in concluding this section has to do 
with the ~ctual combining of data. When a group is to be 
evaluated, the data for the selected measures should be taken 
from the Activity Reports Summaries (see Page 9, Volume II) 
rather than from the individual's factor ratings. The reason for 
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this is that if the factor rating forms are used, the resulting 
group value would be an ,javerage of averages" which mathe
matically is less desirable than totalling and averaging the "raw" 
data. 

None of these applications can be made in routine fashion. 
\~rhe command or supervisory personnel who use this system 

must perform the quantitative assessment first and then analyze 
performance in the light of the situation(s) in which it was 
observed or recorded. This system is a tool for managers and 
supervisors but it cannot replace their knowledge and judge
ment. 
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I. Introduction 
A. The Purpose and Status of the Study 

It will be helpful to all readers of this report, but especially 
those who may be reading it with no previous direct involve
ment, to have an understanding of the objectives of the study 
and its technical approach. 

This study is the initial one in a program of research designed 
to develop a means for evaluating patrolmen's performance 
in police traffic services (PTS). As indicated by its title, this 
study is aimed at the identification of factors in PTS that can 
become the basis for such evaluation. The following three points 
are made explicit in the contract Statement of Work: 

• the study is to determine what tasks and sub tasks of 
police traffic services can be used to: 

• evaluate performance of police personnel (sworn and 
non-sworn) at the level of patrolman in: 

• quantitative as well as qualitative terms. 
Four tasks were identified to carry out this study: a review 

of literature about PTS and police evaluation processes, the 
collection of data (about PTS and evaluation) from six repre
sentative police agencies, the development of a PTS job descrip
tion to a task level, and (from that description) the identifica
tion of factors appropriate for evaluation, including detailed 
definitions of tasks and subtasks. 

The knowledge and the insights gained in the literature 
review and the data collection tasks are the basis of this Model 
Job Description (MJDV The MJD which is the subject of this 
report is a particularly critical part of the whole process of 
performance evaluation. Basically, the description serves to 
defme the performance that will be evaluated. It is the defmi
tion of all the activities that could be part of the job of a patrol
man in carrying out traffic services. The MID has some other 
special characteristics that relate to the process of performance 
evaluation: 

• The MID is descriptive-it defines the activities (tasks) 
that the patrolman must perform; it does not include 
standards of performance. Standards will be developed in 
later phases of this program. 

• The MJD is complete"':'it encompasses all of the activities 
that are functionally part of police traffic services. Any 
police agency that provides traffic services can find its 
patrolman-level activities in the MJD. However, not all 
agencies would provide all of the services described in the 
MJD. 

• The MJD is a "model" -that is intended to be a univer
sally applicable description of patrolman activities. 
However, the way in which these activities are performed, 
the relative importance of the activities and the PTS 
mission (or objectives) must be uniquely defmed by each 
agency. The MJD is a base on which an agency can build 
its own specific job descriptions and operating procedures. 

1 The literature is listed in the Bibliography of the Final Technical Report. 
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The reader should keep these characteristics in mind as he 
goes through the MJD. He should remember that the MJD is not 
an end in itself, but is a means for structuring PTS activities to 
allow-ultimately-the application of objective, useful evalu
ation procedures. 

Before presenting the MJD, itself, it will be valuable for most 
readers to have the further back5round contained in the next 
three sections of this Introduction: B. Police Traffic Services, C. 
Personnel Performance Evaluation, and D. Job Descriptions. 
The information in these three sections is presented to develop a 
better appreciation of how the content as well as the form 
of the MJD came to be as they ,Ire and to define more clearly 
the concepts of evaluation that underlie this study. 

B. Police Traffic Services 

It is of interest to consider first what is the overall role of the 
police in the management of traffic and in llighway safety. 
Much of what is reported in this section came from the review 
of the literature and is confirmed by information that was col
lected in interviews and other direct contacts with police agen
cies. 

In the United States, police agencies exist and operate at 
State, county and local levels. Each agency has its unique re
sponsibilities, procedures and traditions. By and large, the agen
cies are characterized more by diversity than sinillarity, but the 
basic common denominator of police agencies is a commitment 
to law enforcement. Every police agency is sworn to enforce the 
laws ofthe community it serves. In operational terms this means 
that police serve a regulatory function attempting to control 
and limit certain kinds of behavior. With regard to criminal ~d 
extreme anti-social behavior, the police function has been clear
ly established by statute from the beginning and thus the police
man's role as a regulator of behavior is likewise well established. 

In the early days of the automobile, traffic laws or regula
tions did not exist and there was, therefore, no police enforce
ment function. With an increasing number of vehicles, the need 
for control or ree;ulation of driving behavior became evident. It 
was natural for police to assume (or be assigned) a regulatory 
function over vehicular traffic. Some writers express this as the 
"social control" exerted by police being extended to the vehic
ular or traffic aspect of society. As traffic laws and regulations 
developed and proliferated, the traffic law enforcement func-, 
tion came into being' and has become increasingly more formal
ized. 

The police, then, have become part of the highway traffic 
"system" by virtue of an enforcement function. They are now 
typically charged with other traffic responsibilities in part, at 
least, simply because they are on the roads and highways to 
carry out this enforcement function. These other responsibilities 
include aid to motorists and accident investigation and can gen
erally be described as highway safety functions. In state police 
departments and highway patrols, these "safety" functions are 
typically mandated but in other agencies they may be per
formed simply under administrative order. 
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Since enforcement is the essential police role and is universal
ly"manciated, it is viewed as an important function by police 
officers at all levels. This was quite eVident in the survey con
ducted earlier in this study when, in 25 rankings of traffic func
tions, enforcement was ranked "second most important" only 
four times and "most important" 21 times. In contrast, esti
mates of the amount of time devoted to each of the functions, 
that were also made in the survey, indicated that perhaps half of 
the regular duty time is devoted to other than enforcement, 
Admittedly, it is difficult to estimate precisely the amount of 
time spent in each of several job functions unless controlled ob
servations are made. However, these estimates do indicate that a 
substantial amount of duty time is devoted to functions of less 
the primary importance. For personnel performance evalua
tion, the fUrther consequence is that there is relatively less op
portunity to observe and evaluate the main PTS function than 
there is to observe and evaluate functions that for many police- . 
men are peripheral. This situation also gives rise to an attitude 
that must be considered in developing an evaluation system. 
That attitude is that evaluation of the non-enforcement func
tions is not critical and may not even be necessary. While this 
statement of that attitude is perhaps an overstatement, the at
titude was observed to a degree in all of the agencies contacted 
in this study, and it must be reckoned with in any plan for eval
uation. 

One more characteristic of PTS that impacts performance 
evaluation was frequently noted in the survey and merits con
sideration here. That characteristic is that practically all traffic 
services (like many other police functions) are performed by a 
patrolman on his own with no direct supervision. Thus, direct 
evaluation is difficult and attention must be given to evaluation 
using reports as a basis or using deliberate, controlled observa
tion. Since this study is not concerned with the design of an 
evaluation system, we need not consider that characteristic 
further at this time. It is introduced here simply to help the 
reader understand the comments made about the "observabil
ity" of some of the factors in the Model Job Description. 

We have so far considered PTS in terms of the nature of the 
services, i.e., the priority given to them and how they are per
formed. It is obviously of considerable importance, in evalua
tion, to be concerned about the content of the services, i.e., 
what is to be performed. Initially in this study, we used a defIni
tion ofPTS that was developed in 1969 in a study performed by 
the IACP for the U.s. Department of Transportation.1 This 
study was selected because it included a comprehensive defini
tion that had been developed by operational police personnel. 
However, the scope of our study is more limited than that of 
the IACP study. We are directing our attention toward the eval
uation of traffic patrolman performance. We found, therefore, 
that it was possible to describe traffic services in a more com
pact definition than that used by the IACP. Briefly, we devel
oped the definitions we are using in this study by discussing the 
IACP defInition with each survey respondent. We then helped 
them to change and reduce that defmition to conform to the 
PTS duties performed by patrolmen in their agency. We then as
s(;;mbled the definitions from each surveyed agency and com
piled a "universal" defInition of PTS. This "universal" defini
tion (that is expressed here as a Model Job DeSCription) encom
passes all traffic services, but a given agency may not perform all 

1 Smith, R.D., eta!., Pollee Traffic Responsibilities (Manpower Require
ments) prepared for USDOT contract FH-11-6934, July 1969. 

of the defined functions. The functions that make up our defmi
lion ofPTS are: 

• Traffic Law Enforcement 
• Court System Interaction 
• Accident Scene Management and Investigation 
• Traffic Direction and Control 
• Motorist Assistance 

Each of these is defmed in the Model Job Description in the last 
section of this report. 

C. Personnel Performance Evaluation 

The Model Job Description that is the main subject of this 
report has been developed for use ultimately in evaluating the 
performance of patrolmen in delivering traffic services. In this 
section of the report, we present briefly some of the important 
considerations in performance evaluation as a context for the 
review and understanding of the Mm. 

Personnel performance evaluation is the assessment of on
the-job performance against standards of desired or acceptable 
performance. This process is based on the description of job 
performance, the development of standards and the develop
ment of a method for evaluation. PTS performance evaluation 
has applications at at least two levels: the assessment ofindivid
ual patrolmen and, by aggregating these individual assessments, 
the assessment ot'the total traffic operation. These assessments 
can be simply descriptive or they can be used as tools for merit 
reviews, salary considerations, effectiveness studies (individually 
or departmentally), etc. Just how performance evaluation can 
be used and its efficiency are determined to a degree by the 
characteristics of the evaluation system. We will. consider some 
of these characteristics and relate them as appropriate to the 
organization and content of the MJD. 

There are, in general, two kinds of performance evaluation: 
objective and subjective. Or perhaps it would be more accurate 
to say that some methods of evaluation tend to be objective 
while others tend to be subjective. Practically no evaluation 
system can be completely free from subjective interpratation 
and even the most nondirective, subjective system can be 
designed to include objective examples and well defmed scales 
or other rating devices. We cannot say uneqUivocally that either 
approach is the better one, A subjective assessment made by a 
conscientious and experienced supervisor is a good basis for 
evaluating a patrolman's performance and for counselling him, 
The experience of the supervisor will provide insights into the 
patrolman's performance that are impossible to obtain in more 
structured, objective methods. O,n the other hand, it is prac
tically impossible to achieve consistency among different 
supervisors or to be certain that a given supervisor is consistent 
in all of the evaluations he must make over a period of time. 

The objective methods of evaluating job performance are 
somewhat limited in that they deal only with specified elements 
of job performance that are somehow observable. A subjective 
appraisal by a skilled supervisor can probe beyond overt be
havior and attempt to establish the determinants (I.e., experi
ence, motivation, etc_) of behavior. 

What constitutes complete and valid performance evaluation 
"is not easy to determine, especially for policemen who typically 
work without direct supervision (and, thus, without observa
tion) and who do not make or process a "product." Further, 
many parts of the policeman's job-PTS as well as other areas 
-involve the exercise of judgment, or planning or problem eval-



uation, and these mental processes do not readily admit of ob
servation and appraisal. 

The final development of a performance evaluation system 
for PTS will have to be shaped by a more penetr,'lting analysis 
of the evaluation process, some features of which we have only 
mentioned here. While that development will be the topic of a 
separate study, we allude to the problems here to establish a 
frame of reference for our analysis of and comments about the 
'''factors for evaluation." BaSically, we have identified these 
factors by analyzing job performance data obtained in the litera
ture review and from the survey of representative police agen
cies. In this analysis we have identified the functions, dUties, 
tasks, etc., that make up the job of the PTS patrolman. How
e"Ver, for evaluation we must use factors that have some special 
characteristics beyond simply being a task in the PTS job. Since 
we are moving toward an evaluation model for police agencies 
generally, the first special characteristic must be "universality." 
We must have assurance that, if an agency is responsible for a 
given traffic function, the factors will be performed essentially 
as we have described them for that function. Beyond Simply 
guaranteeing that the factor will be present for evaluation, this 
universality is a necessary condition if evaluations are to be 
aggregated and comparisons made among agencies (or to inde
pendent criteria). 

The second special characteristic of evaluation factors has to 
do with "observability." We have noted that objective job per
formance evaluation is based on comparing epecified behaviors 
to a standard. To do that, one must observe the behavior direct
ly or "observe" a product of the behavior and infer something 
about the quality and the quantity (i.e., frequency, rate, etc.) 
of the behavior. In the MJD we have included information 
about the observability of each task. These comments on ob
servability are not intended to indicate that every task so de
scribed is suitable for use in an evaluation system. Rather, these 
comments are included to help in subsequent parts of this whole 
program when an evaluation method must be selected and devel
oped. Not all tasks that can be "observed" are useful in evalua
tion. But, obviously, a task that lacks observability or is difficult 
or expensive to observe cannot be used in any practical evalua
tion method. 

The preceding comments on performance evaluation are for 
the most part concerned with the process of evaluation. In ef
fect, they can be reduced to two simple principles: the tasks (or 
factors) must be ones that are performed in all police agencies 
and they must be ones that can be observed. While these two 
conditions are necessary, they are not sufficient for the selec
tion of evaluation factors. For any system of evaluation the rela
tive importance or value of a factor must also be considered. 
Values are not necessarily absolute and will differ among agen
cies and among applications of the evaluation system. There are 
at least four distinct facets to the characteristic of importance. 
These will be mentioned only briefly below, but in the actual 
development of the evaluation system, these must be given in
tensive study. In this initial phase of the program, we have 
attempted only to note relative importance as a preliminary 
guide for the later, more intensive consideration. 

• Impact on highway safety 
We have already noted that the basic concern of police in 

regard to traffic is traffic law enforcement. However, the con
cern for protection of life and property on the highway is of 
equal importance to practically all police agencies. Therefore, 
t~e evaluation factors must be examined in terms of potential 
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impact on safety. Such an examination might, for example, re
sult in assigning a higher priority to accident investigation than 
to parking control. 

• Operational significance 
Some of the tasks involved in PTS are inherently more im

portant than others. For example, in accident investigation the 
task of collecting information could be assigned a higher prior
ity than the task of writing the report. The writing task, if poor
ly performed, may only slow down the use of the report while 
the information collection task, if poorly performed, could lead 
to a wrong assessment of causal factors. 

• Application of evaluation 
How the results of performance evaluation are to be used 

determines to some extent the relative emphasis to be given to 
the various parts of the evaluation. To illustrate, one possible 
use of performance evaluation relates to training. Those factors 
that relate to performance that can be improved (if needed) 
in the field by a supervisor "counselling" a patrolman would 
probably be assigned a lesser importance than factors that might 
require more intenSive, formal training. 

• Po/icy considerations 

While this aspect of importance is listed last here, it might 
well be considered fIrst in the development of an evaluation sys
tem for a given agency. The traffic services that an agency pro
vides, as well as the stated priority of the services, will deter
mine what emphasis will be given to the evaluation system. In 
this program to develop a "universal" system, the effect of any 
given policy on evaluation cannot, of course, be incorporated 
into the system. What must be done in this program is to plan 
for a system that will allow the selective and differential use of 
its component functions, duties and tasks. 

In the following section, the considerations that we have 
noted here are specifically related to the MID and how it has 
been developed. 

D. The Nature of a Job Description 

Very simply, a job description is a written summary ofall 
the activities that make up a job or an occupation. It describes 
what the job incumbent must be capable of doing to carry out 
the job successfully. Jobs are described to meet different objec
tives, including evaluation, and the effect of the application on 
the description will be noted below. 

Most commonly, the "job" that is being described is the 
work regularly performed by an individual. That is to say, the 
word '~ob" means what it does in everyday conversation. How
ever, some jobs, and a police officer's job is one of these, are 
made up of many parts that are not particularly related in a 
functional way but must be performed by one person. For ex
ample, a police officer can be called on to investigate crimes, 
apprehend criminals, provide traffic services, etc. Each such 
group of activities represents in effect a functionally separate 
job when the police officer is so assigned or committed. For this 
kind of occupation, then, a description can encompass all or 
only part of the work that makes up a pe.rson's total job. The 
Model Job DeSCription (MJD) which we are concerned with 
here deals only wjth the work that is involved in police traffic 
services. When a police offlcer is assigned to traffic duties, these 
activities are his "job," but he must also be capable of perform
ing other jobs. Most commonly, police officers will be respon
sible (by statute, departmental policy or other authority) for: 
1) an- overall law' enforcement or criminal justice mission, 2) a 
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traffic enforcement and control mlSSIOn, and 3) a service 
mission. Thus, it can be said that a police officer's occupation is 
made up of at least three jobs. 

The cCincept of multiple jobs can also be extended within a 
given mission. The component parts of a mission might each 
be considered as the basis of a "job." For example, one mission 
of a police department could be "to provide for the safe and 
expeditious flow of vehicular and pedestrian traffic;" then it 
follows that there must be a "job" of providing traffic services. 
To the extent that the mission can be analyzed into more 
specific components-such as "to enforce traffic law" -it is 
possible to describe component jobs-such as "traffic law 
enforcement." In this description we consider police traffic 
services as the total job and the components are considered as ' 
more or less independent functions. 

A job description is created by an iterative, analytical pro· 
cess. The process consists of a systematic examination of the 
objectives, the activities, the environment, the tools and the 
personnel interactions that make up the job. The purpose of this 
analysis i$ to identify and describe smaller elements that make 
up the job. The process can be applied in successive steps (or 
iterations) so that a job can be analyzed into elements having 
almost any degree of detail. It is possible, for example, to 
describe a job in fairly global terms, such as "manually direct 
vehicular traffic" or in such as detail as "raise hand and rotate 
palm toward oncoming vehicles." 

The level at which the analysis is stopped is determined 
largely by the use to which the description is put. Ajob descrip· 
tion is not often created simply to describe; it is used as a tool 
in another process. For example, job descriptions can be devel· 
oped for the following purposes: 

• Identification of training requirements. 
• Identification of personnel selection criteria. 
• Identification of performance evaluation factors. 
• Establishment of command levels. 

It should be apparent that a description for the first two pur· 
poses must be quite detailed so that the skill and knowledge or 
the personal traits required to perform a job can be identified. 
For performance evaluation, the elements of a job description 
can be less detailed but must be related to behavior (perform· 
ance) that is observable or results in observable products. For 
defining command levels, descriptions might be in very broad, 
general terms. 

The elements that make upa job description are usually 
referred to by generic names, such as "task," "duty," etc. In the 
MID the elements are function, duty, primary task, task and 
subtask, in order from largest to smallest. 

The function is a major subdivision of the total job of Police 
Traffic Services (PTS). The function consists of a group of 
activities related to a single objective of PTS. Thus, "Accident 
Scene Management and Investigation" is a function that relates 
to a PTS objective that can be stated as: "to provide for the 
safety and convenience of the highway user." In operational 
terms, a function could be the basis for assignment either on a 
day·to-day basis or over a longer period. 

The duty is a subset of activities within a function that relate 
to a single objective of a function. In operational terms, a duty 
is a clearly discernible set of activities but is not a basis for 
assignment. For example, "surveillance of traffic" is a duty 
which is part of the function of enfprcement. The officer's 
surveillance activities are clearly definable and observabl,!l, but 
he would not be assigned to surveillance only. Assignment 

would be for the entire function of enforcement. 
The primary task consists of related activities within a duty 

that together result in (or produce) an observable product. For 
example, "Photograph Accident Scene'; is a primary task. 

It can be concluded from the above that job analysis and 
description are not an exact science. This discussion has not 
been intended to suggest otherwise but has been included here 
to help the reader appreciate these basic concepts: 

• A job description results from an analytical process; it 
emerges from the global statement of a mission to be 
performed and. is stated in more detailed, operational 
elements. 

• There is a continuity in any job description that can be 
tracked from the mission down to the least task. 

• There is a hierarchy (or order) of activity descriptions that 
tracks this continuity. 

• A job description is designed to meet specific purposes, 
such as performance evaluation. 

We have developed the MID by following the principles 
described in this section. Our purpose has been to create a basis 
for a performance evaluation system that will be responsive to 
the needs and limitations of police traffic services and the 
process of evaluation, itself. These constraints have been de· 
scribed earlier in the introduction. The reader should attempt to 
keep all of this background in mind as he reads the MID. By 
doing this, the content of the description will be made more 
understandable, and the possible development of the factors 
into a full·blown evaluation system can be visualized. 

II. PTS Description Introduction 
A. Content of Description 

The description is largely contained on the special pages that 
make up the bulk of the remainder of this report. In that 
format, a definition of each duty and primary task is presented 
at the left, and in adjacent columns information about the 
products, the observability and the universality of each task is 
recorded. The basis of this description is the definition of the 
total job, viz., Police Traffic Services; this is followed by defin· 
itions of each function; and these, by the defmitions of duties 
and primary tasks. 

In total, this description includes all of the traffic services 
performed by any of the agencies contacted in this study. It is 
probably safe to say that the description encompasses all 
activities that any agency would classify as "traffic services." 
While it is not likely that anyone agency regularly performs all 
of the desc.ribed duties, it is believed that any agency can find in 
this description a set of duties that corresponds to its own 
traffic mission. 

The columns to the right of the defmitions contain informa· 
tion about the duties and tasks that is specifically germane to 
the evaluation process. The meaning of each column is defmed 
below: 

• Products-in this column the output of the activity is 
described. This can be an action performed by the patrol· 
man, a document such as a report or a ticket, or an effect 
on someone or something else, such as a change in traffic 
flow. 

• Observability-here are recorded the facts about how and 
when the activity or its product can be observed. In this 



column the word "simulation" indicates that a task can be 
simulated by a patrolman for evaluation. 

• Universality-in general, the MJD includes only activities 
that are performed in any police agency that has respon
siblity for the stated duty or function. If there are any 
exceptions or special considerations, they are noted here. 
Also noted here are comments about the intrinsic import
ance of the activity of the PTS job. 

• Training-one basis for including activities in this descrip
tion and for assessing the importance of an activity to PTS 
was the training effort devoted to the activity. Comments 
on present training practices are included here. It should 
also be noted that an activity to which much training is 
devoted will also be one probably meriting careful 
evaluation. 

• Gradations-for any evaluation system to be successful, 
the performance or trait being evaluated must have 
discernible levels of quality. That is the performance must 
be measurable (e.g., rate of output) or it must permit 
descriptions of typically "good/' "standard," and "poor" 
levels. In other words, the activity must have gradations of 
performance. In this study we have not attempted to 
describe these gradations, but simply to ascertain which 
functions admit of gradations. 

It must be stressed that the products and gradations as 
described relate only to each task or sub task. Thus, the products 
and gradations may not be the ultimate ones for the duty or the 
function, but they will be related. It will be a part of future 
studies to establish this relationship. To illustrate, driving the 
patrol vehicle is a task under traffic law enforcement; its pro
duct is "driving behavior." Obviously, the product of enforce
ment would relate to arrests and convictions and driving be
havior is only related to enforcement. If driving is well per
formed, there is greater opportunity to make arrests and pro
duce convictions but if it is poorly performed, the opportunity 
is less. 

The development of an evaluation system must recognize 
this kind of relationship, either to make use of task products 
as indicators of more comprehensive products or to analyze the 
overall product diagnostically for remedial training or 

. counseling. 

B. Factor Selection 

We have not explicity identified candidate factors for an 
evaluation system. Each primary task, task or sub task that can 
be described and produces an observable product for which 
gradation of performance can be postulate~, is a candidate 
factor. Even a cursory look at the MID will suggest that almost 
every activity in police traffic services could, at least theoreti
cally, be used as an evaluation factor. The actual selection of 
factors must be made in subsequent studies in which the process 
and applications of evaluation will be examined. The comments 
made in Section IC (page 2) indicate how the factors might be 
selected for evaluation. In other words, this study has demon
strated that PTS is made up of. many activities that can be 
described in a form that is meaningful for evaluation. Which of 
these activities, and how many, to include a given system, must 
be determined by a more intensive study of the evaluation 
process itself and of the uses that will be made of it in the police 
community. 

III. PTS Model Job Description 

A. Police Traffic Services Definition 
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The essential responsibility of all police agencies is to protect 
the life and property of the community they serve. This is re
flected in a traffic responsibility which for most agencies can be 
summarized as "to provide for the safe and efficient movement 
of people and goods on the public highways." What this trans
lates to in more operational terms is that police have both an en
forcement responsibility and a safety responsibility relative to 
the highway system. All police activities performed under those 
dual responsibilities constitute Police Traffic Services. 

All of the activities commonly included within PTS, at the 
patrolman level, can be classified into one of the following 
functions: Traffic Law Enforcement, Traffic Direction and 
Control, Accident Scene Management and Investigation, Motor
ist Assistance and Court System Interaction. Each of these 
functions is defmed below and these defInitions represent the 
second level of detail in the MID. 

B. PTS Function Definitions 

In an effort to maximize the value of this research, we have 
attempted to defme functions to be consistent with earlier 
and ongoing studies of PTS supported by NHTSA. Most partic
ularly, we have attempted to be consistent with the work 
of the International Association of Chiefs of Police which has 
been contracted to develop model documentation of police 
traffic services policies, procedures and regulations. The lust 
two phases haye been completed, and reference is made to the 
resultant reports in the Bibliography. It should be understood 
that these studies produced models from which a given depart
ment can develop its own policies, etc" to reflect its unique 
needs and characteristics. 

Four of the following functions are essentially identical to 
ones identified in the IACP studies. These are Traffic Law 
Enforcement, Accident Scene Management and Investigation, 
Traffic Direction and Control, and Motorist Assistance. We 
have identified "Court System Interaction" as a separate func
tion because of the importance assigned to it by the depart
ments involved in this study. In the IACP taxonomy, court 
activities are subsumed urtder Administrative Procedures. 

1. Traffic Law Enforcement 

The objective of this function is to deter and detect traffic 
violations through law enforcement. It includes patrol activities 
as well as general and selective enforcement of all traffic laws. 
Tills function begins with the observation arid detection of a 
violation; it includes apprehension of and interaction with' the 
violator, investigation of the violation, and the enforcement 
decision and actions. Ultimately, traffic law enforcement can 
lead to adjudication. In this description, police activities associa
ted with adjudication are classified as a separate fun~tion. 

2. Accident Scene Management and Inpestigation 

The objectives of this function are to provide for control and 
stabilization of an accident scene and to perform an investi
gation of the causative factors. The investigative part of this. 
function is performed only in support of the police responsi
bilities for safety and enforcement. Therefore, the results of an 
investigation are used in determining enforcement actions, 
evaluating countermeasure programs, detecting and apprehend
ing Violators, and identifying problem areas. This function in-
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cludes planning for and use of emergency procedures and 
vehicles as well as emergency medical services. This function C!ln 
lead to enforcement actions. Also, parts of this function are 
closely related to some aspects of the function of traffic direc
tion and control. 

3. Traffic Direction and Control 
The objective of this function is to insure the safe and 

orderly movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The 
function includes regular duty assignments, such as at school 
crossings as well as traffic control related to emergencies. It 
encompasses whatever planning is performed by the patrolman 
as well as the actual manual c<,:;htrol of vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic. Two important applications of this function are the 
control of traffic in an accident situation and the control of 
traffic for special events. Traffic direction and control can lead 
to an enforcement action. 

4. Court System Interaction 

The objective of this function is t.o provide police input to 
the adjudication process. This function includes the prepara
tion and presentation of testimony and physical evidence as well 
as other court-related activities. Only those court activities 
that arise out of traffic law enforcement are included. 

S. Motorist Assistance 

The objective of this function is to provide assistance to the 
motorist in the event of illness, being lost, vehicle failure, etc. 
The activities that make up this function are those of emergency 
medical service, emergency service for vehicles, and the delivery 
of information about traffic and road conditions and location. 

For evaluation purposes, it is useful to think of each function 
as constituting a family of activities which can be performed 
as a single operational assignment. For example, Traffic Direc
tion and Control may be the sole assignment of a traffic officer 
just as Accident Investigation might also be a sole, special 
assignment. Thus, these functional groupings also have an opera
tional or assignment unity and thereby would also be considered 
as units for evaluation. Based on the literature that was reviewed 
and on the direct contact with police agencies, we must con
clude that other groupings or "families" should be considered in 
the development of an evaluation system. The grouping of 
activities might, for instance, be structured to reflect officer 

attributes or knowledge. One such grouping might be, Judgment 
and Planning under which the related activities in patrol plan
ing, accident management, motorist assistance, etc., would be 
included. Another example might be Appearance and Demeanor 
and activities from traffic law enforcement, traffic direction and 
control and court system interaction would be included. In this 
latter kind of grouping, selected factors from this study that can 
be objectively and quantitatively measured would serve to 
demonstrate the amount and quality of the attributes or knowl
edge to which they relate. The formulation of such families will 
be a part of the subsequent studies that further defIne police 
evaluation needs. . 

C. Duty/Task Descriptions 

1. Introduction 

For each function (and for the set of related activities) the 
component duties and primary tasks have been identified, and 
the following pages contain the defInitions of each. The analysis 
of each function follows the guidelines set down in Section 
LD, above, concerning the hierarchy of functions, duties and 
primary tasks. To help the reader follow this hierarchy, each 
defInition that follows is identified as duty (D), primary task 
(PT), and task (T). The defInitions are presented in no special 
order except that within each function there is a general sense 
of time sequence. For example, under Traffic Law Enforce
ment, the duties are arranged: traffic surveillance, violation 
detection, apprehension, enforcement, which is the sequence in 
which these events usually occur. However, the arrangement of 
these defInitions should not be interpreted as a procedural or 
temporal sequence. 

In these defmitions no attempt is made to establish a meas
ure of criticality or priority among them. First and foremost, 
the importance or priority of any part of the patrolman's job is 
determined by each agency and set forth (formally or infor
mally) as agency policy. Second, regardless of policy, the 
criticality of any duty is related to the patrolman's assignment 
and the environment. If a patrolman has been assigned a par
ticular duty or if a situation arises that demands the exercise of 
a duty, then for that time that duty assumes a very high prior
ity. So, importance or criticality is not a fIxed concept and we 
reflect this fact by not attempting to estimate apriority. 
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Sheet 1 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

1.1 D 

Conducts surveillance of traffic-observa-
tion of vehicular and pedestrian traffic with-
in the patrol environment by the use of 
moving patrol, stationary patrol or selective 
'enforcement for-the purposes of obiafuing 
compliance with vehicular traffic laws. 

. 1.1.1 PT 

Conducts moving patrol: 

Area patrol-patrol in an area or beat which 
may include several streets, roads or sections 
of a highway. 

Line patrol-patrol on a designated route be-
tween two points, usually on a city street or 
highway. 

1.1.1.1 T 

Plans patrol-initiates planning of his patrol 
in terms of geO"raPhicai area to be covered, 
likely accident violation locations, time of 
day traffic flow, performance on non-
traffic-patrol related activities. Modifies 
planning to changing traffic flow, environ-
ment and events. 

1.1.1.2 T 

Drives the patrol vehicle-operates patrol 
vehicle in a manner which is appropriate for 
normal.traffic and emergency situations to 
include the operation of all on-board emer-
gency and non-emergency equipment con-
sidering the road conditions, traffic condi-
tions, safety of other vehicle operators and 
the departmental policies and procedures. 

Function 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Products Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Note: The reader is reminded that the ~Ob descriptions for Functions 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 are divided into hierarchial elements, identified as 
duties (D), primary tasks (PT), and tas s (T) and, where necessary, sUb-tasks (ST). The products (outputs of the activity) as well as gradations 
(measures of quality, rate of output, conformity to standards, etc.) associated with each of these elements are possible measures of perfOl;mance of 
only that element. Analyzing each element separately and collectively can be the basis for evaluating patrolmen's overall PTS performance. 

, . 

Patrol miles and hours Activity reports, dis- This task is common to Training in moving Products relative to: 
logged. patch records, vehicle' all agencies, but may patrol strategy and con- • assigned time and 

logs. not be performed ex- duct is common to all area 
c1usively for PTS. agencies. Driver training • traffic volume 

(basic and specialized) • diversion to other 
is Ieq uired. duties 

'Patrol plan: usually a Can be described by the Performed universally, Basic training in patrol Degree to whiCh plan 
"mental picture" of patrolman. May be in- particularly for area planning common to all provides patrol cover-
schedule, route, speed, ferred from activity patrol; rules and direc- agencies. Intelligence age relative to accident/ 
etc. Planning based on logs, etc. Can be ob- tives vary widely. specific to a patrol area violation incidence and 
knowledge and experi- served by supervisor. provided as required. relative to total patrol 
ence and agency area. 
directive. 

Vehicle condition, fuel Vehicle logs, mainte- Applies to all agencies Basic and specialized Safety record, rate of 
consumption, acci- nance records, accident using movingpatroi. driver (patrol, defensive, fuel consumption, 
dents, distance driven, records, citizens' com- etc.) training required maintenance and ser-
driving behavior. ments, direct observa- as well as specia~ed to vice records, vehicle 

tion. vehicle typ~, such as appearance and condi-
motorcycle. tion. 

continued 



1.1.1.3 T 

Monitors traffic and environment based on Relative emphasis Records of warnings, Applies to all agencies, Basic training in VTL. Degree of comformance 
knowledge and experience-this taks re- placed on types of vio- citations, arrests by however, the perform- Counselling as required of patrol attention to 
quires an awareness of the immediate as well lations, suspected prob- charge, time and loca- ance of this task is to direct attention to the types, times and 
as the surrounding geographical areas lem locations and crit- tion. Techniques em- unique to the patrol specific problem types locations of violations 
(streets, highways), traffic patterns,likely ieal times. ployed to conduct sur- environment. and areas. Basic and in patrol area. 
congestion areas and high accident/violation veillance/monitoring. specialized training in 
areas or areas requiring special attention. monito.mg techniques/ 
Knows the type of population, housing and equipment. 
business areas and special events. Is aware of 
the impact of weather and seasonal changes 
on traffic. Distributes patrol attention time 
relative to the above environmental consid-
erations. Maintains alertness to detect viola-
tions or conditions requiring action. 

1.1.1.4 T 

Maintains an awareness for hazardous/ Reporting of hazard- Dispa tchers log. Common to most de- Training in recognition Number of reported/ 
dangerous conditions of the roadway and ous/dangerous condi- Records of highway partments. Reporting of roadway hazard and unreported hazards re-
roadside within the patrol area, e.g., hazard- tions. hazards, can be de- procedures vary widely. their possible conse- suiting in accidents or 
ous tree or utility pole, fallen rocks, etc. scribed by the patroI- quences. Departmental property damage within 
Follows departmental reporting procedures. man. reporting procedUres. the patrol area. 

1.1.2 PT 

Performs stationary surveillance-observes Stationary surveillance Activity reports, direct Applies to all depart- Training in stationary Products relative to: 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic at a selected hours logged, types and observation. Records of ments. surveillance strategies, • assigned tinie 
location employing conspicuous, visible or location of stationary warnings, citations, use of speed monitor- • diversions to other 
concealed surveillance. surveillance employed. arrests by charge, time ing equipment. duties 

and locations. • traffic volume 
Conspicuous surveillance-remains in full • number of written 
view of traffic endeavoring to attract atten- citations 
tion (e.g., marked and conspicuously parked 
patrol vehicle). 

Visible surveillance-remains in full view, 
howeyer, is so located as to require scrutiny 
by a person to be discovered (e.g., un-
marked patrol vehicle or vehicle parked in-
conspicuously on a side street, etc.). 

Concealed surveillance-is not visible to per-
sons d\1ring their normal observation of the 
roadway scene (e.g., patrolman/vehicle is 
hidden off the road, employing speed 
measuring equipment, etc.). 

1.1.2.1 T 

Plans conduct of stationary surveillance- Patrol plan: usually a Can be described by the Performed universally. Basic training in patrol Degree to which plan 
considers patrol area, likely accident/viola- "mental picture" of the patrolman. May be in- particularly for area planning common to all provides patrol cover-
tion locations, time of day traffic volume, likely locations, antici- ferred from activity patrol; rules and direc- agencies. Intelligence age relative to accident/ 
type of surveillance to be employed, and the pated violations, sur- logs, etc. Can be ob- tives vary ~ )ly. specific to a patrol area violation incidence and 
performance of traffic/non-traffic related veillance techniques served by supervisor. provided as required, relative to total patrol 
activities. Modifies planning to changing and procedures. area. 
traffic volume and flow, environment and 
ev~nts. 

continued 
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1.1.2.2 T 

Monitors traffic and enmonment based on 
knowledge and experience-this task re
quires an awareness of the immediate as well 
as the surrounding geographical areas 
(streets, highways), traffic patterns, likely 
congestion areas and high accident/viola
tion areas or areas requiring special atten
tion. Knows the type of population, hous
ing and business areas and special events. 
Is aware of the impact of weather and 
seasonal changes on traffic. In addition, 
must be 'able to operate any special surveil
lance equipment, e.g., speed measuring 
devices. 

1.1.3 PT 

Conducts traffic road checks-stop aU or 
selected vehicles at a designated area on the 
roadway for the purpose of inspecting 
drivers and/or vehicles for possible traffic 
law violations. 

1.1.3.1 T 

Plans conduct of traffic road check-plans 
and selects the area where the road check is 
to be conducted. Considers purpose of the 
road check, environment, time of day, 
traffic flow, type of vehicles to be inspec
ted, any special equipment requirements 
(barriers, cones, scales, etc.), placement of 
equipment sampling of vehicles and "ehicle 
stopping procedure and likely impact on 
traffic flow. Modifies plan to changing 
traffic flow, environment and events. 

Relative emphasis 
placed on types of vio
lations, suspected prob
lem locations and crit
ical times. 

Number of stops, man
hours logged. 

Traffic check "plan:" a 
mental image and/or 
checklist including loca
tion, equipment, tech
niques, procedures and 
anticipated violations. 

Records of warnings, 
citations, arrests by 
charge, time and loca
tion. Techniques em
ployed to conduct sur
veillance/ monitoring. 

Activity reports, direct 
observation. 

Can be described by 
pa trolman, may be in
ferred from activity 
reports. If plan is 
written, can be directly 
observed. 

Applies to all agencies, 
however, the perform
ance of this task is 
unique to the patrol 
environment. 

Purpose and procedures 
for road checks vary 
widely. 

Plans will vary based on 
purpose and procedures 
for the conduct of the 
road check. 

Basic training in VTL. 
Counseling as required 
to direct attention to 
specific problem type 
and areas. Basic and 
specialized training in 
monitoring techniques/ 
equipment. 

Training in road check 
planning and conduct, 
training required rela
tive to equipment and 
regula tory violations. 

Training in road check 
planning and conduct. 

Degree of conformance 
of patrol attention to 
the types, times and lo
cations of violations in 
patrol area. 

Products relative to: 
• assigned time 
• traffic volume 
• diversions to other 

duties 
• number of regulatory 

and VTL citations 
relative to this task. 

, Adequacy of equip
ment, procedures, tech
niques selected. 



Sheet 2 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

1.1.3.2 T 

Establishes and implements traffic road 
check-parks patrol vehicle(s) and places 
road check equipment in such a way as to 
gain maximum visibility, efficiency and 
safety. Selects vehicle for traffic road check 
considering purpose of the road check, avail-
ability of a clear check lane or area, type of 
vehicle, traffic flow, and sampling tech-
nique, e.g., every vehicle, every third 
vehicle, etc. Performs inspection in accord-
ance with departmental policies. Maintains 
alertness to detect violations or conditions 
requiring action. 

1.1.4 PT 

Conducts planned selective surveillance-
implements moving patrol, stationary sur-
veillance, traffic road checks, as appropriate, 
for the purpose of detecting and deterring 
traffic violations of specific types and/or at 
specific locations in response to needs evi-
denced by accident/violation rates. Selective 
surveillance is based on the systematic alio-
cation of patrol resources planned to 
counteract specific highway safety 
problems. 

1.1.4.1 T 

Studies selective surveillance plan-reviews 
plans to determine focus (i.e., violation 
types and/or locations), patrol strategy, and 
selected times; becomes familiar with 
policies and procedures governing the selec-
tive surveillance effort. (Note: Development 
of. the plan generally is not a task performed 
on the patrolman lp.ve\,) -

1.1.4.2 T 

Implements plan-:-performs moving patrol, 
stationary surveillance, or traffic road 
checks, focusing on the violations/locations 
of interest, in accordance with the selective 
surveillance requirements. 

Products Observability 

Time and location of Direct observation, 
check, placement of citizens' comments, 
vehicles, equipment, activity reports. 
personnel. Number of 
stops. 

Patrol miles and hours Activity reports, vehicle 
logged. logs. 

Knowledge of plan: Can be described by 
patrolman acquires 
familiarity with the 

patrolman; can be in-
ferred from activity 

purpose and procedures reports, records of 
of the selective surveil- warnings, citations, and 
lance effort. arrests, etc. 

Patrol miles and hours Activity reports, vehicle 
logged: patrol locations logs, direct observation. 
and time distributions. 

Function 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Universality Training Gradations 

Will vary depending on Training in establishing Suitability of products 
the purpose of the road and conducting road relative to: 
check and the traffic checks. • traffic flow 
environment. • anticipated violations 

.·safety 
• environmental 

considerations 
• logistical considera-

tions 

Common to most de- Special training, as re- Products relative to: 
partrnents, proportion quired, Ielative to spe- • assigned time 

-of patrol resources allo- cific violations of in- • traffic volume 
cated to selective SUI- terest. Special training, • diversions to other 
veillance varies widely as required relative to duties 
among departments. appropriate selective 

surveillance equipment 
and techniques. 

The degree of patrol- Special training, as re· Degree to which patrol-
man's review required quired, relative to spe- man's understanding 
will be highly depend- cific violations of inter- accurately reflects pur-
ent on the developed est. Special training, as poses and procedures of 
plan. required relative to the plan. 

appropriate selective 
surveillance equipment 
and techniques. 

Common to most de- S pecia1 training, as re- Prociucts relative to: 
partments, proportion quired, relative to spe- • assigned time 
of patrol resources allo- cific violations of inter- • traffic volume 
cated to selective sur- est. Specil1l training, as • diversions to other 
veillance varies widely required relative to duties 
among departments. appropriate selective 

surveillance equipment 
and techniques. 

continued 



1.2 D 

Detects (observes) traffic law violation
observation and recognition of vehicular, 
driver or pedestrian conditions and/ or 
behavior which are illegal or improper, and 
the acquisition of evidence necessary to 
support a charge in court. 

1.2.1 PT 

Detects moving violation. 

1.2.1.1 T 

Acquires familiarity with laws governing 
moving vehicle behavior-knows the driving 
behaviors! conditions that are specifically 
prohibited or required by statute. Familiar
ity with the statute entails knowledge of the 
elements of the offense, i.e., the actions, 
omissions, circumstances, conditions, etc., 
that must be present if the violation is to 
occur. 

1.2.1.2 T 

Recognizes the impact of environmental fac
tors on prescribed or required moving 
vehicle behavior-assesses roadway, traffic, 
weather, lighting, etc., conditions with re
spect to their implications concerning illegal 
or improper vehicle operations. 

1.2.1.3 T 

Maintains awareness cf moving vehicle viola
tion patterns-knows the types and frequen
cies of moving violations routinely found at 
his patrol areas and times. Remains alert for 
all moving violations while devoting atten
tion to the most probable hazardous 
violations. 

1.2.1.4 T 

Operates special purposes equipment 
designed to aid detection of specific moving 
violations-knows how 'to calibrate and use 
speed measuring devices to ensiJre their 
maximum effectiveness. 

... ' 

Numbers, types, loca
tions and time of vioJa
ations detected. 

Knowledge of statutes. 

Knowledge of environ
mental impact on stat-

, utes; knowledge of the 
types of violations com

, monly associated with 
various environmental 
conditions. 

Knowledge of viola
tion/accident patterns; 
patrol strategy. 

Hours of operation of 
special equipment, 
times/locations of use, 
quality of operation. 

Can be inferred from 
warning, citations and 
arrest records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman; amenable to 
formal (written, oral) 
testing; can be inferred 
from the number, fre
quency of improper en
forcement actions 
taken. 

Can be described by 
patrolman, amenable to 
formal testing (written, 
oral). Can be inferred 
from warning, cita
tion, and arrest records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman; can be in
ferred from activity 
reports, warning, cita
'tions, arrest records. 

Direct observation, 
activity reports, equip
ment logs; can be in
ferred from warning, 
citations and arrest 
records. ' 

Common to all depart
ments. 

Common to all de
partments. 

Common to all de
partments. 

Common to all de
partments. 

Common to many de
partments. 

Basic training in VTL; 
training in detection 
techniques/equipment. 

Basic training in VTL, 
case law. 

Basic and specialized 
training, as required, 
'41 fhi;' el!vironment;d 
factors affecting mov
ing violations. 

Specialized training as 
required, to acquaint 
patrolman with specific 
violation types and pat
terns in assigned area. 

Training in the use of 
special equipment. 

Number of detections 
per hours/miles logged, 
relative to accident 
characteristics and vio
lation in the patrol 
area. 

Degree to which patrol
man's knowledge ac
curately reflects stat
utes. Conviction rate 
for number of citations 
or traffic associated 
arrests. 

Degree to Which patrol
man's knowledge ac
curately reflects envi
ronmental implications. 

Degree to which patrol 
strategy reflects specific 
needs; accuracy of 
knowledge of violation/ 
accident patterns. 

Hours of use as a func
tion of hours assigned, 
times/locations of use 
relative to violation 
patterns. 

. continued 



1.2.1.5 T 

Recognizes potentially Hazardous moving 
vehicle behavior-remains alert for and is 
~ble to assess the implications of driving 
behaviors that, while not necessarily illegal 
in themselves, are suggestive of hazardous 
driving. This sub task is especially relevam to 
detection of DWI violations. 

1.2.2 PI' 

Detects pedestrian violation. 

1.2.2.1 T 

Acqukes familiarity with laws governing 
pedestrian behavior-knows the behaviors/ 
conditions that are specifically prohibited or 
required by statute. FamiJ.i.arity. with the 
statute entails knowledge of the elements of 
the offense, ie., the actions, omissions cir
cumstances, conditions, etc., that must be pre 
present if the violation is to occur. 

Knowledge of indica
tors of hazardous 
driving~ 

Numbers, types, loca
tions and time of vio
lations detected. 

Knowledge of statutes. 

Can be described by 
patrolman; can be in
ferred from warning, 
citations and arrest . 
records. 

Can be inferred from 
warning, Citations and 
arrest records. 

Can be described. by 
patrolman; amenable to 
formal (written, oral) 
testing; can be inferred 
from the number, fre
quency of improper en
forcement actions 
taken. 

Common to all depart
ments. 

Common to all depart
ments. 

Common to all depart
ments. 

Training in "aggressive" 
patrol techniques, train
ing in indicators/symp
toms of specific viola
tions. 

Basic training in VTL; 
training in detection 
techniques/equipment. 

Basic training in VTL, 
case law. 

Number of indicators 
observed per patrol 
miles/hours, accuracy 
of knowledge indicators 
warranting follow-up 
surveillance. 

Number of detections 
per hours/miles logged 
relative to pedestrian 
involved accidents and 
violations within the 
patrol area. 

Degree to which patrol
man's knowledge ac
cura tely reflects 
statutes. Number of 
pedestrian summons 
written/number of con
victions. 



Sheet 3 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Dutyrrask Description 

1.2.2.2 T 

Maintains awareness of pedestrian violation 
patterns-knows the types and frequencies 
of violations routine!y found in his patrol 
areas and times. Remains alert for all viola-. 
tions while devoting attention to the most 
probable hazardous violations. 

1.2.3 PI' 

Detects vehicular violation-encompasses 
two classes of violations. 

Vehicle defects, i.e., malfunctioning or in-
operative comJ2onents such as headlights, 
muffler~!ltc.L. wruch render operation of the 
vehicle illegal. 

Regulatory violations, e.g., lack ofrCgistra-
tion plates/stickers, expired or absent in-
spection certificates, etc. 

1.2.3.1 T 

Maintains familiarity with laws governing 
vehicle defects and regulatory requirements; 
includes familiarity with registration/inspec-
tion sticker coding schemes. 

1.2.3.2 T 

Recognizes the association between environ-
mental factors and defect violation deteo-
tion-remains alert for specific defect viola-
tions that typically are detectable only dur-
ing certain time periods (headlights) or 
under certain weather conditions (wind-
shield wipers). 

1.2.3.3 T .. 
DeVelops ability to conduct "field impeo-
tion" of vehicles for possible defects-is 
familiar with test/inspection procedures that 
can be implemented without special equip-
ment. 

Products 

Knowledge of viola-
tion/accident patterns; 
patrol strategy. 

Numbers, types, loca-
tions and time of viola-
tions detected. 

Knowledge of statutes. 

Knowledge of environ-
mental impact on 
statutes; knowledge of 
the types of violations 
commonly associated 
with various environ-
mental conditions. 

Ability to conduct 
"field inspection." 

-----------

FuncUon 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Observability Universalit} Training Gradations 

Can be described by Common to all depart- Specialized training as Degree to which patrol 
patrolman; can be in- ments. required, to acquaint strategy reflects specific 
ferred from activity patrolman with specific needs; accuracy of 
reports, warning, cita- violation types and knowledge of violation/ 
tion. arrest records. patterns in assigned accident patterns. 

area. 

Can be inferred from Common to all depart- Basic training in VTL; Number of detections 
warning, citations and ments. training in detection per hours/miles logged 
arrest records. techniques/equipment. relative to vehicle viola-

tion characteristics in 
patrol area. 

Can be described by Common to all depart- Basic training in VTL, Degree to which patrol-
patrolman; amenable to ments. case law. man's knowledge ac-
formal (written, oni!) curately reflects 
testing; can be inferred statutes. Conviction 
from the number, fre- rate for number of cita-
quency of improper tions written/number 
enforcement actions of convictions for 
taken. vehicle defects, regula-

tory violations. 

Can be described by Common to all depart- Basic and specialized Degree to Which patrol-
patrolman and directly ments. training, as required, in man's knowledge ac-
observed; amenable to the environmental curately reflects em':ir-
testing; can be inferred factors affecting mov- onmental implication. 
from warning, citation, ing violations. 
arrest records. 

Can be described by Common to all depart- Training in "field Degree of skill, knowl-
patrolman and directly ments. inspection~' techniques/ eage fu conduCting . 
observed; amenable to procedw:es. "field inspection." 
testing; can be inferred 
from warning, citation, 
arrest records. 



1.2.3.~ T 

Checks for vehicular violations subsequent 
to appi:ehending susp"ects for moving vehicle 
violations-conducts license/registration 
checks and remains alert for symptoms of 
prescribed defects. 

1.2.4 PT 

Detects parking violation. Refers to parking 
viOlations other than routine meier viola
tions, etc. which may be conducted by 
"parking authority." 

1.2.4.1 T 

Maintains familiarity with parking regula
tions throughout patrol area-knows loca
tion-and time-specific regulatio,!s as )\'e.11 as 
universally prescribed improper parking. 

1.2.4.2 T 

Maintains awareness of parking violation 
patterns-knows the types and "frequencies 
of parking violations routinely found within 
his patrol areas, and devotes attention to 
times and places expected to produce the 
highest incidence of violations. 

1.3 D 

Apprehends violator-pursuit, contact, and 
stopping of drivers or pedestrians suspected 
of traffic violation in order to investigate 
the circumstances pertaining to the suspec
ted violation; determines the appropriate 
enforcement action, and acquircs evidence 
necessary to support a charge in .court. 

1.3.1 PT 

Decides to apprehend violator. 

Number of equipment/ 
regulatory viola tions 
detected in conjunc
tion with moving 
vehicle violations. 

Numbers, types,loca
tions and time of park
ing violations detected. 

Knowledge of statutes. 

Knowledge ofvioia
tion/accident patterns; 
patrol strategy. 

Number of aPrrehen
sions initiated 
attempted. 

Can be inferred from 
warning, citation, arrest 
records. 

Can be inferred from 
warning, citations and 
arrest records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman; amenable to 
formal (written, oral) 
testing; can be inferred 
from the number, fre
quency of improper en
forcement actions 
taken. 

Can be described by 
patrolman; can be in
ferred from activity 
reports, warning, cita
tion, arrest records. 

Can be inferred from 
warning, citation, arrest 
records, dispatcher's 
log, activity reports. 

Common to all depart
ments. 

Degree to which this 
task is universally per
f~rmed is dependent on 
departmental policies 
concerning parking 
violations. 

Common to most de
partments. 

Common to most de
partments. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Training in VTL per
taining to equipment/ 
regulatory violations; 
counseling in detection 
procedures/techniques 
incidental to stops for 
moving violations. 

Basic training in VTL; 
training in detection 
techniques/equipment. 

Basic training in VTL. 

S pecializcd training as 
required, to acquaint 
patrolman with specific 
violation types and 
patterns in assigned 
area. 

Training in factors and 
departmental policy 
conCerning apprehen
sion decisions: 

Number of equipment/ 
regulatory violation 
detections per stops for 
moving vehicle viola
tions. 

Number of detections 
per hours/miles logged 
relative to parking 
violation characteristics 
and accident involve
ment in the patrol area. 

Degree to which patrol
man's knowledge ac
curately reflects stat
utes and departmental 
standards. Number of 
yalid parking citations~ 

Degree to which patrol 
strategy reflects specific 
needs; accuracy of 
knowledge of violation/ 
accident patterns. 

Number of decisions to 
apprehend per viola
tions detected. Viola
tion/accident character
istic in patrol area. 

continued 



1.3.1.1 T 

Evaluates the importance of the observed/ 
suspected violation relative to the environ
ment and other traffic services require
ments-is able to assess properly whether 
the suspected violation outweighs other 
immediate demands on his attention. Deter
mines whether pursuit/apprehension will 
create unacceptable traffic hazards relathe 
to the nature of the suspected violation. 

1.3.1.2 T 

Interprets departmental policy concerning 
apprehension-knows the guidelines that are 
set forth regarding the decision to appre
hend, how and when to initiate pursuit, etc. 

1.3.1.3 T 

Determines whether assistance is necessary 
to ensure or facilitate apprehension-assesses 
environmental and ether constraints on his 
ability to apprehend; evaluates the nature 
of the suspected violation; determines the 
availability of assistance; and calls for assist
ance when necessary. 

Evaluation outcome: 
determination of the 
relative importance of 
apprehension versus the 
"risks" that will arise if 
apprehension is ini
tiated. 

Decision to initiate 
pursuit and apprehen
sion. 

Assistance decision. 

Can be directly ob
served or inferred from 
patrolman's driving 
record or citizen's com
ments. Inferred from 
warning, citations, 
arrest records, activity 
reports. 

Inferred from warning, 
citations, arrest records, 
specifically, type of 
cited violations and 
environmental condi
tions that existed. 

Dispatch records. Activ
ity reports. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Training in evaluation 
factors. Specialized 
driver training. 

Training in depart
mental policy and ap
prehension considera
tions. 

Training in depart
mental policy concern
ing call for assistance 
relative to PTS. 

Correctness of the eval
uation, relative to 
standard practices. 

Ratio of number of 
apprehensions not in 
conformance with 
departmental policies. 

Correctness of decision 
making. Number of ap
prehensioIis requiring 
assistance. 



Sheet 4 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

1.3.1.4 T 

Obtains dcscription of suspect/vehicle to 
facilitate apprehension-ensures his ability 
to identify the driver/pedestrian as the sus-
peeted violator subsequent to apprehension 
and relays description to assisting officer 
and/or department, as necessary. 

1.3.2 PI' 

Plans pursuit (apprehension)-pursuit will 
take place either in a patrol vehicle (from 
moving patrol or stationary surveillance) or 
on foot (from traffic direction assignment). 
90nsiders the departmental policies regar!i-
mg when to pursue and speed of pursuit. 

1.3.2.1 T 

Determines appropriatc pursuit speed and 
maneuvers-evaluates the nature of the 
violation, traffic speed, traffic density, type 
o[ roadway and other environmental condi-
tions, and his own driving ability and the 
patrol vehicle's capabilities. Uses sound 
Judgment in considering the degree of 
hazard the pursuit presents to other than 
roadway users. 

1.3.2.2 T 

Determines the need for activating vehicle 
emergency diHty.s (Iigh,ts. sJren,_etc.)-
possesses fam ity with statutory regula-
tions and departmental policy governing use 
of displays, and evaluates environmental 
conditions and the nature' of the violation in 
light of these regulations/policies. 

1.3.2.3 T 

Anticipates possible evasive action on the 
part of the violator-possesses familiarity 
with the surrounding area, especially yegard-
ing potential "escape routes" available to 
the pursued. Recognizes the likelihood that 
evasion may be attempted, given the nature 
of the violation. 

Products 

Description: written or 
memorized for record-
ing as soon as possible; 
transmission of descrip-
tion to dispatcher. 

Mental plan of pursuit 
conduct: 
• typc of pursuit 
• speed 
• route 
• use of warning lights, 

siren, etc. 

Selected speed and 
adaption of initial rate. 

Usc of vehicle emer-
gency display. 

Knowlcdge of possible 
"escape routes." 

Function 1.0 
r>raffic Law Enforcement 

Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Can be directly ob- Common to all Specialized training Completeness/accuracy 
served from: agencies. in suspect/vehicle of descriptions. 
• activity record description and usage 
• patrolman's notes techniques. 
• radio/voice com-

munications 

Can be described by Common to all Training in apprehen- Ability to formulate 
patrolman. agencies, although sion/pursuit consider- pursuit plan. Knowl-

departmental policies ations. Specialized edge of possible escape 
vary. driver training. routes . 

Can be described by Common to all Training in appre- Degree to which pursuit 
patrolman. Citizen agencies. hension7pursuit consid- strategy reflects nature 
complaints. erations. Specialized and seriousness of vio-

driver training. L'ltion and possible 
traffic environment 
consequences. Number 
of complaints/property 
damage incidents as a 
result of pursuit 
actions. 

Can 1;1e described by Common to all Basic training in VTL. Degree to which 
patrolman as well as agencies. S peciaIized training, as patrolman adhered to 
amenable to testing. required, relative to policy, statutes and 

vehicle emergency dis- standard practice. 
plays procedures. 

Can be described by the Common to all Specialized training in Ratio of suspects 
patrolman. agencies. suspect evasive actions, pursued to number 

psychology of suspect apprehended relative to 
behavior. traffic violations. 

continued 
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1.3.3 PT 

Plans enforcement action. Mental plan developed Can be described by the Common to all Basic training in VTL. Degree to which plan 
by patrolman based on patrolman. Can be in- agencies. Specialized training in leads to correct en-
knowledge, experience ferred from warning, enforcement tech- for cement action. 
and agency directives. cita tions, arrest records. niques/procedures. 

1.3.3.1 T 

Recognizes and interprets departmental Experience and Can be described by the Common to all Basic training in VTL. Number of enforcement' 
policy concerning enforcement action- knowledge of statutes patrolman. Can be in- agencies. Specialized trianing in actions taken by type 
evaluates the nature of the violation, degree and departmental ferred from warning, enforcement tech- and location. Convic-
of traffic hazard involved, and alternative policies. citations, arrest records. niques/procedures. tion rate or number of 
enforcement actions available in fonning a valid citations. 
tentative decision concerning the subse-
quent action to be taken. 

1.3.3.2 T 

Observes and evaluates evidence relating to Collection of support- Can be directly ob- Common to all Basic and specialized Number of cases dis-
the suspected violation-recognizes the need ive evidence. served or inferred agencies. training, as required, missed due to lack of 
to collect evidence pertaining to the viola- from warnings, citat- pertaining to collection supporting evidence. 
tion to ~upport a charge in court, and re- tions, arrest records of evidence in support 
mains alert for evidence that may necessi- and officer's court case of a violation. 
tate modification of the tentative enforce- records. Notes taken or 
ment decision. described by patror:-' 

man. 

1.3.4 PT 

Conducts pursuit. Number of pursuits Activity report. Dis- Common to all Specialized training in Number of pursued 
attempted/ completed. patcher's record. Can agencies. pursuit/apprehension violations per hours/ 
Types, locations and be inferred from warn- techniques. miles logged. 
time of violation ings, citations, arrest 
pursued. records or described 

by patrolman. 

1.3.4.1 T 

Remains alert for possible hazards to him- Technique of pursuit. Can be directly ob- Common to all Specialized training in Number of pursued 
self, the violator, and others-evaluates the served or described by agencies. pursuit/apprehension violators attempted! 
environment to adopt pursuit maneuvers patrolman. techniques. completed. Degree to 
and speeds that are consistent with maxi- which patrolman mini-
mizing safety. Refrains from taking irn- mized risks. 
prudent risks while striving to apprehend. 

1.3.4.2 T 

Attempts to keep the violator in sight- Pursuit strategy. Can be described by Common to ail Specialized trairrlng in Degree to which pursuit 
Iemains alert for conditions favoring the paUd)!man. agencies. pursuit/apprehension strategy is successful in 
violator's escape. techniques. apprehension. Also 

conformance to stan-
dard practice. 

continued 



1.3.4.3 T 

Attempts to maneuver into a control posi
tion as quickly as possible-without taking 
imprudent risks; strives to accomplish appre
hension quickly to avoid continuation of 
the violation and its attendant hazards. 

1.3.4.4 T 

Re-evaluates the situation continuously to 
determine the appropriate pursuit mode and 
behavior-reassesses the need to employ 
emergency displays, call for assistance, 
modify pursuit speeds, etc. Takes proper 
account of changing conditions in the envi
ronment, violator's behavior, etc. Decides 
whether to abandon or continue pursuit. 

Number of pursuits 
conducted/time to 
stop/subsequent viola
tions. 

Evaluation outcome: 
detennination of the 
relative importance of 
apprehension versus the 
"risks" that will arise if 
apprehension is 
initiated. 

Can be inferred from 
activity report, warn
ings, citations, and 
arrest records. Citizen 
comments. Driving 
record. 

Can be directly ob
served or inferred from 
patrolman's driving 
record or citlzen"s 
comments. Inferred 
from warning, citations, 
arrest records, activity 
reports. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Specialized training in 
pursuit/ apprehension 
techniques. 

Training in the consid
erations a patrolman 
must take into account 
in the conduct of 
pursuit action. Special
ized driver training. 

Number of pursued and 
apprehended violators 
per hours/miles logged. 
Number of subsequent 
violations. 

Correctness of the eval
uation, relative to 
standard practices. 



: 

Sheet 5 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

p 

Duty/Task Descriptions 

1.3.4.5 T 

• 

Attempts to acquire better descriptive infor-
mation on the pursued suspect/vehicle ob-
serves, memorizes, and records registration 
number, vehicle make and model year, etc., 
to facilitate subsequent apprehension. 

1.3.5 PT 

Makes stop. 

1.3.5.1 T 

Maneuvers into an appropriate control posi-
tion to initiate stop-is cognizant of safety 
considerations and departmental policies 
concerning control positions. Anticipates 
possible subsequent actions on the part of 
the pursued (evasion, sudden stop, etc.), and 
ensures his ability to react properly to such 
actions. 

1.3.5.2 T 

Selects an appropriate stopping site-ensures 
that the stopping site minimizes traffic 
hazards/ congestion. Attemp!s to choose a 
site providing favorable lighting conditions. 

1.3.5.3 T 

Communicates stop command to the 
suspect-makes appropriate use of patrol 
vehicle displays (lights, horn, etc.) to 
acquire the suspect's attention, continu-
ously re-evaluates the situation to ensure 
that the suspect recognizes the stop 
command. 

Products 

Completeness of 
descriptive information 
with regard to: 
.. vehlele make 
• model year 
• registration number 
• vehicle color 
.. etc. 

Numbers, types, loca-
tion and time of stops 
made. 

Location of patrol 
vehicle relative to 
suspect. 

Tentative stopping 
site. 

Number of stop com-
mands attempted. 

Function 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Can be described by Common to all Training in vehicle Completeness/accuracy 
patrolman. Dispatcher's agencies. recognition, descriptive of descriptive data. 
log. Patrolman's notes. information. 
Inferred from warnings, 
citations, arrest records. 

Can be directly ob- Common to all Training in pursuit driv- Number of stops per 
served or inferred agencies. ing techniques to in- hours/miles logged. 
from warnings, cita- elude apprehension. 
tions and arrest records. 
Dispatcher's log. 

Can be directly ob- Common to all Specialized training in Degree to which patrol-
served or descnoed by agencies. pursuit driving, appre- man can attract vio~ 
patrolman. hension techniques. lator's attention while 

minimizing subsequent 
violations and maximiz-
ing safety. 

Can be described by Common to all Specialized training in Degree to which the 
the patrolman. agencies. pursuit driving, appre- site selected affords 

hension techniques. safety to violator 
and patrolman. 

Can be directly ob- Common to all Specialized training in Number of stops 
served. Inferred from agencies. pursuit driving, appre- attempted per success-
warnings, citations, hension techniques. fuI stop. 
arrest records. 

continued 



1.3.5.4 T 

Positions patrol vehicle at stopping site
follows departmental procedures in posi
tioning patrol vehicle. Ensures his own 
safety, and the safety of 11is and the viola
tor's vehicles from traffic hazards. Activates 
vehicle lights in accordance with depart
mental procedures. 

1.3.5.5 T 

Attends to preliminary safeguards before 
approaching suspect's vehicle-notifies 
dispatcher of the location and purpose of 
the stop, in accordance with departmental 
procedures. Observes vehicle for suspicious/ 
unusual behavior on the part of the 
occupants. 

1.3.6 PT 

Approaches vehicle and violator. 

1.3.6.1 T 

Keeps the vehicle/occupants in view 
throughout the approach-remains alert for 
suspicious/unusual behavior on the part of 
occupants. Shows proper concern for ensur
ing his own safety.' 

1.3.6.2 T 

Observes the condition and appearance of 
the vehicle, suspect, and other occupants
checks all passenger positions to verify the 
number of occupants. Examines driver's 
appearance for evidence of intoxication, 
illness, or other conditions of interest. 
Examines vehicle for evidence of damage/ 
defects or regulatory violations. 

1.3.6.3 T 

Positions himself properly with respect to 
the suspect and vehicle-follows depart
mental procedures in establishing a position 
that maximizes his own safety while per
mitting unobstructed view of the vehicle 
and occupants. 

Number of pursuit 
stops, patrol miles and 
hours logged. 

Safeguards initiated in 
approaching violator. 
Notification of dis
patcher. 

Technique of approach 
and of observation of 
unusual suspect be
havior. 

Suspect screening tech
nique. Number of viola
tions, types, location, 
time and supporting 
evidence. 

Number of stops and 
proper position relative 
to suspects and vehicle. 

Directly observable. 
Can be inferred from 
patrolman, driving 
record, warnings, cita
tions and arrest records. 
Dispatch records. 

Can be directly 0 b
served or inferred from 
dispatcher's record. 

Can be directly ob
served or described by 
the patrolman. Can be 
Inferred by supporting 
evidence from warning, 
citation or arrest 
records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman or can be ob
served directly, or in
ferred from activity 
records, warning, cita
tions or arrest records. 

Directly observable. 
Can be described by 
patrolman. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Specialized training in 
pursuit driving, appre
hension teclmiques. 

Training in safeguards 
employed prior to 
approaching a suspect's 
vehicle. 

Training in techniques 
employed while 
approaching violator's 
vehicle. 

Basic training in VTL 
and specialized training 
in recognition of un
usual suspect behavior 
and supportive 
violations. 

Training on how to 
position oneself with 
respect to suspect and 
vehicle. 

Number of pursuit 
stops per miles logged. 
Ratio of safe to unsafe 
stops relative to posi
tioning the patrol 
vehicle. 

Number of violator 
stops with dispatcher 
notifica tion versus total 
violator stops. 
Degree to which patrol
man adheres to depart
mental policies regard
ing his safety while 
approaching suspect 
vehicle for traffic 
offenses. 

Degree to which patrol
man applies safety pre
caution as well as being 
able to distinguish un
usual suspect behavior. 

Number and types of 
violations and support
ive evidence. 

Number and type of 
violations by comElete
ness/accuracy. Support
ive evidence. Total 
number of stops versus 
number of stops patrol
man jeopardized his 
safety. 

continued 



1.3.6.4 T 

Maintains control of the situation through
out the approach-remains alert for 
attempts by the suspect or other occupants 
to move or exit the vehicle. Instructs them, 
as necessary, to remain in the vehicle. 

1.3.7 PT 

Interviews violator. 

1.3.7.1 T 

Maintains a professional attitude and 
demeanor throughout the interview
conducts himself in a businesslike fashion, 
avoiding both discourteous and "overly 
friendly" behavior toward the suspect. 
A voids arguing with the suspect. 

1.3.7.2 T 

Obtains necessary Identification from the 
suspect-follows departmental procedures 
in requesting and accepting license, registra
tion, etc. 

Number of stops. 
Ability to maintain 
control of situation. 

Number of violators 
interviewed and 
number of stops. 

Interview report or 
record. 

Ability in obtaining re
quired identification. 

Can be observed 
directly, or inferred 
from activity report, 
dispatch records, warn
ing, citations, or arrest 
records. 

Directly observed. Can 
be inferred from 
suspect comments, 
warning, citation, arrest 
records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman or directly 
observed. Can be in
ferred from warning, 
citation, arrest records. 
Violator complaints. 

Directly observed. Can 
be inferred from sus
pect comments, warn
ing, citation, arrest 
records. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

A must for all agencies. 

A must for all agencies. 

A must for all agencies. 

Training in likely sus
pect behavior or prior 
to interview. 

Trainin~ in conducting 
suspect/violator inter
view. 

Trainin~ in conducting 
suspect/violator inter
view. 

TraininlJ in conducting 
suspect/violator inter
view. 

Total number of stops 
and the degree to which 
patrolman had the 
ability to maintain con
trol for each type of 
violation. 

Total number of stops/ 
interviews and the 
degree to which the 
interview was complete 
and accurate. " -

Total number of stops/ 
interviews and complete
ness accuracy of infor- . 
mation obtained. Num
ber of complaints. 

Accuracy complete
ness ofID information 
per number of written 
violations. Number of 
regulatory violations 
detected. 



Sheet 6 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Descriptions 

1.3.7.3 T 

Observes and evaluates suspect's appearance 
and behavior-remains alert for suspicious/ 
unusual actions, mannerisms, etc. Remains 
alert for evidence bearing on the violation 
and/or other possible offenses. 

1.3.8 PT 

Observes and evaluates violator during 
interview. 

1.3.8.1 T 

Checks driver's appearance, identification, 
etc.~ relative to t.he 1?resumed !>wner of the 
vehicle-communicate, with dispatcher con-
cerning registration check. 

1.3.8;2 T 

Evaluates evidence obtained during inter-
view-identifies the nature and scope of sus-
pccted violations involved in the incident. 

1.3.8.3 T 

Determines need for removing suspect(s) 
from vehicle for further investigation-
evaluates evidence of possible DWl or non-
traffic offenses neceSSitating· search of 
driver/vehicfe. Shows proper concern for his 
own and driver's safety in removing the 
suspect from the vehicle and conducting 
further investigation. Follows departmental 
procedures in any required searcli 
investigation. 

Products Observability 

Suspect screening tech- Can be described by 
nique. Number of viola- patrolman or directly 
tions, types location, observed. Can be in-
time and supporting ferred from warning, 
evidence. citation and arrest 

records. 

Number of violations, Can be directly ob-
type, location and time. served or inferred from 

warning, citation, arrest 
records. Can be de-
scribed by patrolman. 

Validity of owner, Can be directly ob-
registration. served. Can be in-

ferred from dispatcher's 
record or from warning, 
citation, and arrest 
records. 

Supporting evidence. Can be directly ob-
served or inferred from 
warning, citation, arrest 
records. Can be de-
scribed by patrolman. 

Supporting evidence. Can be directly ob-
served. Can be de-
scribed by patrolman. 
Can be inferred from 
warning, citation or 
arrest records. 

Function 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Universality Training Gradations 

Standard procedure. Basic training in VTL Number and types of 
and specialized training violations and support-
in recognition of un- ive evidence. 
usual suspect behavior 
and supportive 
violatinns. 

Common to all Training in violator Number of wrong eval-
agencies. evaluation techniques/ uations per number of 

procedures. written violations. 

Common to all Training in techniques Degree to which patrol-
agencies. for validating vehicle man attempts to verifY/ 

ownership and license. identify vehicle owner 
or operator. 

Common to all Training in support- Completeness, relevancy 
agencies. ing evidence evaluation. of supporting evidence. 

Performed in all inves- S pe cialized training or Number of violations 
tigations unless policy as required, relating to without sufficient 
states that suspects search/investigation evidence/incomplete in-
either never or always techniques concerning vestigation per number 
leave vehicle. traffic violations and of written violations. 

gathering of supportive 
evidence. 

. Conviction r~te. 

continued 
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1.3.9 PT 

Observes and evaluates vehicle interior. Investigation of sup- Can be directly ob- A necessary task. Specialized training or Degree to which patrol-
porting evidence. served. Can be de- as required, relating to man applies investiga-

scribed by patrol- search/investigation tive techniques and 
man. Can be inferred techniques concerning recognizes supportive 
from warning, citation traffic violations and evidence. 
or arrest records. gathering of supportive 

evidence. 

1.3.9.1 T 

Examines control/dashboard for evidence of Supporting evidence. Can be described by The degree or investi- Specialized training or Number of auto theft 
auto theft-verifies that ignition key is patrolman or directly gative techniques as required, relating to detections/arrests and 
present; examines windows, doors for evi- observed. vary among agencies. search/investigation resulting conviction 
dence of forced entry. techniques concerning rate. 

traffic violations and 
gathering of supportive 
evidence. 

1.3.9.2 T 

Examines interior of vehicle for evidence of Supporting evidence. Can be directly ob- The degree or investiga- Specialized training or Number of contraband 
suspicious or contraband materials-remains served. Can be de- tive techniques vary as Ieq uired, relating to detections/arrests and 
alert for attempts by the occupants to hide scribed by patrolman. among agencies. search/investigation resulting conviction 
materials under seats, etc. Can be inferred from techniques concerning rate. 

warning, citation or traffic violations and 
arrest records. gathering of supportive 

evidence. 

1.3.9.3 T 

Determines need to conduct search of the Decision to continue Can be inferred from The degree or inves- Specialized training or Number of violations 
vehicle-evaluates evidence and conducts search. supporting documen- tigative techniques as rcquired,relating to without sufficient cvi-
search (if nece~sary), following established tary evidence. Can be vary among agencies. search/investigation dence/incomplete inves-
procedures. described by patrolman techniques concerning tigation per number of 

or directly observed. traffic viola tions and written violations. 
gathering of supportive Conviction rate. Degree 
evidence. to which patrolman 

applies investigative· 
techniques and recog-
nizes supportive 
evidence. 

1.3.10 PT 

Decides upon enforcement action. Number of enforce- Can be inferred from A required task by all Basic training in VTL Number of enforce-
ment actions. type, warning, citation, and agencies. and enforcement ment actions by type 
location and time. arrest records. action. and location per miles/ 

hours logged. Viola-
tions relative to acci-
dent characteristics in 
the patrol area. 

1.3.10.1 T 

Recognizes and correctly interprets depart- Knowledge of possible Can be inferred from A logical method Basic training in VTL Degree to which patrol-
mental policy concerning enfoIcement enforcement actions. war$g, citation and process. violations, counselling man enforcement 
action-knows what alternative actions are arrest records. Amen- on departmental actions reflect depart-
permitted in the various situations he may able to testing. policies. mental policies. Aceu-
encounter. racy of knowledge. 

. n'n 



1.3.10.2 T 

E,,41uates the nature of the wioilition(s) tv 
determine the applicable 'elements of the 
policy-assesses the seriousness of the 
offense(s), the likelihood that the offense(s) 
would continue if the suspect were released, 
and the presence of special circumstances 
specifically covered in statutes or policy to 
determine which alternatives apply to the 
situation at hand. 

1.3.10.3 T 

Bases enforcement decision on the facts of 
the case only-avoids being swayed by ex
traneous factors, such as the suspect's atti-

. tude or appearance, time of day, etc. 
Demonstrates consistency in his enforce
ment decisions. 

Evaluation results. 
Determination of 
whether or not en
forcement action is 
warranted. 

Number of enforce
ment actions, type, 
location and time. 

Can be dcswibed by 
patrolman. Can be in
ferred from warning, 
citation and arrest 
records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman. Can be in
ferred from warning, 
citation and arrest 
records. 

A nec-essary evaluauOtl 
performed by all 
agencies. 

Although a necessary 
step performed in all 
agencies rmal decision 
for enforcement action 
will vary among indi
vidual officers. 

Basic training in v"TL 
violations, counselling 
on departmental 
policies. 

Basic training in VTL 
violations, counselling 
on departmental 
policies • 

COrIediieSS of the 
evaluation relative to 
prescribed standards. 

Total number of stops, 
type of violations and 
the number of resulting 
citations and arrests, 
conviction rate. 
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Sheet 7 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Descriptioh 

Duty/Task Description 

1.4 0 

Take enforcement action. Arrest, citation, 
or warning of any person believed to have 
violated a traffic law, ordinance, or regula-
tion. Such enforcement action may take one 
of three general forms: 
(1) Issuance of a (written or verbal) warn-

(2) 

ing; this action entails no additional re-
quirement for court action. 
Issuance of a traffic citation; this 
action contemplates trial adjudication 
or other court disposition of the 
charge; the accused receives written 

(3) 
notice to appear, and is released. 
Physical arrest; the accused is taken 
into custody for the purpose of hold-
ing him to answer a charge in court. 

Once a decision has been made concerning 
the appropriate enforcement action, the 
sub tasks incidental to that action usually are 
independent of the offense committed. One 
major exception to this rule concerns OWl 
arrest. Thus, DWl and non-DWl enforce-
ment actions are discussed separately. 

1.4.1 PT 

Takes non-arrest enforcement action. 

1.4.1.1 T 

Ensures there are.no outstanding warrants 
against the driver/vehicle befort"> issuing 
warning or citation-communicates with dis-
patcher; checks stolen vehicle list. 

1.4.1.2 T 

Informs driver of the violation and enforce-
ment action-maintains professional, busi-
ness·like attitude in informing driver. Avoids 
"debating" charge/enforcement action with 
driver. 

Products 

Number of enforce-
ment actions, type, 
location and time. 

Number of non -arrest 
actions by type of 
violation, location and 
time. 

Driver/vehicle· "wants 
list" check indicated. 

Communication with 
suspect. 

-----;-,---

Function 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Can be inferred from A necessary task per- Basic training in VTL Number of enforce-
warning, citation and formed by all depart- and enforcement ment actions by type 
arrest records. ment/ agencies. action. and location per miles! 

hours logged. Viola-
tions relative to acci-
dent characteristics in 
the patrol area. 

Can be described by Varies among agencies Basic training in VTL Number of non-arrest 
patrolman or directly in that the type of non- and counselling on actions by type, location, 
observed. Can be in- arrest action taken departmental policies time per miles/houIS of 
ferred from warning (written or verbal warn- regarding non-arrest patrol logged. 
ticket. ings) is dependent on action. 

jurisdictional statutes 
and agency policies. 

From dispatcher's Procedure varies among Specialized training, as Number of citations, 
records check. Inferred agencies. required, in depart- arrests resulting from 
from warnings, citation mental policies regard- driver/vehicle check. 
and arrest records. ing situations requiring 

driver/vehicle check. 

Can be described by Common to all Training in proper Degree to which patrol-
patrolman.or directly agencies. demeanor/attitude. man adheres to depart-
observed. Can be in- Basic training in VTL mental policies. 
ferred from warning and taking enforcement 
ticket and violator action. 
cpmments. 

continued 
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mental policy-properly comple tl:S warning 
form (if written); informs driver of the sig
nificance and implications of the warning. 

1.4.1.3b T 

Issues citation in accoro:ance with the de
partmental policy-pr01"erly completes cita
tion form. Provides copy to driver. Explains 
the driver's obligations/options to him. 

1.4.1.4 T 

Terminates activity at scene-releases driver, 
after returning his documents (license, regis-
tration, etc.). Assist motorist in returning to 
normal flow of traffic by utilizing traffic 
direction and control procedures; notifies 
dispatcher of return to patrol. 

1.4.1.5 T 

Transmits enforcement action records to 
appropriate personnel/departments-follows 
departmental procedures in forwarding 
copies of citation or warning form to desig-
nated recipients. 

1.4.2 PT 

Conducts site-of-apprehension DWl 
investigation. 

1.4.2.1 T 

Assesses suspect's physical and mental con-
dition through informal (simple) tests-ob-
serves driver during interrogation and exit 
from vehicle; notes gait, steadiness, coordi-
nation, etc. Assesses odor of alcoholic 
beverages. Evaluates speech, etc. 

:Numbcr of warn:hsgs 
issued by type, location 
and time. 

Number of citations 
issued by type, location 
and time. 

Terminates enforce-
ment action. 

Transmittal of non-
arrest records. 

Number of DWl inves-
tigations, location and 
time. 

Interrogation 
procedure. 

Inferred from warnings 
issued or directly 
observed. 

Inferred from citations 
issued or directly 
observed. 

Directly observable or 
can be described by 
patrolman. Can be in-
ferred from dispatcher's 
log. 

Can be inferred by pro-
cessed warnings and 
citations. 

Can be observed hy 
supervisor or inferred 
by warnings, citations 
or arrest Iecords and 
from activity report 
and dispatcher's log. 

Can be explained by 
patrolman or directly 
observed. Can be in-
ferred from DWI proc-
essing records. 

Varies among agencies· 
in .that the type of non
arrest action taken 
(written or verbal warn
ings) is dependent on 
jurisdictional statutes 
and agency policies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

A logical step per-
formed by all agencies. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Must be performed by 
all agencies, Step by 
step procedures vary 
widely among police 
agencies. 

Procedures vary widely 
among agencies. 

Departmental policy 
concerning warning 
tickets. 

Basic training in VTL. 
Departmental policy 
concerning citations. 

Departmental policy re-
garding non-arrest 
actions. 

Departmental policy 
regarding transmittal 
of non-arrest records. 

Specialist training in 
DWl enforcement tech-
niques is required. 
Some is provided in all 
agencies. 

Specialized training in 
DWl enforcement 
techniques. 

Number of warnings 
per miles/hours logged. 
Evaluation of type of 
violations warrantingJ 
not warranting a 
warning. 

Number of citations per 
miles/hours logged. 
Violations by type and 
location relative to 
accident characteristics 
within the patrol area. 

Average amount of 
time spent in processing 
non-arrest violations. 

Degree to which 
patrolman adheres to 
departmental proce-
dures regarding trans-
mittal of non-arrest 
records. 

Number of DWl arrests 
per patrol miles/hours 
logged. 

Completeness and ac-
curacy of supportive 
evidence for patIol-
man's DWI investiga-
tions. 

continued 
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1.4.2.2 T 

Conducts formal (psychophysical) and/or 
pre-arrest screening breath tests for alcoholic 
influence-follows departmental procedures 
in selecting and conducting tests; selects 
tests that are suited to the environment and 
circumstances pertaining to the site-of
apprehension. 

1.4.2.3 T 

Re-evaluates initial suspicion of DWl in light 
of the outcome of the above 2 sub tasks
proceeds to DWI arrest if investigation dis
closes probable cause, otherwise proceeds to 
other appropriate enforcemcnt action. 

1.4.3 PT 

Arrests violator. 

1.4.3.1' T 

Shows proper concern for his own safety 
throughout the arresting process-recognizes 
the possibility of hostile reaction on the 
part of the suspect. Takes care to ensure 
that he maintains the advantage throughout 
the incident. 

Outcome of pre-arrest. 
tests which aids in the 
DWl determination. 

Decision to arrest/not 
arrest as DWl. 

Number of arrests by 
type, location and time. 

Control/arrest pro
cedure. 

Can be described by the 
patrolman or directly 
observed. Can be in
ferred from arrest sup
portive documentation. 

Can be inferred from 
activity reports. Dis
patcherlogged,and 
arrest records, can be 
described by patrol
man. 

Can be inferred from 
arrest records, activity 
reports and dispatcher's 
log. 

Can be directly ob
served or explained by 
patrolman. 

Although a logical step, 
the type of tests admin
istered will vary 
depending on jurisdic
tional sta tutes. 

Decision to arrest/not 
arrest will vary only at 
the discretion of the 
patrolman, which is 
common to all agencies. 

A necessary step once 
the decision is made. 

A necessary step once 
the decision is made. 

" 

Specialized training in 
the DWI techniques and 
procedures to include 
departmental policies. 

Specialized training in 
the DWl techniques and 
procedures to include 
departmental policies. 

Basic training as well as 
specialized training in 
the type of offenses 
warranting arrest, and 
application of tech
niq ues/procedures. 

Training in techniquesl 
procedures in making 
an arrest and depart
mental policies. 

Number of DWl arrests 
per patrol miles/hours 
logged. Degree to which 
patrolman adheres to 
departmental DWl 
investigation standards. 

Number of DWI 
suspects arrested/not 
arrested. Conviction 
rate ~n that charge. 

Number of traffic viola
tion arrests per patrol 
miles/hours logged. 

Degree to which patrol
man has the ability to 
control traffic related 
arrests. 



Sheet 8 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

1.4.3.2 .T 

Informs the suspect that he is under arrest-
notifies the suspect of the charge and arrest 
decision as soon as possible. Follows de-
partmental procedures and judicial guide-
lines in informing suspect of his rights. 

1.4.3..3 T 

Takes rhe appropriate steps to "neutralize" 
the situ ation-follows departmental policy 
·and ~v~luates the situation to determine the 
necessity for and degree of search of the ar-
restee and vehicle, use of handcuffs, etc. 
Uses the minimum amount of force neces-
sary to neutralize the situation. 

1.4.3.4 T 

Notifies dispatcher of arrest-calls in charge, 
detailed description of arrestee, etc. Re-
quests any assistance necessary to facilitate 
search, transport of arrestee, his vehicle and 
property, etc. 

1.4.3.5 T 

Gathers physical evidence-collects fruits of 
the crime, contraband or other relevant ma-
terials, etc. Compiles an inventorY of all 

. materials/properly taken into possession. 

. 
1.4.3.6 T 

Follows departmental procedures in arrang-
ing for the care and disposition of the ar-
restee's vehicle-evaluates the situation to 
determine the options available. If the pos-
sibility exists of entrusting the vehiCle to a 
third party, verifies that this meets with the 
approval of the arrestee and that the third 
party is capable of operation. 

Products Observability 

Informing suspect of Can be described by 
rights procedure. the patrolman or di-

rectly observed. Can be 
inferred from arrest 
records. 

Control procedures. Can be described by 
the patrolman or di-
rectly observed. Can be 
inferred from arrest 
records. 

Dispatcher notification Can be described by 
ofDWI arrests and re- patrolman and inferred 
quired assistance. from dispatcher's log. 

Physical supportive Can be inferred from 
evidence, inventory, arrest records or inyen-
lists. tory lists. 

Vehicle disposition Can be described by 
procedure. patrolman or inferred 

from dispatcher's log 
and arrest records. 

Function 1.0 
Traffic Law Enforcement 

Universality Training Gradations 

Must be performed by Training in techniques/ Degree to which patrol-
all agencies. procedures in making man follows prescribed 

arrests and depart- procedure. 
mental policies. 

Required in all situa- Basic training as well as Degree to which patrol-
tions, steps applied vary departmental policy ,e- man follows prescribed 
by departmental policy. garding physical arrest procedure. 

procedures. 

Although common to Departmental policy Degree to which patrol-
all agencies, the notifi- regarding arrest pro- man adheres to depart-
cation process varies cedure. mental standards. 
depending upon agency 
procedure. 

Required by all agen- Basic training in recog- Ability to recognize 
cies, however, process nition of physical evi- supportive evidence and 
varies by agency. dence. Departmental degree to which he fol-

procedure regarding lows departmental 
collection and proc- procedures. Numbe~ of 
essing. cases dismissed due to ' 

insufficient evidence . 

A necessary process, 
llOwever, the actual 
procedures vary 
among agencies. 

continued 



1.4.3.7 l' 

Arranges for the proper care and disposition Disposition of "special" Can be described by A necessary process, Departmental policy Degree to which patrol-
of "special" personnel and property~child- personnel and/or patrolman or inferred however, the actual regarding handling and man adheres to depart-
ren, pets, etc., accompanying the arrestee property. from dispatcher's log procedures vary care of "special" per- mental guidelines. 
are dealt with ill accordance with depart- and arrest records. among agencies sonnel and pl:operty. 
men~OliCY and with special assurance of 
their ety and well .. being. 

1.4.3.8 T 

Transports arrestee to the appropriate re- Arrangements for ar- Can be inferred from Varies depending on Training in techniques! Number of arrests by 
ception point-determines, via policy and/or restee transport. dispatcher's log and departmental policy. procedures utilized in type, location and time 
dispatcher's instructions, the proper trans- patrolman's activity re- transporting arrestee's requiring transport of 
port destination. Shows proper concern for port. Can be inferred and the applicable de- arrestee and the degree 
his own and arrestee's safety during trans- from arrest record. partment policies. to which patrolman ad-
port. Keeps the dispatcher informed of his hered to rlepartmental 
location. guidelines. 

1.4.3.9 T 

Conducts, arranges for or assists in the ad- Result of post-arrest Can be descnoed by The type of post-test Requires spec.ia1ized Validity ofDWl post 
ministering post-arrest DWI tests-if quali- test. patrolman or directly administered varies training as a certified test and the degree to 
fied, will actually administer post-arrest observed. Can be in- among agencies. operator of a post- which the patrolman 
tests or observes and receives documentarY ferred from arrest Whether or not this arrest DWI testing de- adhered to depart-
evidence which will COnIlfm or reject that records. step is accomplished be- vice. Training on VTL mental standards. DWI 
the suspect is legally intoxicated. Assesses fore or after "boolting" relative to DWI arrests conviction rate. 
whether or not to continue type of en- varies not only among and the departmental 
forcement action or release suspect. agencies but within an guidelines governing 

agency. DWI arrests. 

1.4.3.10 T 

Follows departmental procedures in book- Booking procedure. Can be described by thf' Although common to Departmental booking Number of arrests 
ing the arrestee-ensures that the chain of patrolman or directly all agencies actual book- procedure. versus number of ar-
possession is preserved in handing over phys- observed. Can be in- ing procedures vary. rests that did not ad-
ical evidence. Conducts or assists in boolting ferred from arrest here to departmental 
in accordance with the nature of the offense records. standards. 
and applicable policy/procedure. 

1.4.3.11 T 

Completes arrest records and transmits Arrest IecoIds distri- C'an be inferred fIOm Common to all agencies. Specialized training Number of arrest Iec-
copies to appropriate personnel/depart-' bution and procedure. arrest records processed. concerning an agency's ords processed versus 
ments-records all essential and relevant arrest records prepara- completeness accuracy. 
information; avoids errors of commission or tion and disposition 
omission. procedure. 



Sheet 9 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

2.1 D 

Manages accident scene-proceeds to acci-
dent scene; plans and initiates emergency 
procedures (to care for injured persons, to 
insure physical safety at the scene, to re-
move debris and vehicles, and to secure 
vehicles and property); plans and initiates 
traffic control procedures. 

2.1.1 PT 

Proceeds to accident scene. 

2.1.1.1 T 

Obtains information about accident location 
severity. Uses appropriate communication 
procedures to insure having complete and 
accurate information. 

2.1.1.2 T 

Plans route to scene. Uses geography of 
area and knowledge of traffic and of acci-
dent to select the most expeditious route. 

2.1.1.3 T 

Drives patrol vehicle. Uses knowledge of 
laws and accident severity to guide driving 
performance. Considers road conditions, 
traffic conditions, safety of other velticle 
operators and the department of poliCies 
and procedures. 

Products Observability Universality 

Function 2.0 
A.ccident Scene Management 

> and invesiigaiion 

Training Gradations 

Note: The combination of accident management and accident investigation into a single function is based on what appenrs to be the most com-
mon assignment of duties. Typically, the patrolman who responds to an accident performs both kinds of activities lUld it responsible for follow-up 
investigation. We recognize that investigation is often a specialized assignment, and suggest that in those cases one can u~e the MJD by simply par-
titioning this function into two parts. The common basis for these activities (i.e., an accident) and the fact that the responding patrolman. often 
performs both are sufficient reason for combining t1le activities into one function as deImed here. 

Route to scene. Time Route can be reported Must be performed. Usually part of basic Time/distance relation-
to respond. by patrolman or ob- classroom training. ships relative to depart-

served (if supervisor Patrolman encouraged mental or other 
present). Time from to "practice" mock standards. 
dispatcher log. routes on regular 

patrol. 

Record of accident in- Can be inferred from Must be pe;rformed. Communication proce- Recorded information 
formation. Communi- subsequent tasks. dures are trained. compared to actual. 
cation p.rocedures. Communication Procedures compared 

records. to departmental or 
othe;r standard. 

Mental plan or route. Can be described by Mental process that is Usually part of basic Time/distance relation-
the patrolman. performed in all classroom training. ships relative to depart-

agencies. Patrolman encouraged mental or other 
to "practice" mock standards. 
routes on regular 
patrol. 

Vehicle condition, fuel Vehicle logs, main- Applies to all agencies. Basic and specialized Safety record, rate of 
consumption, ,accidents, tenance records, acci- , driver (emergency, fuel consumption, 
distance driven, driving dent records, citizens' defensive, etc.) train- maintenance and serv-
behavior. comments, direct ing required as well as ice records, vehicle 

observation. specialized to vehicle appearance and condi-
type, such as motor- tion. 
cycle. 

continued 



2.1.1.4 T 

Parks patrol vehicle. Locates vehicle safely 
and with regard for protection of the acci" 
dent scene and to facilitate subsequent 
activities. 

2.1.2 PT 

Plans emergency procedures and strategy for 
control and stabilization of scene. 

2.1.2.1 T 

Plans while enroute, based on accident 
severity and location, potentially hazardous 
substances. or c·onditions, and knowledge of 
own and availal)le resources. 

2.1.2.2 T 

Obtains more detailed information about 
accident and environment, using appropriate 
communication and recording procedure:s. 

2.1.2.3 T 

Communicates needs and plan while enroute 
to scene. 

2.1.2.4 T 

Observe~ accident scene and environment to 
assess needs and evaluate plan. 

2.1.2.5 T 

Modh."e,;.strategy and plan for emergency 
procedtb:es and control of scene, based on 
actual conditions. Sets priority for emer
gency procedures (i.e., lust aid, hazard con
trol, traffic control). 

2.1.2.6 'f 

COll1municates needs, plans and. request for 
assistance to dispatcber. 

Position of vehicle. 

Mental plan. 

Mental plan. 

Record of accident 
information. Commu-
nication proceuures. 

Record of accident 
information. Commu-
nication procedures. 

Assessment of needs. 

Mental plan of emer
gency'priorities. 

Notification of required 
assistance. 

Can be reported by 
patrolman, or observed. 

Inferred from subse-
q uent tasks or reported 
by patrolman. 

Inferred from subse-
quent tasks or reported 
by patrolman. 

Can be inferred from 
subsequent tasks. Com-
munication records. 

Can be inferred from 
subsequent tasks. Com-
munication records. 

Inferred from subse
quent tasks or reported 
by patrolman. 

Inferred from subse
quent tasks or reported 
by patrolman. 

Can be inferred from 
subsequent tasks. Com
munication records. 

Must be performed. 

A logically necessary 
step, but may not be 
separately identified. 

A logically necessary 
step, but may not be 
separately identified. 

Must be performed. 

Must be performed. 

A logically necessary 
step, but may not be 
separately identified. 

A logi(~y necessary 
step, but mar not be 
separately identified. 

Must be performed. 

Included in accident 
training (may be part of 
driver training). 

Is identified for training 
in some programs. 

Is identified for training 
in some programs. 

Communication proce-
dures are trained. 

Communication proce-
dures are trained. 

Is identified for training 
in some programs. 

Is identified for training 
in some programs. 

Communication proce" 
dures are trained. 

Position can be evalu-
ated against depart-
mental or other 
standards. 

Plan compared to de-
partmental or other 
criteria. 

Plan compared to de-
partmental or other 
criteria. 

Recorded information 
compared to actual. 
Procedures compared 
to departmental or 
other standard. 

Recorded information 
compared to actual. 
Procedures compared 
to departmental or 
other standard. 

Plan compared to de
partmentalor other 
criteria. 

Plan compared to de
partmental or other 
criteria. 

Recorded information 
compared to actual. 
Procedures compared 
to departmental or 
other standard. 

continued 



2.1.3 PT 

Initiates most urgent emergency procedure 
based on \\ctual conditions. Usually will in
volve first aid and protection of injured 
from further hazard. Knowledge of first 
aid and other emergency procedures as well 
as of potential hazards is used. 

2.1.3.1 T 

Administers lust aid to stop bleeding, re
store breathing and protect injured from 
further injury. (Further first aid may be 
required and be carried out by patrolman; 
such further, specialized activities are not 
part of this traffic-related description.) 

2.1.3.2 T 

Determines nature of potential hazard and 
decides. upon course of action. (Further, 
specific hazard control activities may be per
formed; they are not part of this traffic
related description.) 

2.1.3.3 T 

Determines need for traffic (and bystander) 
control,.based on prev:enting further damage 
or injury.at the scene.:and on maintaining 
(and protecting) traffic flow. 

Implementation of the 
plan. 

Inferred from subse
quent tasks or rcported 
by patrolman. 

A logically necessary 
step, but may not be 
separately identified. 

Is identified for training 
in some programs. 

Products, etc., are deIfied by specialized training (such as Red Cross first aid or Emergency Medical Technician). 

Time to bring hazard 
under controL Control 
procedures. 

Mentalimage of traffic 
to be :controlled. 

Can be reportep by 
patrolman. Observed, 
if supervisor present. 

Not observable, but can 
be inferred by patro1-
man's subsequent 
actions. 

Need for tlus activity 
can be encountered by 
any agency. 

Performed in all agen
cies, when required. 
Basic task in manual 
TDC. 

Common hazards such' 
as flammable liquids 
often in basic training. 
Unusual hazards (e.g., 
nuclear waste) covered 
in few specialized .' 
courses. 

Usually subject of spe
cial training in basic 
("academy") level 
training. 

Plan compared to de
partmental or other 
criteria. 

Time to effect controL 
Procedure compared to 
a standard. 

Rate of flow. Delay 
time at point. 



Sheet 10 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

2.1.3.4 T 

Positions warning devices to protect the 
scene and divert traffic safely. 

2.1.3.5 T 

Selects and establishes (using control de-
vices) detours as needed. Uses knowledge of 
probable traffic flow, and time required to 
restore scene. Also considers amount and 
kind of traffic, available alternates and 
local geography. 

2.1.3.6 T 

Manually directs and controls traffic around 
scene as required. 

2.1.4 PT 

Protects and preserves evidence, and insures 
availability of witnesses. 

2.1.4.1 T 

Identifies relevant and admissible evidence 
based on knowledge of accident irIvestiga-
tion procedures as well as accident causes 
and key events. 

2.1.4.2 T 

Physically marks location of any evidence 
(vehicles, parts of vehicles, injured persons 
or bodies) that must be ,qlOved in the course 
of any scene management activity. 

Products Qbservability 

Positions warning Can be directly 
devices. observed. 

Establishment of a Can be diIectly ob-
detour route. served by the supervisor 

or can be described by 
the patrolman. 

Traffic flow through Can be directly ob-
point of control. served by the supervisor 

or can be described by 
the patrolman. 

'The products of this Can be observed by 
Primary Task are the supervisor or described 
steps taken to be sure by patrolman. Evidence 
that evidence and wit- exhibits and testimony 
nesses will be available can be assumed to inq.'r 
later in the investiga- cate completion of this 
tion. However, the task. 
actual evidence exhibits 
and testimony can be 
considered products. 

Universality 

Performed in all agen-
cies, when required. 

Performed by most 
agencies as the need 
arises. 

Performed by most 
agencies as the need 
arises. 

Always performed if 
investigation is to be 
made. 

~---;~- ----- -~- - - -~--~~-. --. -.'~ 

Function 2.0 
Accident Scene Management 
and Investigation 

Training Gradations 

Usually subject of spe- Number of subsequent 
cia! training in basic accidents as a result of 
("academy") level poor placement of 
training. Review of de- warning devices. 
partment policies re-
garding use of warning 
devices. 

Training in depart- The degree to which 
mental procedures con- the detour route can 
ceming the establish- facilitate traffic volume! 
ment of detour routes. flow with minimum in-
Requires knowledge of convenience. Clarity of 
alternate to utes capable route markings. 
of handling traffic. 

Basic and "field" train- Impact patrolman lIas 
ing in TDC techniques on rate of flow and 
and procedures. clarity and uniformity 

of TDC signals and 
gestures. 

Included in basic Rate of convictions 
accident training. relative to depart-

mental or other stand-
ards. The degree to 
which the collection, 
preservation, and iden-
tification of evidence 
permits fu ture causal 
analysis. 

continued. 



2.1.4.3 T 

Physically marks location of "perishable" 
evidence (tire marks and debris, for exam
ple) that might be lost in the course of other 
activities. 

2.1.4.4 T 

Identifies witnesses (including drivers and 
passengers) and takes steps to insure their 
availability for subsequent interview. For 
example. records destination for injured 
persons removed. by ambulance; requests 
drivers and other witnesses not to leave the 
scene (directs them to a safe area). 

2.1.5 PT 

Oversees and assists in removal of vehicles 
and debris. 

2.1.5.1 T 

Evaluates urgency of removing vehicle, 
based on knowledge of vehicle code, the en· 
vironment, traffic flow, availability of 
resources for moving vehicle and owner/ 
driver attitude and condition. 

2.1.5.2 T 

Directs (and assists) tow-truck operator in 
removal (considering safety of persons and 
vehicles at the scene, traffic flow, preserva
tion of evidence and security of the dam
aged vehicle and its contents. Records 
destination of damaged vehicle; also assures 

2_1.5.3 T 

Supervises and assists removal or relocation 
of damaged vehicle without tow-truck-con
siders safety of persons and vehicles at the 
scene. trafficllow, preservation of evidence 
and security of the damaged vehicle and its 
contents. Records destination of damaged 
vehicle; also assures himself that the owner/ 
driver's wishes and legal requirements are 
met lUld capability to effect removal safely 
with available equipment and personnel. 

(All above comments apply to Tasks 2.1.4.1 through 2.1.4.4 as well.) 

Accident scene condi
tion for resumption of 
traffic. 

Plan for removal of 
vehicle. 

Removal/relocation of 
damaged vehicles. 

Removal/relocation of 
damaged vehicles. 

Observed directly. 
reported by officer, or 
from citizen comments. 

Inferred from subse
quent tasks or reported 
by patrolman. 

Observed directly, 
reported by officer, 
or from citizen com
ments. 

Observed directly, 
reported by officer, 
or from citizen com
ments. 

Not all agencies require 
(or allow) patrolman to 
participate in removal. 

A logically necessary 
step, but may not be 
separately identified. 

Not all agencies require 
(or allow) patrolman to 
participate in removal. 

Not all agencies require 
(or allow) patrolman to 
participate in removal. 

Process of removal not 
part of most training. 
It is usually only cited 
as one activity in ac.::1-
dent management 
sequence. 

Is identified for training 
in some programs. 

Process of removal not 
part of most training. 
It is usually only cited 
as one activity in acci
dent management 
sequence. 

Precess of removal not 
part of most training. 
IUs usually only cited 
as one activity in acci
dent management 
sequence. 

Adherence to standard 
practices or to proce
dures as taught. 

Plan compared to de
partmental or other 
criteria. 

Adherence to standard 
practices or to proce
dures as taught. 

Adherence to standard 
practices or to proce
dures as taught. 
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2.2 D 

Conducts investigation of accident on-scene. 

2.2.1 PT 

Detennines need for and scope of investi
gation. This decision can be made at any 
time in the sequence of tasks that make up 
the Accident Scene Management duty. The 
patrolman proceeding to and on the acci
dent scene will assess the need for investi
.gation along with his decisions about the 
management of the scene and the need for 
emergency services. Knowledge of depart
mental policy, the environment and traffic 
conditions at the scene and an awareness of 
factors that indicate severity are used in 
this decision. 

2.2.2 PT 

Implements plm for investigation by calling 
for special personnel or by beginning own 
collection ofinfonnation. (Although plan
ning for investigation goes on t1U()ughout 
the management duty, it is not implemented 
until the scene is stabilized and traffic flow 
restored.) 

Note: This duty is performed to some extent by all agencies, but to differing degrees of detail as detennined by: agency policy, environmental 
and traffic conditions, and accident severity. In many agencies, specialized personnel have the responsibility of accident investigation and respond 
to calls from on-scene when severity is a criterion, or respond routinely to all accident calls. In at least a few agencies, non·sworn personnel (e.g., 
Police Aides) perform this duty, operating as specialized units. 

Mental plan of 
investigation. 

Mental plan. Also 
communication proce
dure. 

May be inferred from 
subsequent tasks or 
descnoed by patrolman. 

May be inferred from 
subsequent tasks or 
described by patrohnan. 

performed to some 
extent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Perfonn.ed to some ex
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Training in accident 
reporting/investigation 
is provided by all agen
cies to the extent re
quired by the policy 
and procedures of the 
ag!lncy. Complete 
investigation training 
is provi,ded only for 
spcciaI;,zed personneL 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Suitability of plan rela
tive to departmental 
or other standards. 

Suitability of plan rela
tive to departmental or 
other standards and 
comformance to depart
mental or other 
standards. 



Sheet 11 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

2.2.3 PT 

Collects infonnation and evidence from per-
sons who were involved in or witnessed acci-
dent. Required knowledge of human 
behavior, and oflegal rights and obligations 
of drivers and witnesses. Must be able to 
establish a good rapport with sUbjects-not 
overbearing yet authoritative. Observes sub-
jects carefully for signs of emotional stress, 
intoxication, etc. 

2.2.3.1 T 

Identifies and locates all drivers involved-
assures himself that drivers are on scene or 
receiving medical treatment (if they are not 
fatalities) and available for interrogation. 

2.2.3.2 T 

Initiates "hit-and-run" procedures, if one or 
more drivers not accounted for, by attempt-
ting to establish missing driver's identity 
from witnesses-places call for additional 
help and/or pursuit of missing drivers. 

2.2.3.3 T 

Conducts preliminary interrogation of 
drivers-identifies drivers with vehicles, ob-
tains drivers' travel plans, observes signs of 
intoxication, emotional stress, fatigue or 
illness. 

2.2.3.4 T 

Interrogates other witnesses, prepares writ-
ten statements for signature, obtains a signa-
ture. Must be certam to obtain witnesses' 
names and addresses and infonn them they 
may be called for further information or for 
court appearance. 

Products Observability 

Attitude and demeanor. Can be observed or 
inferred from inform a-
. tion collected in sub-
sequent tasks. 

Availability of Inferred from 
witnesses. information. 

" 
Time elapsed to call. Dispatcher log. Ob-
Procedures used. served or as reported. 

Information collected Can be directly ob-
and reported. served or described 

by patrolman. 

Information collected Can be directly ob-
and reported. served or inferred from 

written statements or 
completed investigation 
forms. 

Universality 

Perfonned to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation .varies 
among agenCIes. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to condu~t 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation .varies 
among agenCIes. 

Perfonned to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Function 2.0 
Accident Scene Management 
and Investigation 

Training Gradations 

Part of basic training Comformance to de-
curriculum for most partmentalor other 
agencies. Specialized standards. 
personnel req uires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training Comfonnance to de-
curriculum for most partmental standards. 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training Comformance to de-
curriculum for most partmental standards. 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training Number of investiga-
curriculum for most tions judged satisfac-
agencies. Specialized torY versus total ini-
personnel requires tiated. Also, if 
advanced training. prosecuted, ratio of 

convictions. 

Part of basic training Number of investiga-
curriculum for most tionsjudged satisfac-
agencies. Specialized torY versus total ini-
personnel req uires tiated. Also, if 
advanced training. prosecuted, ratio of 

convictions. 

continued 
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2.2.3.5 T 

Completes interrogation of drivers. Obtains 
driver license certificates, records pertinent 
data. Examines for signs of intoxication 
and other impairment. Fills outxequrled 
report forms (relative to driver). 

2.2.4 PT 

Collects information and evidence from 
vehicles involved. 

2.2.4.1 T 

Records, by description and/or sketch, the 
path, point of contact and final position of 
vehicles. 

2.2.4.2 T 

Locates, by actual measurement or estirna-
tion, the locations of the vehicles. May be 
done with vehicles or the marked positions 
if vehicles have been removed. 

2.2.4.3 T 

Examines vehicles for evidence of defects 
and physical (mechanical) failures. Makes 
use of knowledge of vehicles, effects of 
failures and motor vehicle standards. 

2.2.4.4 T 

Photographs vehicles to record impact 
damage, damage from contact with road or 
other structure, evidence such as paint 
smear or blood, and driver/passenger impact 
with or ejection from vehicle. 

2.2.5 PT 

Collects information and evidence from 
roadway and environment. 

lnformation collected 
and reported. 

Information '~ollected 
and reported. 

Information collected 
and reported. 

Information collected 
and xeported. 

Information collected 
and reported. 

Photograph prints. 

Information collected 
and reported. 

Can be directly ob-
served or infllrred from 
written statements or 
completed investigation 
forms. 

Can be described by 
the patrolman or di-
rectly observed. Can be 
inferred from com-
pleted investigation 
forms and statementS. 

Can be described by 
the patrolman or di-
rectly observed. Can be 
inferred from com-
pleted investigation 
forms and statements. 

Can be described by the 
patrolman or directly 
observed. Can be in-
ferred from completed 
investigation forms and 
statements. 

Can be described by the 
patrolman or directly 
observed. Can be in-
ferred from completed 
investigation forms and 
statements. 

Prints can be viewed 
and evaluated. 

Can be described by the 
patrolman or directly 
observed. Can be in
ferredfrom completed 
investigation forms 
and statements. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

PerfOl;med to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however; personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Performed to some ex-
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Used in many investiga
tions but not all agen
cies or 'all accidents. 

Performed to some ex
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel req uires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnelrequires 
advanced training. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Special photographic 
\ training. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies . .specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced trainiIlg. 

Number of investiga-
tions judged satisfac-
tory versus total ini-
tiated. Also, if 
prosecuted, ratio of 
convictions. 

Number ofinvestiga-
tions initiated versus 
number with insuffi-
cient information and 
evidence. Conviction 
rate. 

Number of investiga-
tions initiated versus 
number with insuffi-
cient information and 
evidence. Conviction 
rate. 

Number of investiga-
tions initiated versus 
number with insuffi-
cient information and 
evidence. Conviction 
rate. 

Number of investiga-
tions initiated versus 
number ,vith insuffi-
cient information and 
evidence. Conviction 
rate. 

Each print can be 
judged for content. 
Also, efficiency, i.e., 
number of useful prints 
out of total 

Number of investiga
tions initiated versus 
number of insufficient 
information and evi
dence. Conviction rate. 

continued 



2.2.5.1 T 

Measures or estimates distances to produce Plan view and/or de- Available in accident Performed to some ex- Part of basic training Can be compared to 
accurate scale sketch or a representation of scription of scene. report or patrolman's tent by all agencies, curriculum for most scene and "s!)ored" on 
the roadway and immediately surrounding notebook. however, personnel agencies. Specialized basis of accuracy. 
area. Develops approximate centers and assigned to conduct personnel requires 
angles of intersections. investigation varies advanced training. 

among agencies. 

2.2.5.2 T 

Measures or estimates tire tracks, skid Plan view and/or de- Available in accident Performed to some ex- Part of basic training Can be compared to 
marks, scratches and other pavement marks. scription of scene. report or patrolman's tent by all agencies, curriculum for most scene and "scored" on 
Identifies these and correlates (by sketch or notebook. however, personnel agencies. Specialized basis of accuracy. 
narrative)with the Plan View (2.2.5.1) and assigned· to conduct personnel req uires 
the vehicle description (2.2.4.1). investigation varies advanced training. 

among agencies. 

2.2.5.3 T 

Establishes key points (e.g., point of con- Collection of informa- Can be described by the Performed to some ex- Part of basic training Number of accidents 
tact) probable sight lines and other parts of tion. patrolman or directly tent by all agencies, curriculum for most investigated versus 
the accident geometry that will aid in future observed. Can be in- however, personnel agencies. Specialized number with insuffi-
analysis of causes and events. ferred from investiga- assigned to conduct personnel requires cient information due 

tion documents. investigation varies advanced training. to inadequate investiga-
among agencies. tion. The degree to 

which the collection of 
information permits 
future causal analysis. 

2.2.5.4 T 

Photographs roadway to record whole scene, Photograph prints. Prints can be viewed Used in many investiga- Special photographic Each print can be 
vehicle locations, pavement marks and and eValuated. tions but not all agen- training. judged for content. 
property damage. cies or all accidents. Also, efficiency, i.e., 

~~~~:~n~~~seful prints 



Sheet 12 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

2.2.6 PT 

Takes appropriate enforcement action-ar
rest, citation, warning or none-on basis of 
information collected during investigation, 
and statutory authority (misdemeanor not 
in his presence). 

2.2.7 PT 

Concludes on-scene investigation by verify
ing highway clear and safe, appropriate 
warning devices in place, all vehicles and 
persons removed from scene, and appropri
ate agencies have been notified for repair 
and restoration of highway and structures. 
Also co·IUlIms all investigatory forms are 
complete and that itiormation needed for 
further investigation is available. 

2.2.8 PT 

Carries out "follow-up" investigaticm of 
people 2.2.3, vehicle 2.2.4 and roadway 
2.2.5, as needed. 

2.2.9 PT 

Coordinates with court system to develop 
testimony and evidence. 

2.3 D 

Analyzes and describes (in notebook or 
appropriate forms) the events of the acci
dent including causal, contributing and 
environmental factors. Assembles informa
tion from people 2.2.3, vehicle 2.2.4 and 
roadway 2.2.5. 

Products Observability Universality Trainin.g 

Function 2 .. 0 
Accidtmt Scene Management 
and Investigation 

Gradations 

Note: Products, etc., for this task, are the same as those described for Function 1.0-Traffic Law Enforcement, Tasks 1.3.10 through 1.4.11. 

Restoration of scene to 
normal. 

Can be observed or 
reported. Also citizen 
comments. 

Task must be com
pleted for each acci
dent. 

No special training has 
been observed. But the 
task is identified as a 
necessary one. 

Number of complaints. 
Subsequent traffic 
problems and/or acci
dents at scene. 

Note: Products, etc., are essentiaIly the same as for 2.2.3, 2.2.4, and 2.2.5, which are the Primary Tasks of the initial investigation. 

See Function 4.0 

Accident investigation 
report. 

Report forms and/or 
notebook. 

Performed to some ex
tent by all agencies, 
however, personnel 
assigned to conduct 
investigation varies 
among agencies. 

Part of basic training 
curriculum for most 
agencies. Specialized 
personnel requires 
advanced training. 

Number of investiga
tions judged satisfac
tory versus total 
initiated. Also, if 
prosecuted, ratio of 
convictions. 

Note: This product is the summation of all the investigatory tasks and can be used as basis for evaluating each of them as well as the total investi
gation. The cause analysis may be accomplished by accident investigation specialists and is usuaIly performed days after the accident occurred. 



Sheet 13 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty (rask Description 

3.1 D 

Manually directs and controls vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic-conducts TDC as part of 
a regular assignment or because of: unusu-
ally heavy traffic flow or congestion, inoper-
ative traffic control device, accident, or any 
situation that requires TDC to restore and/ 
or maintain a safe and smooth flow of ve-
hicular and pedestrian traffic. Manual TDC 
makes use of hand/arm signals and gestures, 
whistle, and during hours of darkness a 
lighted baton or manual control of traffic 
control device. 

3.1.1 PT 

Conducts point traffic control as part of a 
regular assignment or unusually heavy 
traffic flow. 

3.1.1.1 T 

Observes vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic 
that requires direction and control to expe-
dite movement. 

3.1.1.2 T 

Selects a conspicuous and safe position that 
can be clearly seen 'by all lines of vehicular 
and pedestrian traffic. 

3.1.1.3 T 

Develops a TDC strategy on the basis of the 
amount, priorities and directions of traffic 
movement. Knows the geographical and 
normal traffic environment. Also applies 
departmental policy. Coordinates traffic 
flow in conjunction with nearby traffic con-
trol devices or nearby point control patrol-
men. 

Products 

Traffic flow at point 
of controL 

Traffic flow through 
point of control. 

Mental image of traffic 
to be controlled. 

Selected location in 
street from which to 
perform TDC. 

Plan for manual TDC-
commonly only a men-
tal product. 

Function 3.0 
Traffic Direction and Control (TDC) 

Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Note: Observability and other characteristics are as detailed in the task descriptions below. 

Can be observed by Performed in all agen- Usually subject of spe- Rate of flow. Delay 
supervisor or recorded cies, when required. cial training in basic time at point. 
mechanically. Can be Basic task in manual ("academy") level 
reported by patrolman TDC. training. 
or by citizens' com-
ments. 

Not observable, but can Mental/visual process Basic training in tech- The ability of the 
be inferred by patrol- performed in all agen- niques and procedures patrolman to recognize 
man's subsequent cies, when required. utilized in performing a traffic situation that 
actions. TDC. requires TDC. 

Observed directly. Re- Performed in all agen- Training at the basic Rate of flow and delay 
ported by patrolman. cies, when required. level of police training time at point is part of 
Can be simulated. Basic task in manual in techniques and pro- the indirect evaluation. 

TDC. cedures in conductill3 Also evaluation of loca-
TDC. tions selected when - observed. 

Not directly observable. Must be performed but Basic and "iield " Correctives of strategy, 
Can be inferred and can not a formal, tangible training in TDC. i.e., priorities assigned 
be reported by patrol- process. to traffic flow and vol-
man. Can be simulated. ume, flow rate and de-

lay time. Also "plan" 
can be compared to de-
partment policy and/or 
standard practice. 

continued 
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3.1.1.4 T 

Regulates the vehicular and pedestrian flow. 
Uses uniform hand/arm signals and gestures, 
whistles, and during periods of darkness 
lighted baton to direct and control all traf
fic. Adheres to departmental and standard 
practices. 

3.1.1.4.1 ST 

Stops vehicular traffic considering motorist/ 
vehicle reaction time. 

3.1.1.4.2 ST 

Starts vehicular traffic when its traffic lane 
is clear. 

3.1.1.4.3 ST 

Indicat~~ right turn. 

3.1.1.4.4 ST 

Indicates left tum. 

3.1.1.4.5 ST 

Indicates straight through. 

3.1.1.4.6 ST 

Crosses pedestrians only when it is safe. 
Supplements hand/arm whistle and during 
periods of darkness a lighted baton, signals 
with verbal instructions. 

3.1.1.4.7 ST 

Uses supporting equipment where warranted, 
i.e., high visibility vest, gloves, etc. 

3.1.1.4.8 ST 

Limits use of verbal commands to avoid 
confusion. 

3.1.1.5 T 

Keeps intersection clear-does hot permit 
traffic to enter an intersection it cannot 
clear. 

Traffic volume and 
flow through point of 
control. In addition, 
the signals, etc., are the 
direct "output" or evi
dence of this task and 
subtasks. 

Intersection free of 
stopped vehicles. Also 
related is traffic flow 
through point of 
control. 

The signals, etc., can be 
observed directly j de
scribed by the patrol
man, simulated or by 
citizens' comment. 

Can be directly ob
served by supervisor 
or inferred from citi
zens' comments. 

Where required, per
formed in all agencies. 

When required, per
formed in all agencies. 

Basic and "field" train
ing in TDC. Emphasis 
on the uniformity of 
the signals and gestures .. 

Basic and "field" train
ing in TDC techniques 
and procedures. 

Degree of"smoothness" 
and safe movement of 
traffic flow and volume. 
The signals, etc., can be 
compared to depart
mental standards and/ 
or standard practices. 

Degree to which patrol
man maintains the t;raf
fie under his control. 
Rate of flow. Delay 
time at intersection. 

continued 



3.1.1.6 T 

Allocates traffic movement time commen
surate with traffic volume and flow. (Streets 
with similar flows should have equal and 
adequate time phases.) 

3.1.2 PI' 

Controls a traffic control device manually
observes traffic conditions and assists the 
signal operation whenever the signal alone 
cannot adequately control the flow of ve
hicular and/or pedestrian traffic. 

3.1.2.1 T 

Supplements the traffic control.1i:v.icc by 
use of uniform hand/arm signals gestures, 
whistle, aild du+ing periods of darkness a 
lighted baton. Knows the manual and auto
matic operation of the traffic control de
vice. Selects a position away from the signal 
control box to avoid confusion. 

Phases of traffic 
through point of move
ment. 

Traffic flow through 
point of control. Con
trol of signal intetvals. 

Safe and expedious 
movement of traffic 
through the point of 
control. 

Can be directly ob
served by supervisor or 
inferred from citizens' 
comments. 

Can be directly ob
served by supervisor. 

Can be directly ob
served by supervisor or 
reported by patrolman 
or citizens' comments. 

Common to agencies 
employing TDC. 

Common to patrol 
areas with signalized 
intersections. 

Performed infrequently 
by most agencies. 

Basic and "field" train
ing in TDC techniques 
and procedures. 

Specialized training in 
the manual control of 
electro/mechanical 
traffic control devices. 

Specialized training in 
the manual control of 
electro/mechanical 
traffic control devices. 

Degree to which the 
control of traffic phases 
is commensurate with 
traffic volume. 

Degree to which the 
control of traffic phases 
is commensurate with 
traffic volume and de
lay time adequacy of 
phases. 

Degree to which patrol
man maintains the 
traffic under his con
trol. Rate of flow. De
lay time at intersection. 



Sheet 14 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

3.1.2.2 T 

Operates the traffic control device, Knows 
the manual and automatic control of the 
traffic control device. Selects a position 
that does not create confusion (stays at the 
control box). O"perates the "phases of the 
traffic control device. Places the traffic con-
trol device in the automatic mode when it is 
determined that the signal can handle the 
traffic flow. 

3.1.2.3 T 

Manually directs and controls traffic at a 
malfunctioning traffic control device. 

3.1.2.3.1 ST 

Observes that the control device is malfunc-
tioning, e.g., unlighted signal lamp, malfunc-
tioning of phases, not visible to approaching 
traffic, etc. Notifies the department of the 
malfunction. 

3.1.2.3.2 ST 

Determines that manual traffic control pro-
cedures are required (either by self-determi-
nation or by department directive). Knows 
hoW to turn the device off or arrange to 
have it turned off. 

3_1.2.3.3 ST 

Conducts traffic direction and controL 

3.1.3 PT 

Conducts TDC at the scene of an accident/ 
disaster. See Function 2.0-Accident Scene 
Management and Investigation for a de scrip-
tion of planning tasks prior to the perform-
ance of this primary task. 

Products 

Traffic flow through 
point of control. Con-
trol of signal .intervals. 

Safe and expeditious 
movement of traffic 
through the point of 
control. 

Re-establish traffic 
movement while pro-
tecting the scene. May 
require the establish-
ment of a detour route. 

Function 3.0 
Traffic Direction and Control (TOC) 

Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Can be directly ob- Common to patrol Specialized training in Degree to which the 
served by supervisor. areas with signalized the manual control of control of traffic phases 

intersections. electro/mechanical is commensurate 'with 
traffic control devices. traffic volume and de-

lay time adequacy of 
phases, 

Can be directly ob- Pelformed infrequently Specialized training in Degree to which patrol-
served by supervisor or by most agencies. the manual control of man maintains the traf-
reported by patrolman electro/mechanical fic under h~s control. 
or citizens' comments. traffic control devices. Rate of fJow. Delay 

time at intersection. 

, 

Directly observable. Common to all Training in the TDC Evaluation of the 
Can be described by agencies. techniques and proce- severity of the accident 
the patrolman or in- dures employed at acci- and the impact of TDC 
ferred from the patrol- dent disaster scenes. techniques employed 
man's activity report. by the patrolman to re-

establish the safe move-
ment of traffic • 

. 
continued 



3.1.4 PT 

Conducts TOC at special events (parades, Traffic flow at point Directly observable. Performed infrequently Training in TOC tech- The degree to which 
sport events, etc.). of control. Can be described by by most agencies. niques and procedures the patrolman influ-

patrolman. for special events to in- ences the movement of 
elude agency policies. traffic. Quality of 
'I!I TOC. 

. __ ~ !-~:.4~ 1 T 

Plans or reviews plan for the control of Knowledge of the plan Can be described by the Although performed by Specialized training and After action reports 
traffic-knows the immediate and surround- or establishment of a patrolman. Can be in- most agencjes, directives departmental proce- evaluating the perform-
ing area. Anticipates type of traffic and vol- plan. Plan can be ferred from written and polfCies vary widely dures for developing ance of TOC at the spe-
ume and impact on normal traffic flow. written or a mental notes or discussions. among age,1cies. and implementing plans cial event. The degree 
Plans a detour route. Coordinates planning process. Requests for for movement of traffic to which the plan pro-
with fellow patrolman on same duty. Con- support equipment. at special events. vided for the movement 
siders primary and alternate positions on the of traffic as a result of 
roadw.lY for conducting TDC. Considers the special event. 
using folice car as a warning device. Re-
quests ,my support equipment (barricades, 
detour signs, cones, stanchions, etc.). Im-
plements any departmental SOP's. Modifies 
planning in accordance with situation and 
traffic environment. 

3.1.4.2 T 

Assists in establishing detour route (place- Establishment of a Can be directly ob- Performed by most Training in depart- The degree to which 
ment of signs, barricades, etc.). detour route. served by the supervisor agencies as the need mental procedures con- the detour route can 

or can be described by arises. cerning the establish- facilitate traffic volume/ 
the patrolman. ment of detour routes. flow with minimum 

Rllquires knowledge of inconvenience. Clarity 
alternate routes capable of Ioute markings. 
of handling the traffic. 

3.1.4.3 T 

Conducts TOC manually. Gives adequate Traffic flow through Can be directly ob- Performed bY-most Basic and "field" train- Impact patrolman has 
directions to unfamiliar traffic. Monitors point of control. served by the supervisor agencies as the need ing in TDC techniques on rate of flow and 
or reports any unusual situations. Uses or can be described by arises. and procedures. clarity and uniformity 
radio/telephone communication as required. the patrolman. ofTOC signals and 

gestures. 

3.1.5 PT 

Provides special escort to facilitate special Movement of special Can be observed di- Provided by all agencies Usually included in Rate of movement of 
traffic (parades, funerals, hazardous material, traffic to destination. rectIy by supervisor. having a traffic respon- basic training as "class- special traffic. Con-
etc.). Can be reported by sibility. room" course. formance to depart-

patrolman or by using ment policy. 
agency. 

continued 



3.1.5.1 T 

Plans the escort route-determines pick-up Plan for movement of Can be directly ob- Performed by most Training in depart- Conformance of route 
point and release point. Plans best possible escorted traffic. Typi- served by the supervisor agencies as the need mental procedures con- to good practices and 
route considering normal traffic flow and cally this is not a patrol- or can be described by arises. cerning the establish- to departmental policy. 
possible obstacles, i.e., bridge heights, weight man's task, but he may the patrolman. ment of detour routes. 
units, major intersections, etc. Determines have to perform it in Requires knowledge of 
rate of movement and possible length of the unusual event that alternate routes capable 
time to complete escort. Arranges for any he encounters un- of handling the traffic. 
additional escort or equipment. Coordi- planned special traffic. 
nates plan with supervisor. Modifies plan 
with changing situation and environment. 

3.1.5.2 T 

Drives the patrol car to the pick-up point at Driving behavior. Dispatchers records can Performed by most Drivers training relative Adequacy of route. 
the prescribed time. Arrival time at pick-up be observed by super- agencies as the need to escort special traffic. Time lines. Patrolman 

point. visor or described by arises. Review of departmental driving record. 
the patrolman. policies and knowledge 

ofroutes to facilitate 
special traffic. 

3.1.5.3 T 

Activates adequate warning (lights, siren Activation of warning Can be directly ob- Performed by most Counselling on depart- Safe rate of movement, 
when warranted) and escorts special traffic systems. Rate of move- served by supervisor or agencies as the need mental policy regarding Amount of inconven-
over prescribed route at a rate of movement ment over route. descnlled by patrolman. arises. use of warning lights. ience for normal traffic. 
which facilitates the special traffic. Can be inferred from Degree to which patrol-

citizen's comments. man adhered to depart-
ment policies. 

3.1.5.4 T 

Observes that the special traffic has cleared Clearance of critical Can be directly ob- Performed by most Departmental policy Degree to which patrol-
any critical point. (May require rear com- points. served by supervisor. agencies as the need regarding escorting man adhered to depart-
munication link.) Establishes police vehicle Can be described by arises. techniques and proce- mental policy. Safe 
as a barrier to facilitate movement of special patrolman. dures for special movement of special 
traffic at critical intersections. traffic. traffic. 



Sheet 15 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

3.1.5.5 T 

Escorts special traffic to release point. 

3.2 D 

Obsenes violations while performing TDC. 
This duty is described in detail under Func-
tion 1.0 Traffic Law Enforcement. 

3.3 D 

Takes enforcement action. This duty is de-
scribed in detail under Function 1.0 Traffic 
law Enforcement. 

Products 

Termination of escort. 

Function 3.0 
Traffic Direction and Control (TDC) 

Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Can be directly ob- Performed by most Departmental policy Degree to which patrol-
served by supervisor. ag~ncies as the need regarding escorting man adhered to depart-
Can be descnoed by arlSOS. techniques and proce- mental policy. Safe 
patrolman. d ures for special traffic. movement of special 

traffic. 



Sheet 16 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

4.1 D 

Collects and Prepares Testimony-The obs
servation, recording, organization, and re
view of relevant facts directly witnessed in 
order to ensure the ability to testify to those 
facts under direct and cross-examination in 
court. 

4.1.1 PT 

Observes and records relevant facts. 

4.1.1.1 T 

Knows the elements of the offense in ques
tion-is familiar with the specific actions, 
etc., that constitute the offense, i.e., knows 
what must be proved if the charge is to be 
supported. 

4.1.1.2 T 

Knows the various types of evidence that 
may be used to prove each element-is 
familiar with the relevance and admissibility 
of facts and circumstances that may pertain 
to s?ecific elements, i.e., knows how each 
element may be proved. 

4.1.1.3 T 

Remains alert for any and all Ielevant admis
sible evidence throughout detection, appre
hension and enforcement-assesses the legal 
significance of.all facts incidental to the 
violation; actively looks for relevant facts; 
uses speed measuring equipment and associ
ated techniques properly to obtain quantita
tive evidence. 

Function 4.0 
Court System Interaction 

Products Observability Universality Training Gradations 

Note: The activities of collecting and preserving testimony and evidence relate to both PTS and criminal matters. The traffic patrolman may per
form these duties as a result of a traffic arrest, as part of an accident investigation or as a result of criminal matters consequent to a traffic stop, 
e.g., illegal drugs or unlawful firearms. Also, testifying and presenting evidence are common to both traffic and criminal offenses. 

Products for all of tlle 
tasks for this duty are: 
• Collection and re

cording of Ielevant 
facts and evidence 

• Knowledge of: 
-Elements of an 

offense 
-Types of evidence 

and facts required 
to prove each ele
ment of the offense 

e Prepared tcstimony 

Can be described by the 
patrolman. Can be in
ferred by reviewing 
written records/notes 
prepared by the patrol
man or from court case 
records. 

(All above comments apply to Tasks 4.1.1 1 throug!! 4.1.1.4) 

Must be performed and 
required by all agencies. 

The products, etc., of these tasks are described on the previous pages. 

Part of basic training in 
all agencies. Some 
agencies counsel/review 
prepared testimony for 
completeness and accu
racy. Additional train
ing required in VTL 
identification of all ele
ments of an offense and 
supportive evidence. 
Training required with 
regard to recording and 
organization of facts 
and evidence. 

Completeness and accu
racy of all facts and evi
dence. Conviction Iate 
or number of cases pre
pared/lost due to insuf
ficient or irrelevant, Or 
inaccurate supportive 
evidence. 

continued 



4.1.1.4 T 

Compiles accurate, complete notes on all 
facts- takes care to preserve written record 
of all information pertaining to the elements 
of the offense. Verifies accuracy of all 
cases-specific items (names, places, times, 
etc.). Ensures the safekeeping of aU notes 
for subsequent retrieval/review. Ensures 
that notes are legible, and avoids abbrevia
tions, etc., that might later be uninterpret
able. 

4.1.2 PT 

Reviews and Organizes Testimony for pre
sentation. 

4.1.2.1 T 

Retrieves notes and other documents-main
tains fIles of all relevant documents (notes, 
arrest forms, etc.) in a manner that ensures 
that they can be located when needed. 

4.1.2.2 T 

Reviews documents to re-familiarize himself 
with the facts of the case-refreshes his 
memory concerning all evidence bearing on 
the offense. Examines notes for discrepan
cies, errors, or omissions. 

4.1.2.3 T 

Meets with prosecutor to discuss facts and 
case strategy-provides all potentially rela
vant facts to the prosecutor. Attempts to 
anticipate possible defense counsel tactics. 
Determines which facts are admissible and 
discusses llOW these are to be introduced. 

4.2 D 

Collects and Preserves Physical Evidence
The acquisition, identification and preserva
tion of objects and materials relevant to the 
offense to ensure their availability and ad
missability in court. 

• Organization and re
view of testimony 
prior to court appear
ance. 

• Reviews testimony 
with prosecutor. 

II Determines admissi
ble facts and case 
strategy. 

Can be described by 
prosecutor. Can be di
rectly observed from 
documentation. 

A logical step required 
by most agencies, but 
not all. 

(All above comments apply to Tasks 4.1.2.1 through 4.1.2.3 as well.) 

Basic training provides 
minimal exposure to 
court related SUbjects. 
Additional training and 
knowledge is gained by 
experience and counsel
ling by supervisors. 
Specialized training re
quired on preparation 
and organization of all 
relevant/permissible 
testimony. 

• Degree to which the 
prepared testimony 
aided in the adjudica
tion process. 

• Number of cases lost 
due to inadequate 
testimony. 

• Conviction rate by 
type of violations. 

continued 



4.2.1 PT 

Acquires physical evidence. 

4.2.1.1 T 

Knows what types of physical evidence are 
relevant to the elements of the offense-is 
aware of the legal significance, and value to 
the adjudication process, of objects and ma
terialsthat might be found or created (e.g., 
photographs) at the scene Qf the offense. 

Acquisition and preser
vation of physical evi
dence and knowledge 
of relevancy. 

Can be described by the 
patrolman. Can be in
ferred from arrest rec
ords, and from prepared 
court related documents 

Required by all agen
cies in any case involv
ing physical evidence. 

(All above comments apply to Tasks 4.2.1.1 through 4.2.1.4 as well.) 

Although part of the 
basic curriculum for all 
agencies, additional 
training required to 
recognize relevant phys
ical evidence. Training 
in techniques and pro
cedures for maintaining 
the chain of evidence 
and training with re
gard to recording and 
organizing facts and 
evidence. 

Degree to which the 
patrolman acquired and 
preserved physical evi
dence and adhered to 
standards. Relevancy 
of the evidence. Convic
tion rate by type of of
fense. Number of cases 
lost because of inade
quate physical evidence. 



Sheet 17 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty(fask Description 

4.2.1.2 T 

Preserves Physical Evidence-Recognizes 
physical evidcnce that can easily be lost or 
dcstroyed (e.g., skid marks), and acts swiftly 
and surely to ensure its preservation. Takes 
possession of any and all objects that might 
prove relevant. Actively seeks for physical 
evidence routinely or commonly associated 
with tIle offense in question. 

4.2.1.3 T 

Identifies physical evidence to ensure its 
subsequent admissibility-establishes the 
chain of possession. Unambiguously marks 
and inventories all items to establish their 
connection with the offense. Takes care to 
ensure that fue evidence is not damaged or 
destroyed in the identification process. 

4.2.1.4 T 

Transfers physical evidence to appropriate 
personnel for testing and safekmrYm-acts 
swiftly in accordance with the e ood 
that the evidence may be destroyed with the 
passage of time. Ensures preservation of the 
chain of possession during the transfer 
-process. 

4.2.2 PT 

Reviews evidence and relates to testimony. 

4.2.2.1 T 

Retrieves physical evidence and related ma-
terlals for case preparation-ensures that 
chain of possession has been maintained 
(transfer for forms, etc.); verifies ability to 
identify materials. 

Function 4.0 
Court System Interaction 

Products Observability Universality Training Gradations 

The products, etc., of these tasks are described on the previous pages. 

Maintenance of evi- Can be described by the Common to all Part of basic level train- Degree to which the 
dence chain of posses- patrolman. Can be in- agencies. ing. Additional training patrolman acquired and 
sion and fmal review of ferred by reviewing pro- required with regard to preserved physical evi-
evidence and testi- cedures utilized in departmental proce- dence and adhered to 
mony. maintaining chain of dures utilized in estab- standards. Relevancy 

possession. lishing the chain of of the evidence. Con-
possession. Training is viction rate by type of 
provided by some offense. Numb.er of 
agency prosecutors cases lost because of 
with regard to case inadequate physical 
preparation methods evidence. 
and procedures. 

(All above comments apply to Tasks 4.2.2.1 t1uough 4.2.2.2) 

continued 
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4.2.2.2 T 

Discusses relevance and admissibility of 
physical evidence with prosecutor-deter
mines points to be established through testi
mony to support the physical evidence. 

4.3 D 

Testify and present evidence in court. The 
officer's role as a witness, providing evi
dence under direct and cross-examination, 
including his bearing, attitude, appearance, 
and general behavior incidimtal to the 
adjudication process. 

4.3.1 PI' 

Maintain appropriate demeanor and appear
ance. 

4.3.1.1 T 

Demonstrates professionalism-appears on 
time; is well-groomed a,n.d properly attired 
(usually full IJniform); remains attentive to 
the proceedings. Snows proper respect for 
the court. 

4.3.1.2 T 

Maintains neutrality-never appears biased 
against defendant; keeps conferences with 
prosecutor to a minimum. 

4.3.1.3 T 

Uses appropriate language and diction
avoids slang expressions or police jargon; 
speaks out loudly enough to be heard. An
swers questions concisely. 

4.3.2 PT 

Follows correct procedures of testimony 
and evidence. 

Patrolman's demeanor 
and appearance. 

Directly observable in 
court while patrolmen 
is testifying or present
ing evidence. Can be 
described by the 
prosecutor. 

Required by all 
agencies. 

------ -----

Included as part of 
basic training in all 
agencies-at least as a 
lecture (classroom) sub
ject. Some agencies 
provide mock practice 
and observation in 
court. 

(All above comments apply to Tasks 4.3.1.1 through 4.3.1.3 as well.) 

Presentation of testi
mony and evidence. 

Directly observable in 
court while patrolman 
is testifying or present
ing evidence. Can be 
described by the 
prosecutor. 

Must be performed and 
required by all agencies. 

Included as part of 
basic training in all 
agencies-at least as a 
lecture (classroom) sub
ject. Some agencies 
provide mock; practice 
and observation in 
court. 

Pe.rformance can be 
evaluated against a 
standard or norm that 
can be in a narrative 
form. Quantitative 
gradations (ranking) are 
possible. 

Degree to which patrol
man adheres to pre
scribed procedures in 
presenting evidence and 
testimony. Number of 
cases lost due to inade
quate presentation of 
evidence and. testimony. 
Conviction rate by type 
of offense. 

continued 



4.3.2.3 T 

Remains attentive to issues concerning ad
missibility-listens for objections; refrains 
from answering until objections are decided 
upon. 

4.3.3 PT 

Maintains proper conduct during cross
examination. 

4.3.3.1 T 

Preserves self-control-maintains composure 
in the face of badgering by defense counsel. 
Avoids retorts and argumentative answers. 

Patrolman's demeanor 
and appearance. 

Directly observable in 
court while patrolman 
is testifying or present
ing evidence. Can be 
described by the 
prosecutor. 

Required by all 
agencies. 

Included as part of 
basic training in all 
agencies-at least as a 
lecture (classroom) sub
ject. Some agencies 
provide mock practice 
and observation in 
court. 

Degree to which patrol
man maintains a "pro
fessional" hearing and 
demeanor during de
fense cross-examina
tion. Adequacy and 
relevancy of testimony 
and physical evidence. 



Sheet 18 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Duty/Task Description 

4.3.3.2 T 

Remains alert for attempts to discredit testi-
many-corrects misquotes, mis-statements, 
and distorted paraphrases of his testimony 
by defense counsel. When asked to repeat 
testimony, attempts to use the same words 
as originally employed. 

4.3.3.3 T 

Remains alert for attempts by defense 
counsel to eHcit "half-truths"-poHtely 
insists on being allowed to provide a full an-
swer to "yes or no" questions. 

.Function 4.0 
Court System Interaction 

Products Observability Universality Training Gradations 

The products, etc., of these tasks are described on the previous pages. 



Sheet 19 
Police Traffic Services 
Model Job Description 

Introduction 

Function 5.0 
Motorist Assistance 

The activities that make up this function are widely different in content, but are related in that they all have the objective of helping the motorist who has suffered a vehicle failure or is lost, sick or 
injured or has encountered some other emergency Providing such help to motorists is within the definition of traffic services of all police agencies. It is also an obligation of general patrol officers 
and officers on anti-erirne assignments. 

There is a range of policy positions on what kinds and how much help is to be provided. For example, many departments prohibit using a patrol vehicle to push another car. Also, in the State police 
departments and 'highway patrols, assistance is given an especially high priority. For performance evaluation the jobs associated with each service that is mandated (or allowed) by a department must 
be deimed', If an officer, for example, is required to attempt minor mechanical repairs, he obviously must be acquainted with the appropriate procedures. His performance of these procedures can 
then be evaluated •. 

The approach taken in this study has been that only traffic services at; such will be considered for possible inclusion in a PTS evaluation system. Therefore, in this functional area the products, grada
tions, etc., of the technical services (iust aid, minor repairs, etc.) have not been identified. Rather, such products as the volume and frequency of stops to aid motorists, response time and comform
ance to departmental policy have been identified here. These producb and the activities leading to them are the PTS facets of this function. 

Duty(fask Description Products Observability Universality Training Gradations 

5.1 D 

Determine need for motorist assistance and Note: This is a generic duty description that is made up of either the tasks involved in observing signs of need while on patrol or thosdnvolved 'in 
obtain information about kind and extent of :receiving and responding to a dispatcher's call. 
assistance required. 

5.1.1 PI' 

Observes signs of need for assistance, such Recognition of need. Inferred from activity All departments require Usually included in Can be evaluated 
as disabled vehicle, motorist's signal, flag, Citizen comments. report. Observed di- this. training for patrol driv- against exposure (hours 
flare, etc. rectly. ing and observation, or miles of patrol). 

5.1.1.1 T 

Plans approach (return) to stopped .... <:hlcle Driving behavior. A Can be inferred from All departments req uire Usually included in Can be evaluated 
based on his own present activity and traf- "plan" which is his activity reports. Re- this. training fOI patrol driv- against exposure (hours 
fie, road and weather conditions. Also at- mental picture of the ported by patrolman. ing and observation. or miles of patrol). 
tempts to assess urgency of motorist need. factors involved. Observed directly or 

simulated. 

5.1.1.2 T 

Parks patrol vehicle. Locates vehicle safely Position of vehicle, Can be reported by All departments require Usually included in Can be evaluated 
and with regard for safety of stopped patrolman, observed di- this. training for patrol driv- against exposure (hours 
vehicle. rectIy or simulated. ing and observation. or milas of patrol). 

Can be inferred from 
accident reports. 

5.1.2 PT 

Obtains information about need from dis- Patrolman's record of Activity report. Can be All departments require Included in patrol and Degree of conform-
patcher using appropriate communication calL Recording of com- reported by patrolman. this. in communication ance to departmental 
procedures. munication. training. Often only procedUres. Response 

classroom in academy time. 
(Tasks 5.1.1.1 and 5.1.1.2, as described training but included in 
above, are performed folIowiJlg receipt of OJT. 
information in 5 .1.2.) 

continued 



5.1.3 PT 

Evaluates situation to determine kind and 
amount of aid needed. 

5.2 D 

Performs required service within depart
mental policy or operating procedures. 
• make minor mechanical repair 
• call for wrecker-repair service 
• provide (or call for) fuel 
• move vehicle off of roadway 
• provide nrst aid 
• transport motorists (passengers) to phone, 

rest area, etc. 
• transport injured or sick 

5.2.1 PT 

Directs and controls traffic manually as re
quired to maintain traffic flow and assist 
emergency vehicle arrival/departure. See 
Function 3.0, Traffic Direction and Control. 

5.2.2 PT 

Provides directional and highway/traffic 
status information to motorists on request 
or as needed (to individual motorists or to 
all traffic at a traffic stop). Considers de
partmental policies and standards. 

5.2.3 PT 

Terminates activity at scene-assists motor
ist in returning to normal flow of traffic by 
utilizing traffic direction and control pro
cedures; notifies dispatcher of return to 
patrol. 

5.3 D 

Checks unattended/abandoned vehicles to 
determine need for assistance or removal 
from roadwaydue·to traffic hazard. 

Selection of appropri
ate response. 

Inferred from activity 
report. Reported by 
patrolman. 

See Introduction to Function 5. 

Safe and expeditious 
movement of traffic 
through the point of 
control. 

Number of stops for 
assistance. 

Terminates assistance 
action. 

Can be directly ob
served by supervisor or 
reported by patrolman 
or citizens' comments. 

Activity reports. Citi
zens' comments. 

Directly observable or 
can be described by 
patrolman. Can be in
ferred from dispatcher's 
log. 

A logically necessary 
step but not explicitly 
described as a separate 
activity in most de
partments. 

Performed infrequently 
by most agencies. 

Required by all 
agencies. 

A logical step per
formed by all agencies. 

Training for this occurs 
in patrol training, inter
view techniques and 
observation training. 
It is not necessarily a 
separately trainable 
activity. 

Training at the basic 
level of police training 
in techniques and 
procedures in conduct
ingTDC. 

Not usually an explicit 
training subject. 

Basic training in Traffic 
Direction and Control 
techniques and pro
cedures. 

Degree of conformance 
to policy. 

Degree to which patrol
man maintains the traf~ 
nc under his control. 
Rate of flow. 

Can be evaluated 
against exposure (hours/ 
miles of patrol). 

Number of motorist 
assistance stops and 
average amount of time 
spent. 

continued 
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5.3.1 PT 

Determines if vehicle is stolen by initiating 
records check. 

5.3.2 PT 

Evaluates the degree of hazard and imple
mentation of departmental policies regard
ing need to remove. 

Validity of owner, 
registration. Number 
of checks made. 

Evaluation outcome. 

Can be directly ob
served. Can be inferred 
from dispatcher's rec
ord or from warning, 
citation, and arrest 
records. 

Can be described by 
patrolman. 

Common to all 
agencies. 

Required by most 
agencies. 

Training in techniques 
for valida ting vehicle 
ownership and license. 

Not an cxplicit training 
subject. 

Degree to which pat.rol
man attempts to vedfy/ 
identify vehicle owner 
or operator. 

Number of stolen vehi
cles identified per 
hours/miles of patrol. 

Degree of conformance 
to departmental pro
cedures. 





ActivAy Report (Model) 

A daily/weekly log or summary of an officer's activities. Two 
mC'dels (daily and weekly) are shown in Volume II of the 
Manual. However, the exact format should be determined by 
each agency's administrative requirements. The models have 
been designed for easy adaptation while continuing to meet the 
needs of the evaluation system. 

Activity Summary Worksheet 

Form to facilitate manual processing of Weekly Activity Report 
data. 

Charge Dispositions 

Bond Forfeitures-The number of charges for which the suspect 
"paid his fine" at the violations bureau. 
Convictions as Charges, In Court-The number of charges for 
which the court made a direct determination of guilty as 
charged. 
Convictions on Lesser Offense-The number of charges that 
were reduced prior to conviction 
Dismissal-The number of charges that were dismissed 
Nol Pros (Nolle Prosequi)-The number of charges that were 
nolled, i.e., not prosecuted. 
Not Guilty, In Court~The number of charges for which the 
suspect was tried and acquitted. 
Total COflvictions-The number of charges flled by the officer 
for which the suspect received some conviction, either on the 
original charge or a reduced charge. 
Total Non-Convictions-The number of charges filed by the 
officer for which the suspect received no conviction. 

Charges Filed 

Alcohol/Drug Traffic A17est Charges-The number of alcohol/ 
drug traffic arrest charges the officer filed. 
Equipment/Regulatory Citation Charges-The number of 
individual equipment or regulatory violations for which the 
officer filed citation charges. 
Equipment/Regulatory Written Warnings-The number of 
individual equipment or regulatory violations for which the 
officer flled written warnings. 
Moving Violation Citation Charges-The number of indivir,.ual 
moving violations for whic;:h the officer filed citation charges. 
Moving Violation Written Warnings-The number of individual 
moving violations for which the officer filed written warnings. 
Non-Traffic Related A17est Charges-The number of arrest 
charges the offit~er filed for non-traffic offenses. 
Other Citation Charges-The number of individual violations 
other than moving or equipment/regulatory for which the 
officer filed citation charges. 
Other Traffic Related Arrest Charges-The number of arrest 
charges the officllr flled for traffic offenses not involving 
alcohol{ drugs. 
Other Written Warnings-The number of wirtten warnings flled 
by the officer for violations other than moving or equipment/ 
regulatory offenses. 

Glossary 

Total Arrest Charges-The number of charges med by the 
officer that, by themselves, would have resulted in physical 
custodial arrests. ' 
Total Citation Charges-The number of charges med by the 
officer that, by themselves, would have resulted in the issuance 
of a traffic citation. 
Total Written Warning Charges-The number of charges med by 
the officer that, by themselves, would have resulted in the 
issuance of a written warning. 

Enforcement in Accident investigations 

Hazardous Violations-The number of accident investigations 
that resulted in enforcement action for hazardous traffic 
violations. 
Investigations ContinUing-The number of accident investiga
tions which are still proceeding, and for which no enforcement 
action has yet been taken. 
No Enforcements-The number of accident investigations that 
resulted in no enforcement action for any Violation. . 
Other ViolatioflS-The number of accident investigations that 
did not result in hazardous violation enforcement but did 
result in enforcement actions for other violations. 

Evaluative Factor 

Functionally related police traffic service tasks that can be 
measured and evaluated as a unit. There are, in total, eight such 
PTS evaluative factors. 

Evaluative Factor 1: Performs Patrol-This factor aids the 
supervisor in determining how well an officer utilizes his patrol 
resources in observing traffic to detect tl:affic law violations. 
Evaluative Factor 2: Makes Traffic Violation Stop-This factor 
allows the supervisor to evaluate the type of "traffic stops" 
an officer makes. 
Evaluative Factor 3: Evaluates Violation and Selects Enforce
ment-This factor permits the supervisor to evaluate the various 
enforcement actions resulting from the stop as well as his skills 
as a traffic stop investigator. 
Evaluative Factor 4: Issues Enforcement Action-This factor 
allows the supervisor to evaluatf;l the type of charges an officer 
issues and his skills in following procedures required to me these 
charges. 
Evaluative Factor 5: Manages and Investigates Traffic Acci
dents-This factor aids the supervisor in evaluating an officer's 
performance of activities requited to control and investigate 
traffic accidents. 
EYaluative Factor 6: Prepares and Presents Traffic-Related 
Evidence and Testimon,Y;-This factor allows the supervisor to 
evaluate the ultimate outcome of an officer's enforcement 
actions. 
Evaluative Factor 7: Provides Highway Sen1ice and Assistance
This factor aids the supervisor in evaluating an officer's per
formance of activities intended to assist the safety of motorists 
and other persons in the traffic environment. 
Evaluative Factor 8: Dil'ects and Controls Traffic-This factor 



allows the supervisor to evaluate an office::'s performance in 
traffic direction .and control activities. 

Evaluative Factor Rating Form 

A form for rating (quantitatively and qualitatively) an officer's 
performance. It is designed to facilitate the evaluation of a 
particular segment of police traffic services. There is a unique 
form for each factor but each form consists of three major 
parts. Section One of each form provides for the comparison of 
performance measures to standards of performance. Section 
Two concerns the quality o·f an officer's activity. The supervisor 
rates the quality of performance for ITS task descriptors 
on a five-point scale. Section Three of each form provides space 
for narrative comments of an officer's evaluation. 

Moving Patrol 

A patrol technique; patrolman drives his vehicle throughout an 
assigned area or along a designated route and remains alert 
for a wide variety of violations and for other conditions or 
circumstances that require police intervention. 

Patrol Stops 

Arrests-The total number of cases in which the major action 
taken against a suspected violator stopped on patrol was 1m 

arrest. 
Citations-The number of cases in which the major action 
taken against a suspected violator stopped on patrol was a 
citation. 
No Actions-The number of cases in which no enforcement 
action whatsoever was taken against suspected violators stopped 
on patrol. 
Verbal Warnings-The number of cases in which the major 
action taken against a suspected violator stopped on patrol 
was a verbal warning. 
Written Warnings-The number of cases in which the major 
action taken against a suspected violator stopped on patrol 
was a written warning. 

Planned Selective Surveillance 

A patrol technique which may be a special case of moving 
patrol, stationary surveillance or traffic road checks. It is 
distinguished from the other three in that it almost always is 
conducted at the direction of command and supervisory per-, 

. sonnel rather than at the officer's discretion. It is used to 
con,centrate pairol resources on a specific type of violation. 

Police Traffic Service (PTS) 

In the context of the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation 
System, all those physical and mental actions a police officer 
must do to carry out his assigned duties relative to vehicluar and 
pedestrian traffic on the roads and highways of his jurisdiction. 
At the patrolman level, all of the activitks can be classified into 
one of the following functions: Traffic Law Enforcement, 
Traffic Direction and Control, Accident Scene Management and 
Investigation, Motorist Assistance, and Court SyHem. 
Interaction. 

Productivity Measures 

Quantitative and qualitative indication of how much or how 
often a particular officer has performed a specific action or 
duty as well as how well he has performed it. 

PTS Performance Evaluation Summary Form 

An administrative form which permits a convenit:mt and com
pact summary of each officer's evaluation as well as an overall 
PTS performance evaluation. 

Standards of Performance 

Quantitative and qualitative expectations of productivity as 
determined by a number of considerations that relate to the 
entire agency or the traffic unit as well as by some that relate to 
each individual evaluation. 

Stationary Surveillance 

A patrol technique; patrolman stops and positions his vehicle at 
some selected point and observes traffic in the immediate 
neighborhood. Although the officer remains alert for all viola
tions, he usually is concentrating on a limited range of traffic 
offenses. 

Time Allocation 

As Needed TDCTime-The number of hours the officer spent in 
conducting traffic direction and control in response to detected 
needs. 
Assigned TDC Time-The number of hours the officer spent in 
conducting traffic direction and control on a planned, scheduled 
basis. 
Fatal Accident Investigation Time-The number of hours the 
officer spent managing and investigating fatal accidents. 
Injury Accident Investigation Time-The number of hours the 
officer spent managing and investigating injury accidents. 
Moving Patrol 1"ime-The number of hours the officer spent on 
moving patrol. 
Planned Selective Surveillance Time-The number of hours the 
officer spent on planned selective surveillance. 
Property Damage Accidem Investigation Time-The number of 
hours the officer spent managing and investigating property 
damage accidents. 
Stationary Surveillance Time-The number of hours the officer 
spent on stationary surveillance. 
TotalAccident Investigation Time-The number of hours the 
officer spent managing and investigating all types of accidonts. 
Total Duty Time-The number of hours the officer was on duty 
during the evaluation period. This includes his police traffic 
service time as well as all other duty hours. 
Total Highway Service/Assistance Time-The number of hours 
the officer spent providing highway services and assistance. 
Total TDC Time-The number of hours the officer devoted to 
any type of traffic direction and control. 
Total Traffic Patrol Time-The number of hours the officer 
devoted to patrol. This includes all types of patrol th?C he 
performed. 
Traffic Road Checks Time-The number of hours the officer 
spent conducting traffic road checks. 

Traffic Activity Measures 

An analysis of how much traffic service work an officer has 
performed in relation to the amount of time he has spent 
and stops he has made. These analyses are indicated on the 
Traffic Activity Measures Form. 

Traffic Activity Summary 

Quantitative data summary of a patrolman's productivity for a 
specified time period. 



Traffic Direction and Control 

The safe and expeditious movement of vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic traditionally performed by officers. It includes the 
familiar point or intersection traffic contro1 and the employ
ment of signals and gestures. This activity can be performed as 
part of a planned/scheduled activity. It is also performed on an 
"as needed" basis in response to an unexpected situation. 

Traffic Road Checks 

A patrol technique; the patrolman stops and positions his 
vehicle at some selected point. He then randomly or systema
tically stops oncoming vehicles, usually for the purpose of 
conducting field inspections. Traffic road checks usually con
centrate on detecting equipment defects and regulatory viola
tions, although it is common for other traffic and non-traffic 
offenses to be uncovered during a traffic road check. 

Traffic Stops 

Highway Service/Assistance Stops-The number of times the 
officer performed highway services and assistance. 
Moving Patrol Stops-The number of suspected violators con
tacted by the officer while conducting moving patrol. 

Planned Selective Surveillance Stops-The number of suspected 
violators contacted by the officer while conducting planned 
selective surveillance. 
Stationary Surveillance Stops-The number of suspected viola
tors contacted by the officer while conducting stationary 
surveillance. 
Total Accident Investigations-The number of accident investi
gations, for all types of accidents, in which the officer 
investigated. 
Total Fatal Accident Investigations-The number of times the 
officer participated in the management and investigation of fatal 
accidents. 
Total Injury Investigations-The number of tUries the officer 
participated in the management and investigations of injury 
accidents. 
Total Property Damage A ccident Investigations-The number of 
times the officer participated in the management and investiga
tion of property damage accidents. 
Total Stops On Patrol-The number of suspected violators 
contacted by the officer while performing any type of patrol. 
Traffic Road Check Stops-The number of motorists contacted 
by the officer wIllie performing traffic road checks. 





SECTION ONE: TIME SPENT ON PATROL AND NUMBER OF STOPS MADE 

MAJOR ACTIONS TAKEN IN PATROL STOPS 
PATROL TIME 

Arrests Citations 
Written Verbal No 

Warnings Warnings Actions 

Moving 
Patrol . 
Stationary 
Surveillance 
Traffic Road 
Checks 
Planned Selected 
S urveillan ce 

SECTION TWO: TIME SPENT IN ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT/INVESTIGATION AND MAJOR ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS TAKEN 

MAJOR ENFORCEMENT ACTION IN EACH ACCIDENT CASE 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION TIME 

Fatal 
Accidents 
Injury 
Accidents 
Property Damage 
Accidents 

SECTION THREE: TIME SPENT ON OTHER POLICE 
TRAFFIC SERVICES AND NUMBER OF EVENTS 

ACTIVITY TIME 

Highway Service/ 
Assistance 
Assigned 
TDe 
As Needed 
TDC 

Hazardous 
Violation 

Number of 
Events 

SECTION FOUR: TIME SPENT ON NON-TRAFFIC DUTIES (SPECIFY DUTIES) 

ACTIVITY TIME 

SECTION SIX: DISPOSITION OF CHARGES 

Z Bond Porfeiture 
e (Violations Bureau) 
f-< 

Other No 
Violation Enforcement 

SECTION FIVE: NUMBER OF 
SPECIFIC CHARGES FILED 
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Related Traffic 
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v.I Other Traffic ~ 
p:I Related Offenses 
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« 
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Offenses 
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0 Equipment/ 

~ Regulatory 
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u 

Other 
Violations 
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~~ Equipment/ 
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~~ 

Other 
Violations 

Investigation 
Continuing 
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Z Not Guilty 
0 
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~----" 
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Duty Shift 

FOR SUPERVISOR'S USE ONLY: 
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REVIEWED BY 



SECTION ONE' TIME SPENT ON PATROL AND NUMBER OF STOPS MADE 

HOURS SPENT BY DAY MAJOR ACTIONS TAKEN IN PATROL STOPS 

Arrests Citations 
Written Verbal No 

MON TUE WED THU FlU SAT SUN TOTL Warnings Warnings Actions 

Moving 
Patrol 

Stationary 
Surveillance 
Traffic Road 
Checks 
Planned Selected 
Surveillance 

SECTION TWO: TIME SPENT IN ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT/ MAJOR ENFORCEMENT ACTION 
INVESTIGATION AND MAJOR ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS TAKEN IN EACf! ACCIDENT CASE 

MON TUE WED THU FRI 

Fatal 
Accidents 

Injury 
Accidents 

Property Damage 
Accidents 

SECTION THREE: TIME SPENT ON OTHER POLICE 
TRAFFIC SERVICES AND NUMBER OF EVENTS 

MON TUE WED THU PRI 

Highway Service! 
Assistance 

Assigned 
TDC 

As Needed 
TDC 

SAT SUN 

SAT SUN 

Hazardous 
TOTL Violation 

TOTL 
Number of 

Events 

Other No Investigation 
Violation Enforcement Continuing 

SECTION FIVE: NUMBER OF SPECIFIC 
CHARGES FILED IN ENFORCEMENT 
ACTIONS 

Alcohol/Drug 
Rela ted Traffic 

en Offenses 
f-< 
en Other Traffic 
~ 

Related Offenses ~ 
~ 
~ 

Non-Traffic 
Offenses 

SECTION FOUR: TIME SPENT ON NON-TRAFFIC DUTIES (SPECIFY DUTIES) 
Moving 

en Violations 

MON TUE WED 

SECTION SIX: DISPOSITION OF 
ENFORCEMENT ACTION CHARGES 

Z Bond Forfeiture 
0 (Violations Bureau) 
E:: 

Convicted as Charged u 
:> (In Court) 
Z 
0 Convicted u 

Lesser Offense 

Z Not Guilty 
0 
H Zu 

Nol-Pros 0-
Z~ 

0 Dismissed u 

TOTAL DUTY TIME BY DAY 

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT 

THU PRI SAT 

SUN TOTL 

Z 

SUN TOTL 
0 Equipment/ 
E:: Regulatory 
[:5 Violations 
0 Other 

Violations 

Moving 
en Violations 

Zl:) 
~Z Equipment! ~Z 
-~ 

Regulatory 

~~ Violations 

Other 
Violations 

WEEKLY POLICE TRAFFIC SERVICES ACTIVITY REPORT 

Officer Name Shield No. __ 

Activity Period: / / / / 
Patrol Area/Beat 

Start End 

Duty Shift 

FOR SUPERVISOR'S USE ONLY: 

REPORT RECEIVED / / 
REVIEWED BY 



Officer Name ______________________________________ _ Superrisor ________________________________________ ___ 

Shield No. ___________________ _ Summary period _____ I-;;;:;;;:;:-'/ __ to __ --'-I-;;;;-;r--'/ __ _ 
start end 

Weeks 

Time Allocation (Ius.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Totals 

Moving Patrol 

Stationary 
Surveillance 

Traffic Road 
Checks 

Planned Selective 
Surveillance 

Fatal Accidents 

Injury Accidents 

Property Damage 
Accidents 

Highway Service/ 
Assistance 

Assigned TDC 

As Needed TDC 

Other (non-traffic) 

Total Duty 

Specification of Enforcem ~nt Actions 

Alcohol/Drug Related 
Traffic Offenses 

'" - Other Traffic Related '" QJ 

Offenses ~ 
Non-Traffic Offenses 

Moving Violations 

'" c: 
Equipment/Regulatory .9 

E Violations 
U 

Other Violations 

Moving Violations 
c: ~ ::oa Equipment/Regulatory 

~~ Violations 

Other Violations 

Number of Events 

Highway Servicel 
Assistance Stops 

Fatal Accident 
Investigations 

Injury Accident 
Investigations 

Property Damage 
Accident Investigations 

(Over) 



Weeks 
Ma~or Actions Taken 
in atcol Stops 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Totals 

M 

S 
Arrests 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

S 
Citations 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

S 
Written Warnings 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

S 
Verbal Warnings 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

S 
No Actions 

TRC 

PSS 

Total 

M = Moving Patrol; S = Stationary Patrol; PSS = Planned Selective Surveillance; TRC = Traffic Road Checks 

Major Enforcement Action Accidents 

Hazardous Violation 

Other Violation 

No Enforcement 

Investigation 
Continuing 

Total 

Disposition of Enforcement Action Charges 

Bond Forfeiture 
c:: 
0 

(Violations Bureau) 
+:l Convicted as Charged <> 
';: (In Court) c:: 
8 Convicted Lesser 

Offense 

c:: Not Guilty 
0 

c:~ 
~'~ Nol-Pros 

8 
Dismissed 



TRAFFIC ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

Officer Name ____________________________________ __ SupervisoI _______ . ____________________ _ 

Shield No. _____________ Evaluation Date ___ t....I_---<I'--_ Evaluation Period ___ .... Ic-,---:..!.I ____ to __ ..!..I __ ~LI __ 
start end 

1.0 TIME ALLOCATION 3.3 Written Warnings 

1.1 Total Duty Time __ hrs 3.4 Verbal Warnings 

1.2 Total Traffic Patrol Time __ hrs 3.5 No Actions 

1.2.1 Moving Patrol __ 1m 

4.0 ENFORCEMENTS IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS 
1.2.2 Stationary Surveillance __ hrs 

4.1 Hazardous Violations 
1.2.3 Traffic Road Checks __ hrs 

4.2 Other Violations 
1.2.4 Planned Selective Surveillance __ Ius 

4.3 No Enforcements 
1.3 Total Traffic Direction and 

Control (TDC) Time __ hrs 4.4 Investigations Continuing 

1.3.1 Assigned TDC Time __ Ius 

5.0 CHARGES FILED 
1.3.2 As Needed TDC __ Ius 

5.1 Total Arn~st Charl';zs 
1.4 Total Highway Service/Assist-

ance Time __ Ius 5.1.1 Alcohol/Drug Traffic Arrests 

1.5 Total Accident Investigation 5.1.2 Other Traffic Related Arrests 
Time __ hrs 

5.1.3 Non-Traffic Related Arrests 
1.5.1 Fatal Accident Investigation __ hIS 

5.2 Total Citation Charges 
1.5.2 Injury Accident Investigation __ hrs 

5.2.1 Moving Violations Citations 
1.5.3 Property Damage Accident 

I nvesliga tion __ hrs 5.2.2 Equipment/Regulatory Citations 

5.2.3 Other Citations 
2.0 TRAFFIC STOPS 

5.3 Total Written WarningS Charges 
2.1 Total Slops on Patrol 

5.3.1 Moving Violation Warnings 
2.Ll Moving Patrol Stops 

5.3.2 Equipment/Regulatory Warnings 
2.1.2 Stationary Surveillance Stops 

5.3.3 Other Writ ten Warnings 
2.1.3 Traffic Road Check Stops 

2.1.4 Planned Selective Surveillance 6.0 CHARGE DISPOSITIONS 
Stops 

6.1 Total Convictions 
2.2 Highway Service/Assistance 

Stops 6.I.l Bond Forfeitures 

2.3 Total Accident Investigations 6.1.2 Convictions as Charged, in 
Court 

2.3.1 Fatal Accident Investigations 
6.1.3 Convictions on Lesser Offense 

2.3.2 Injury Accident Investigations 
6.2 Total Non-Convictions 

2.3.3 Property Damage Accident 
Investigations 6.2.1 Not Guilty. in Court 

6.2.2 Nolle Prosequi 
3.0 MAJOR ACTIONS TAKEN IN PATROL STOPS 

6.2.3 Dismissal 
3.1 Arrests 

6.3 Total Dispositions 
3.2 Citations 



TRAFFIC ACTIVITY MEASURES 

Officer Name __________________ -:-_ 

Shield No. ________ Evaluation oate' __ /=--_-'-/ __ 

SECTION A. PATROL TIME DISTRIBUTION 

AI Percent on Moving Patrol 

A2 Percent on Stationary Surveillance 

A3 Percent on Traffic Road Checks 

A4 Percent on Planned Selective Surveillance 

SECTION B. PATROL STOPS PER HOUR 

B 1 Stops Per Hour Total Patrol 

B2 Stops Per Hour Moving Patrol 

133 Stops Per Hour Stationary Surveillance 

134 Stops Per Hour Road Checks 

135 Stops Per Hour Planned Selective 
Surveillance 

---_% 

---_% 

---_% 

---_% 

__ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

___ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

SECTION C. HIGHWAY SERVICE/ASSISTANCE STOPS 

Cl Service/Assistance Stops Per Total 
Patrol Hour 

C2 Service! Assistance Stop Per Moving 
Patrol Hour 

C3 Average Time Per Service/Assistance 
Stop 

SECTION 0 •. ACCIDENT iNVESTIGATION 

01 Average Time Per Investigation, Fatals 

02 Average Time Per Investigation, Injuries 

03 Average Time Per Investigation, Property 

D4 Percent Investigations: Any Enforcement 
Action 

D5 ·Percent Investigations: Hazardous 
Violation Enforcement 

SECTION E. TOC TIME DISTRIBUTIONS 

El Percent Total TOC Time, Total Outy Time 

£2 Petecnt Assiglleu TOCTime, Total Duty 
Timo 

E3 Percent As Needed TOC Time, Total 
Duty Time 

___ /hr. 

__ /hr. 

___ Min. 

hrs 

Ius 

___ hrs 

% 

% 

% 

% 

--- % 

Supervisor ___________________ _ 

Evaluation periOd ___ /~_:_-/---to--..c./-_;_-'/'----
start end 

SECTION F. PATROL ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

FI Percent Stops, Major Action Arrest --_% 

1'2 Percent Stops, Major Action Citation --_% 

1'3 Percent Stops, Major Action Writt\'n Warning --_% 

F4 Percent Stops, Major Action Verbal Warning --_% 

F5 Percent Stops, No Enforcement Action --_% 

SECTION G. ENFORCEMENT ACTION CHARGE 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

Gl Percent Arrests, Alcohol/Drug Traffic 
Violation --_% 

G2 Percent Arrest, Other Traffic Violation ~b 

G3 Percent Arrests, Non-Traffic Offense --_% 

G4 Percent Citations, Moving Violation --_% 

G5 Percent Citations, Equipment/Regulatory 
Violation --_% 

G6 Percent Citations, Other Violation --_% 

G7 Percent Written Warnings, Moving 
Violation --_% 

G8 Percent Written Warnings, Equip./Reg. 
Violation --_% 

G9 Percent Written Warnings, Other Violation ___ 0% 

SECTION H. DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGE DISPOSITIONS 

Hi Percent Charges Convicted, as Written -'-_% 

H2 Percent Charges Convicted, Lesser Offense --_% 

H3 Percent Charges, All Convictions --_% 

H4 Percent Charges Court-Conviction, 
as Written --_% 

H5 Percent Charges Court-Conviction, 
Lesser Offense --_% 

H6 Percent Charges All Court-Convictions --_% 



Officer Name _________________ _ Evaluation Date ______ :..../ ___ I _____ _ 
Evaluation pCriOd ___ I--..,..-,-..:../ __ to __ -,-I_:;--:..../_ 

start cnd 

Shicld No. __________________ _ 

PTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY 

FACTOR RATINGS: The ratings should be extracted from the overall rating section, for applicable Evaluative Factors. 

Factors 

1. Performs Patrol 

2. Makes Traffic Violation Stops 

3. Evaluates Violation and Selects 

4. Issues Enforcement Action 

5. Manages and Investigates Traffic Accidents 

6. Prepares and Presents Traffic-Related 
Testimony and Evidence 

7. Provides .Highway Service and Assistance 

8. Directs and Controls Traffic 

Overall rating of PTS performance: 

Superior 

Superior 

Acceptable 

Ratings 

Acceptable Unacceptable 

I I 
I I 
I I I 

I I 0 
D D 
I I 0 

Unacceptable 

Special considerations (include time on PTS): ___________________________ _ 

Narrative summary: _______________________ ~ ____________ _ 

Actions/Recommendations:_------------------------------__ _ 

Rater ___________ _ Reviewer ___________ _ Officer ___________ _ 





Officer Name' ___________________ _ Supervisor ___________________ _ 

Shield No. ____ _ Evaluation Date __ t-I_-!.I __ Evaluation period ___ !..-/=~..!./ __ to __ ...!../-;';:;T"...!./~ __ 
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 1: Performs Patrol-This factor aids the supervisor in determining how well an officer utilizes his 
patrol resources in observing traffic to detect traffic law violations. (It is fully defined on Page 
2 . Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 21 in the Supervisor's Manual to 
complete this form.) 

Measures 

Al Percent of time on moving 
patrol 

A2 Percent of time on stationary 
surveillance 

A3 Percent of time on traffic 
road checks 

A4 Percent of time on planned 
selective surveillance 

Overall rating of distribution of patrol time: 

Superior 

1. PERFORMANCE 

Comparison of Standards 

% 6 2
1
S s'o 

% 6 2
1
S s'o 

% 6 2
1
S s'o 

b is I 
% 50 

Acceptable Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; enforcement records; citizen comments; dispatcher's log 

7~ 1 
100 

1S 
I 

100 

7S 
I 

100 

15 I 
100 

Numerical Rating: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4" needs some improvement; S '" needs much improvement 

Analyses 

1. Operates patrol vehicle and equipment: Shows proper concern for driving safety; does not abuse vehicle/equipment; attends 
to maintenance requirements; uses approved communication procedures; performs proper "housekeeping" to maintain 
vehicle/equipment condition .and appearance. 

2. Ful/ills patrol assignment planning requirements: Plans patrol in accordance with departmental policy and directives and 
traffic, environmental and situational considerations; implements plans effectively and efficiently; properly interprets plan 
in light of actual conditions and changing needs. 

3. Monitors traffic and environment: Observes and properly responds to hazardous/dangerous conditions; allocates proper 
attention to times, places and conditions of high accident/violation likelihood; conducts appropriate types of patrol in 
accordance with traffic, accident and violation patterns. 

NARRATNE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

Numerical 
Rating 

D 
D 
D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name ______________________________________ _ Supervisor _________________ .... __________ _ 

Shield No. ___________ Evaluation Date __ -:....I _____ I'-- Evaluation period __ -'/~=_..!..I--t,Q._--=-/_=,:r_'I'---
start end 

EY ALUATlYE FACTOR 2: Makes Traffic Violation Stops-This factor allows the supervi~()r to evaluate the type of 
"traffic stops" an officer makes. (It is fully defined on Page 3. Refer to the Factor Rating 
Form Instructions on Page 21 in the Supervisor's Manual to complete this form.) 

DIS tops per hour total 
patrol 

B2 Stops per hour moving 
patrol 

Measures 

B3 Stops per hour stationary 
surveillance 

B4 Stops per hour road 
checks 

BS S tops per hour planned 
selective surveillance 

Overall rating for patrol stops per hour; 

D Superior 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Comparison of Standard~ 

per hr. 

per hr. 

per hr. 

per hr. 

per hr. 

D Acceptable D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources; Interview with patrolman; enforcement records; supervisor's observation; disposition records; simulation/testing; citizen 
comments: activity reports; dispatcher's log 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4", needs some improvement; S '" needs much improvement 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Analyses 

Recognizes traffic law violations: Knows the behaviors and conditions specifically prohibited or required by statute; knows 
the elements of traffic offenses. 

Rcmains alert for likely violatlolls: Knows violation accident patterns by locations and time of day for his patrol area and 
tour of duty: re;::ognizes potentially hazardous vehicle conditions/operations; concentrates attention in accordance with 
patterns and suspicious/unusual behaviors and conditions. 

Operates special·purpose equipment designed for violatio/t detection: Applies correct operating procedures for special· 
purpose equipment; employs equipment properly relative to situational and environmental conditions and statutory/judicial 
requirements; properly interprets, records and preserves equipment data. 

COl/ducts pursuit: Bases decision to pursue on the nature of the violation, departmental policy, traffic safety considerl!tions 
and other situational needs; applies correct pursuit driving techniques and procedures; acquires evidentiary and descriptive 
information during pursuit; conducts appropriate radio communication during pursuit; determines need for assistance, 

Makes stop: Establishes proper command position to initiate stop; selects appropriate stop location; effectively communicates 
stop command to suspect; properly positions vehicle at scene of stop. 

Conducts traffic road checks: Knows proper procedures for conducting checks and vehicle inspections; selects appropriate 
locations for road checks; devotes appropriate time to each vehicle. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SlOE 

Numerical 
Rating 

D 
D' 
D 
D 
D 
D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name __________________________________ , Super~sor ________________________________________ __ 

Shield No. __________ Evaluation Date ___ ...;I'--_--=-I __ Evaluation period ____ -'-/-::r::=-..:../ ___ to ___ .-:I-==:-:r-.!./ __ 
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 3: Evaluates Violation and Selects Appropriate Action-This factor permits the supervisor to 
evaluate the various enforcement actions resulting from the stop as well as his skills as a 
traffic stop investigator. (It is fully defined beginning on Page 3. Refer to the Factor Rating 
Form Instructions on Page 21 in the Supervisor's Manual to complete this form.) 

Measures 

Fl Percent stops, major action 
arrest 

F2 Percent stops, major action 
citation 

F3 Percent stops, major action 
written warning 

£14 Percent stops, major action 
verbal warning 

F5 Percent stops, no enforcement 
action 

Overall rating of distribution of enforcement actions: 

I. PERFORMANCE 

% 

% a 

% a 

% a 

% a 

Comparison of Standards 

2~ 510 

2~ 5'0 

I 
5'0 25 

2~ 5b 

2~ 5b 

D Superior Acceptable D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; enforcement records; citizen comments; dispatcher's log 

7~ 
I 

100 

7~ I 
100 

, I 
75 100 

7~ 
I 

100 

7'5 
I 

100 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 5 = needs much improvement 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Analyses 

Approaches vehicle alld violator: Keeps vehicle/occupants in view throughout approach; shows proper concern for his own 
safety; positions himself properly wit1l respect to suspect and vehicle; instructs occupants to remain within or exit from 
vehicle as appropriate. 

interviews violator: Obtains necessary identification from suspect; follows proper procedure in verifying suspect's identifica
tion; properly observes and evaluates suspect's appearance, behavior and condition; properly conducts formal and informal 
tests to evaluate driver.'s condition; maintains professional attitude and demeanor throughout interview. 

Examines vehicle: Follows proper procedures in verifying vehicle ownership/registratiQn; properly observes and evaluates 
evidence of equipment/regulatory violations when appropriate, remains alert for sllspicious/contraband material and evi
dence of other offenses. 

Collects all appropriate evidence: Knows the elements of the offense; recognizes all facts, testimony and physical evidence 
that are relcvant and admissible; records and preserves all such facts, testimony and evidence. 

Selects enforcement action: Conducts wants/warrants check; bases decision on facts of the case; knows and adheres to 
appropriate guidelines for enforcement action selection; demonstrates consistency; avoids being swayed by extraneous factors. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

Numerical 
Rating 

o 
D 
D 
D 
D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name Supervisor ____________________ _ 

Shield No. _______ Evaluation Date __ ...!.I __ .:../ __ Evaluation Period __ ....!/~==_.!...I---"tolL-----'I'-_;__!..I--
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 4: Issues Enforcement Action-This factor allows the supervisor to evaluate the type of charges an 
officer issues and his skills in following procfdures required to file those charges. (It is fully 
defined on Page 4. Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 21 in the Super
visor's Manual to complete this form.) 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Measures Comparison of Standards 

Gl Percent arrests, alcohol/drug h I 1 A , 
traffic violation % 0 25 SO 100 

G2 Percent arrests, other traffic 
b 2'S s'o 7~ 160 violation % 

G3 Percent arrests, non-traffic 
b is 5'0 7'5 1bo offense % 

G4 Percent citations, moving 
b is s'o 15 lOa violation % 

GS Percent citations, equipment/ 
b 

, 
s'o 7~ 100 regulatory violation % 25 

G6 Percent citations, other ! is 5'0 7'5 160 violation % 0 

G7 Percent written warnings, b is 10 7~ I 
moving violation % 100 

G8 Percent written warnings, I is s'o 7'5 160 equipment/regulatory violation % 0 

G9 Percent written warnings, 1 
2'5 5'0 7~ I 

other violation % a 100 

Overall rating of distribution of charges: 

D Superior D Acceptable D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Dispatcher's log; enforcement records; activity reports; supervisor's observation; records personnel comments; citizen comments; 
file checks 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4 = needs some improvement;!i =: needs much improvement 

Analyses 

1. Informs suspect of enforcement action: Notifies suspect in accordance with statutory and judicial requirements; avoids 
debating charges with suspect; maintains control throughout the enforcement process; determines need for assistance in 
implementing enforcement action. 

2. Issues citations and warnings: Properly completes forms: provides appropriate copies to suspect; explains suspect's 
obligations/options. 

3. Makes physical arrest: Uses minimum required force; applies appropriate restraint to suspect; notifies dispatcher; collects 
and preserves physical evidence. " 

4. Terminates activity at :;cene-non·arrests: Returns documents to suspect; assists suspect's return to traffic flow; notifies 
dispatcher and resumes patrol. 

5. Transmits enforcement records/material: Provides a copy of citations, warnings, arrest records to appropriate personnel/ 
departments; preserves chain of possession in transmitting evidence; compiles complete and accurate notes for subsequent 
adjudication. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

Numerical 
Rating 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 



NARRATNE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name ____________________ _ Sup~~sor ______________________ __ 

Shield No. _______ Evaluation Date __ ..:.I __ -'/:....-__ Evaluation period __ ..:../--==--:....I __ to __ .:.../-:=:r--!/_-
start end 

EY ALUATIVE FACTOR 5: Manages and Investigates Traffic Accidents-This factor aids the supervisor in evaluating an 
officer's performance of activities required to control and investigate traffic accidents. (It is 
fully defined on Page 5 . Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 21in the 
Supervisor's Manual to complete this form.) . 

Measures 

Dl Average time per investigation, 
fatals 

D2 Average time per investigation, 
injuries 

D3 Average time per investigation, 
property damage 

D4 Percent investigations: any 
enforcement action 

D5 Percent investigations: hazardous 
violation enforcement 

I. PERFORMANCE 

hrs. 

hrs. 

hrs. 

I 
% 0 

I 
% 0 

i 
25 

2
1
5 

Comparison of Standards 

I I 

I I 
50 

5b 
Overall rating of accident management/investigation stops: 

D Superior D Acceptable D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

I 
75 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; accident reports; enforcement records; dispatcher's log; activity reports; citizen comments 

100 

100 

Numerical Ratings: 1 '" outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 5 = needs much improvement 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Analyses 

Properly proceeds to accident scene: Selects best route; attempts to minimize travel time without creating unacceptable risks; 
attempts to acquire as much information as possible while en route to formulate appropriate scene management plans; 
properly positions patrol vehicle at scene. • 

Determines and initiates Oll·scelle managemellt requiremellts: Correctly identifies most urgent emergency needs; identifies and 
calls for appropriate special assistance; conducts first aid when necessary; implements proper procedures for traffic and by
stander control; properly positions warning devices to protect scene and divert traffic safely; follows correct procedures for 
control/removal of vehicles and debris commensurate with investigative requirements and traffic/environmental considerations. 

Conducts investigation: Correctly determines need for and scope of investigation in accordance with policies and directives; 
identifies and collects statements from drivers and other witnesses; initiates hit and run procedUres when applicable; folloWs 
correct procedures in collecting and preserving physicai evidence and measurements; takes appropriate enforcement actions. 

Concludes on-scene management and investigation: Ensures that all appropriate actions have been taken; assists motorists in 
Teturning to traffic flow when appropriate; removes or repositions warning devices as appropriate; notifies dispatcher of 
termination of activities; prepares complete and accurate investigation and acti~ty reports, and transmits reports to appro
priate personnel/departments. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

Numerical 
Rating 

D 
D 
D 
D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name ____________________ _ Supevnsor _____________________ __ 

Evaluation period __ --'I_.,-~/~ __ ,_to __ __"_/ _ _:-'-I---
start end 

Shield No. _______ Evaluation Date __ --'-I __ -.:-/ __ 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 6: Prepares and Presents Traffic-Related Testimony and Evidence-This factor allows the 
supervisor to evaluate the ultimate outcome of an officer's enforcement actions., (It is 
fully defined on Page 5. Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 21 in the 
Supervisor's Manual to complete this form.) 

Measures 

HI Percent charges convicted 
as written 

H2 Percent charges convicted, 
lesser offense 

H3 Percent charges, all 
convictions 

H4 Percent charges court
convictions, as written 

1-15 Percent charges court
conviction, lesser offense 

H6 Percent charges all court
convictions 

Overall rating of convictions: 

D Superior 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Comparison of Standards 

I 
% a 15 5b 15 

I 
% a I 5'0 7~ 25 

I 
% a is I I 

50 75 

I 
% a I 51

0 
I 

25 75 

I 
% a 2

1
5 5'0 7

1
5 

I 
% a 2~ 5'0 7~ 

Acceptable D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; adjudication records; officer's notes; citations and case file; prosecutor's comments; court liaison 
officer's comments 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3" expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 5 = needs much improvement 

I 
100 

1 
100 

I 
100 

I 
100 

I 
100 

I 
100 

Analyses 
Numerical 

Rating 

1. Prepares evidence alld testimollY: Properly collects all relevant information; selects charge appropriate to violation; maintains 
chain of possession of evidence; prepares and maintains case file. 

2. Prepares for court appearallce: Reviews notes and case file; as required, meets with prosecutor; appears on time. 

3. Mailltaills appropriate demeallor alld appearallce: Uses proper language and diction; avoids nervous/disturbing mannerisms; 
is weU-groomed; avoids appearing biased. 

4. FollolVs correct procedures of testimollY and evidence: Preserves self control; avoids retorts and argumentative answers; 
remains alert for attempts by defense counsel to discredit testimony; politely insists on being allowed to provide a full 
answer to a "yes or no" question, when appropriate. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

D 
D 
D 
D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name __________________ -:--_ 

Shield No. _______ Evaluation Date __ ...:./ __ --'I __ _ 
Supervisor ______ -:-__________ --:-__ 

Evaluation periOd ___ /~__;_-/---to---:...I-~.:...I-_-
start end 

EV ALVA TIVE FACTOR 7: Provides Highway Service and Assistance-This factor aids the supervisor in evaluating an 
officer's performance of activities intended to assist the safety of motorists and other persons 
in the traffic environment. (It is fully defined on Page 5. Refer to the Factor Rating Form 
Instructions on Page 21 in the Supervisor's Manual to complete this form.) 

Cl Service/assistance stops 
per total patrol hour 

C2 Service/assistance stops 
per moving patrol hour 

Measures 

I. PERFORMANCE 

per hr. 

per hr. 

C3 Average time per service/ 
assistance stop '--__ --'I minutes 

Overall rating of highway service and assistance: 

Superior Acceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Comparison of Standards 

Unacceptable 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; activity reports; citizen comments; dispatcher's log; enforcement records 

Numerical Ratings: 1'" outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 '" expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 5 '" needs much improvement 

Analyses 
Numerical 

Rating 

1. Initiates highway serVice/assistance contact: Properly asseses need for service/assistance relative to other patrol reqllire
ments; follows correct procedures in positioning patrol vehicle at scene of contact; communicates appropriate information 
to dispa tcher .. 

2. Determines and implemellts type of aSSistance/action required: Evaluates nature and urgency of the problem; provides or I 
arranges for assistance in accordance with policy and directives; conducts records checks when appropriate; determines need . 
for enforcement action and/or follow-up investigation; properly attends to personal and other safety conSiderations through-
out the incident. 

3. Terminates highway service/assistance cOlllact: Ensures that atI appropriate actions have been taken; assists motorist in II 
returning to traffic flow When appropriate; notifies dispatcher of resumption of patrol; properly completes and transmits ~ 
applicable records. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 



Officer Name ___________________ _ Supervisor ___________________ _ 

Evaluation periOd __ -!...I __ .:..I __ to __ -"I"---:-..!.I __ 
start end 

Shield No. _______ Evaluation Date ___ I:......._-!...I __ 

EV ALUA TIVE FACTOR 8: Directs and Controls Traffic-This factor allows the supervisor to evaluate an officer's 
performance in traffic direction and contr<2,l activities. (It is fully defined on Page 6. Refer 
to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 21 in the Supervisor's Manual to complete 
this form.) 

I. PERFORMANCE 

E1 Percent total TDC time, 
total duty time 

£2 Percent assigned TDC 
time, total duty time 

£3 Percent as nceded TDC 
time, total duty time 

Measures 

% 

% 

% 

Overall rating of direction and control of activity: 

D Superior D Acceptable 

I a 

I 
a 

I 
0 

Comparison of Standards 

2~ 5'0 
I I 

I I I, 
25 50 

I I 
25 50 

D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

7~ 100 

I 
75 100 

I 
75 100 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; citizen comments; traffic congestion reports; interview with officer; activity reports; dispatchers's log 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3'" expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 5:: needs mllch improvement 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Analyses 

AsseSses lZeed for manual regulation of traffic flaw: Selects appropriate position to monitor tratTic; observes congestion; 
detects traffic control device malfunctions. hazardous conditions; selects appropriate TOe strategy. 

Manually regulates traffic flow: Selects appropriate position; properly employs hand signals;gcstures. whistle,lighted baton, 
ctc.; keeps intersection clear; allocates traffic movement time commensurate with traffic volume and flow; manually operates 
traffic control devices when appropriate. 

Prepares for and implemellts special traffiC escort: Develops or studies pluns for special escort; assists in establishing nnd 
preparing routes; maintains appropriate control position relative to escorted traffic; uses propcr communication/signalling 
procedures and warning devices to facilitate safe escort. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

Numerical 
Rating 

D 
D 
D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater's Signature 
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